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AITUC GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING

Bangalore - Jan.15-13, 1959

report

on the 

work o f the 

^ITUC CENTRE

NOTE: This document is not expected to be an organisational 
report in the real sense of the term but,as the caption signi
fies, a report on the work of the Central Office. However,
certain important organisational problems as they have arisen 
in the course of the Centre’s work during 1953 could be posed 
in this document in some detail. It is hoped that this would 
help the General Council to discuss the various organisational 
problems, especially pf those connected with the work atproblems
the Centre, and to lay down certain organisational tasks.
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A FEW MODEST SUGGESTIONS
Following from the factual material detailed in the following 

pages, and basing on experience of the year’s work, we venture 
to make a few modest suggestions to tone up our organisation:
For State TUCs:

gpart in each State cadre whose primary responsibility 
shculu be to look after STUC centre’s work. The' General Secre
tary of the State Committee should also take upon himself 
the work oi the STUC as priori tv work.

2. Regular STUC Conferences, Working Committee and General Council 
meetings should co mid.

3 . Reports should be me to the Central Office of all the Tri
partite Committee ’'notings and Conferences at State level as 
well as on Working Committee meetings of the STUC.

4. Sales of ’’Trade Union Record” among the middle class and English- 
cnowing cadre of a .ciliated and non-affiliated unions should be 
or'gsnisGQ. • Gcuripctign should bo initiHbod fop oripollin^ lopgop 
number of annual subscribers. ' '

5. Membership_ campaign for the year- 1958-59 (as on March 31, 1959) 
should be intensified. This should have top priority.

6. Unions should be asked to send copy of their annual returns to 
the Registrar of Trade Unions to the alTUC Centre and the STUC.

7• To fully utilise and invariably send reports and cases of non
implementation of awards, agreements, labour laws, etc. to the 
Evaluation and Implementation Division of the State Labour 
Department and later to the' Central E&I Machinery through AI TUG .

3. To honour and observe the Code of Discipline and Code of Conduct 
agreed to at Nainital Conference and to report breaches of the 
Code to the E&I Machinery.

9. Works Committees to be made basis for settling local and workshop 
grievances; non-functioning of Works Committees or non-implementa
tion of its decisions to be reported to the ^ITUC centre.

10. Prompt payment of affiliation fees to the alTUC centre and the 
STUCs by the unions shouh be ensured so that these organisations 
are able to discharge their responsibilities efficiently. (The 
tendency not to ray till reminders are sent and to wait till 
annual conferences to pay up the dues should be discouraged.)

11. Unions which are n o recognised by employers should apply for 
. recognition in terms of the Code of Discipline (Clause 6 - 

under head ’Management Agree’).
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3 . CADRE POSITION

Since the Ernakulam Session of the AITUC, and the improvement 
generally felt in our all-sided activity, the work of the AITUC 
Centre increased manifold. The Central Office has more and more 
assumed its effective role as a real national TU centre .

Besides the General Secretary who, in spite of his many- 
sided activities, devotes himself mainly to trade union work, 
one Secretary (K.G.Sriwastava) works wholetime at the Centre. 
They are assisted by M.Atchuthan, K.Krishnan, Dayanand Anant 
and M.K.Pandhe (The last two comrades joined the Central Office 
on 29.3.5$ and 19.9.5$ respectively).

Coms. Mahendra Sen, K .B.Panikkar and Diwakar are working 
in the WFTU office at Prague, representing WFTU at the ECAFE 
headquarters at Bangkok and the Peking Liaison Bureau respectively.

Com.Satish Chatterjee who has been working in the parliamen
tary section of T.U. and managing the central work -of the Transport 
Workers’ Federation, is on leave abroad from June this year.
4. SECRETARIAT MEETINGS

During the year, Secretariat meetings were held six times, 
apart from informal consultations with members of the Secretariat 
available in Delhi at the time, on various important questions.

The meeting on January 3 and 9, among other questions, 
selected AITUC's nominees on the teacher-administrator training 
school under the Workers’ Education Scheme.

The second meeting on April 16,-finalised the May Day delega
tion and the delegation to the 16th Indian Labour Conference.

The third meeting on April 23, apart from routine questions, 
decided on the names of lecturers and subjects on behalf of the 
AITUC for participation in the TU School in Bombay.

The fourth meeting on August 2$ discussed industrial problems 
on coal and the work of our TUs in the IMWF. The meeting also cons 
dered the preparation of syllabus for the AITUC School and decided 
on a sub-committee to draft the syllabus.

The fifth meeting on September 27 decided on organisational 
measures involved in ensuring correct procedure in respect,of 
verification of TU membership. The secretariat also discussed 
the mica strike in Gudur, closures, the Standing Labour Committee 
meeting, etc.

The meeting on November 26 discussed the agenda and the 
preparations for the forthcoming Working Committee and General 
Council meetings at Bangalore.
5. WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING.

The Working Committee met at Darjeeling on May 29-31, 195$. 
The decisions of the -Committee have been published in the 
'Trade Union Record’ and also circularised to State Committees 
for necessary action.

6. SUB-COMMITTEE TO DRAFT SYLLABUS FOR T.U .SCHOOLS
This sub-committee met in Delhi on September 23 and 29, 195$.

7. Sub-Committee to
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7. SUB-COMMITTEE TO DRAFT MEMO ON ’’DEMOCRATIC FUNCTIONING OF 
TRADE UNIONS”.

The Sub-Committee met on October 22, 195$ at Delhi, and 
held discussions. Important points lor inclusion in the 
draft was decided upon.

8. MEETING OF GENERAL SECRETARIES OF STATE TUCs.
The Secretariat convened a meeting of General Secretaries of 

the State TUCs on November 16th and 17th, and discussed organisa
tional problems . The me’eting took decisions in order to ensure 
that the process of verification of TU membership being undertaken 
by the Government is done in a satisfactory manner.
9. INDUSTRIAL COMMITTEES

Only three industrial committees were convened by, the 
Government of India during the year 1958. These were (1) Plantation , 
(2) Mines other than Coal, and (3) Jute. The latter two met 
for the first time.
(a) The Plantations Industrial Committee met at Shillong on January 
20 and 21, 1958. Our delegates were Coms .3 .A .Dange , Parvathi 
Krishnan and Monoran Jan Roy. The Committee appointed two sub
committees, one specially to consider bonus. The sub-committees 
met on April 23, November 11, December 2 and December 29. Com. 
MonoranJan Roy attended these sub-committee meetings.
(b) The Industrial Committee, on Mines other than Coal met at 
Delhi on April 17 and 18, 1958. The AITUC delegation comprised oi 
Coms.M.C.Narasimhan, MLA, Nakul Guha, Nirmal Bose, Amarlai 
Sharma and T.B.Vittal Rao, M.P.
(c) The first meeting of the Industrial Committee on Jute met 
at Calcutta on August 1 & 2, 1958. AITUC was represented by 
Com.Indrajit Gupta, Vallabha Rao and G.S.Sinha. A specia^ commits 
on rationalisation in jute met in Calcutta on September 30.
Com.Indrajit Gupta attended on our behalf.
10. REPRESENTATION ON STATUTORY BODIES
(a) E .3 .1 .Corporation: The Corporation met twice this year, on 
February 21 and August 13-14. In the first meeting, our nominee, 
Com .3 .Y .Kolhatkar could not attend due to certain technical 
difficulties raised by the Government. He attended the August 
meeting The Medical Benefit Council of ESIC met on July 30. Com. 
Hrishi Banerjee attended.
(b) Central Board of Trustees. Employees Provident Fund: 
The Board met twice this year - on March 24 and in November. 
Com .Sudhir Mukhoti attended on behalf of the AiiUU.
(c) National Productivity Council: The newly-formed National 
Productivity Council held its first meeting on March 24.debates were Coms.Satish Loomba and N .K .Krishnan. Com .Loomba 
It also on the Governing Body of the Council, which met twice later.
(di Central Board of Workers’ Education! This Board was registered 
under the Societies Act m NovemteF 1958, for purposes, of carrying 
forward the Workers’ Education Scheme. The first meeting wan held 
nt December 20. Com.Vithal Chaudhari represented the AITUC on 
Se B?trd. He also attended an earlier meeting of the Workers’ 
Education Committee on August 11.

Central Tea Board - Our representative Com.D.P.Ghose, attended 
the meeting of the’'Tea Board at Coonoor on August 23.

11. Indian Labour Conference....
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11. INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE AND STANDING LABOUR COW4ITTEE

. Tlrie 16th Session of the Indian Labour Conference met at 
^ainital on May 19 and 20. Coms .S .A .Dange and Dr.Ranen Sen were 
our delegates and they were accompanied by Coms .K.T.K.Tangamani 
and S.M.Banerjee as advisers.

The 17th Session of the Standing Labour Committee met in 
Bombay bn October 23 and 29, 1953. The AITUC was represented by 
Dr.Ranen Sen as delegate and Com ,P .Ramamurti as adviser.
11-A. SUB-COMMITTEE OF I.L.C.

The sub-committee of the Indian Labour Conference on Workers' 
Participation in Management and Discipline in Industry met twice 
this year - on March 14-15 and on September 19. Com.K.G. 
Sriwastava attended on behalf of the AITUC.
11-B. SUB-COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS TO I.D.ACT

The 17th Session of the Standing Labour Committee appointed 
a.tripartite sub-committee to consider amendments to the Industrial. 
Disputes Act. The sub-committee which was to have met early 
December postponed the meeting twice and now it is expected to 
meet in Bombay on January 16, 1959. Com.V.G.Row, Bar-at-law 
is the AITUC representative on the sub-committee. The AITUC has 
submitted a number of amendments to the I .D .Act for the considera
tion of the sub-committee.
12. OTHER TRIPARTITE MEETINGS
(a) one of the important tripartite meetings convened on industrial 
issues was the meeting convened by the Government of India in 
Calcutta to consider problems of the Coal Industry. The meeting 
was held on August 3. The AITUC representatives were Coms.Kalyan 
Roy and Lalit Burman.
(b) Steering Committee on Safety in Coal Mines. The Committee met 
at Calcutta on March 17 in -which Com.Vittal Rao and Com.Roy, accom
panied by Com.A.Das participated on behalf of the AITUC.
(c) The Steering Group on Wages met twice this year, on February 23 
and September .19, 1953. Com.Dange who was originally on the 
Steering Group could not attend the first meeting due to pressure 
of other .work. The second meeting was attended by Com.K.T.K.Tangamu 
(d) National Council for Training in Technical and Vocational 
Trades - The Council met on May 12, in which Com.Vithal Chaudhari 
participated on behalf of the AITUC.
(e) Central Evaluation and Implementation Committee. This Committee 
was convened in Delhi on September 20. The AITUC was represented 
by Coms.B„D.Joshi and Vithal Rao.
(f) The Fourth Advisory Committee meeting of the UNESCO Research 
Centre on social implications of industrialisation in Southern 
Asia was held in Calcutta on January 20-21, 1953. Com.K.G.Sriwas
tava attended on behalf of the WFTU.
(g) A meeting to discuss installation of automatic looms in the 
textile mills as per Government's plan programme, was convened by 
Labour Ministry on December 21, 1953. Com.Dange was invited to 
attended the meeting but he could not do so because he was indispose 
Com.Dange however submitted a note setting forth the views of the 
AITUC on Government’s proposals.

(hj Central Advisory Council
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(h) Central- Advisory Council O-l Industries: The Council met 
on August 7, 1958. No representative of the AITUC could attend 
the meeting.

(i) Minimum Wages Revision Committee: Because of other important 
work, Com.Indrajit Gupta, our representative, could not attend 

the meeting of the Committee held on December 13, 1958.

13. DEVELOPMENT COUNCILS
Out of 14 Development Councils set up by the Ministry of. Commerce 

and Industry, Government of India, the AITUC has representation 
only on two: (1) On Internal Combustion Engines and Power-driven 
Pumps; and (2) on Bicycles.

The Development Council on I.C.Engines met first on March 
11 and 12, 1958. Com .T .R .Ganesan is our nominee on the Council. 
The Council also held two meetings later in the year.

The Development Council on Bicycles also met twice during 
this period. Com.Niranjan Dihider, our nominee, could not a^ ^n 
the first meeting held on August 4, because of illness. e 
however attended the meeting held in December.

14. SEMINARS
(a) A seminar on Labour-Management Cooperation was held in Delhi 
on January 31 and February 1, 1958. Com.All Amjad represented 
the AITUC.
(b) Under the auspices of the WHO and ILO, a seminar on Occupation- 
Health was held at Calcutta from November 24 to December 5. Dr. 
Ranen Sen attended on behalf of the AITUC .
(c) A WFTU delegation comprising of Coms .K ,B Panikkar and T.C.N. 
Menon attended an ECAFE Seminar on Petroleum Resources held in 
Delhi in December 1958.

15 • PAY COMMISSION AND WAGE BOARDS .

(a) Central Pay Commission: On May 31, 1958, Com 
panied by Com .K ,G.Sriwastava appeared before the 
Commission and tendered oral evidence .

S .A .Dange accom- 
Central Pay-

Coms .K .G .Sriwastava(b) Textile Wage Board: Com.Dange accompanied by .
C V Chitnis B.D. Joshi, N .K .Krishnan, appeared before the Texum

P^Ird A^ 1958. Reply to the questionnaire prepared 
bv the Textile Committee of the AITUC and a note by Com.Dange 
Xe submitted to the Board. The oral evidence tendered by 
Com.Dange took about three hours.

(c) Sugar Wage Board: 
Board’s questionnaire

A memorandum on points raised in the Wage 
was submitted by the aITUG in November 19m- »

16. EVALUATION AND IMPLEMENTATION MACHINERY

The AITUC has forwarded a good number of instances of nom
i ti on to the Evaluation Unit. In a few cases, the ..w-ln

Son uSt has helped in speedy settlement but a great deal more 
still remain pending with them.

mu nTTTTC roceived information on such cases mainly from• ™ In Srbilmlnel, Qua mines, the IMW, Garden Reach Texts- 
unions in g-^hatore textiles, ex-Barsi Light Railway, Gudur

{mile,. Madras hotel workers, e 

. The Central Evaluation and
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o The Central Evaluation ano 
a TTTTnmbei? .20 and in its meeting

1 ut pointedly referred to the 
Implementation Committee met on 
also, representatives of the 
instances of non-implementation.

. Inquiry intor the following strikes to determine as to who 
5 violated the Code of Discipline was held in 1953:
^shedpun Strike of May 12, 1953 - Shri R.L .Mehta, IAS, Joint 

O?^^ai7’r5 Ministry of Labour, made an inquiry into the Jamshedpur 
swiKe.^ ihe A11UC submitted a memorandum to the Inquiring Officer 

at length the background of the dispute and that while 
pointing out that the Union resorted to strike as a last resort, 
Th V1°lation of the Code of Discipline was clearly evident in 
we attitude and actions of the Company and the Government.
e ,ahadur Gour, M.P., Secretary, AITUC, led the delegation 

oi the Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union, when Shri Mehta held his inquiries 
at Jamshedpur.. Later at Delhi, on June 27, Com .3 .A .Dange , 
General Secretary and Com ,K.G.Sriwastava, Secretary, met

Muta in this connection. Corn.Dange also sent a note to 
afterwards emphasising certain points connected with 

the TISCO strike.

In the meeting of the Central E&I Committee held in Delhi 
on September 20, 1953, as well as at the 17t-h session of the 
standing Labour Committee (October 23-29), Government spokesmen 
declared that the inquiry into the Jamshedpur strike would not 
be held as within the purview of the Code of Discipline since 
according to them, the Code takes effect from June 1, 1953, 
(following ratification by the 16th Indian Labour Conference). 
The AITUC representatives on both the above Committees demanded 
that the report of the officer should at any rate be made known 
to the parties concerned and discussed in the E&I Committee. 
The Labour Minister has now agreed to discuss the report in the 
next tripartite meeting.
2 - Bombay General Strike of July 25, 1953 and the strike in Premier 
Automobiles: Shri R.L.Mehta was again deputed by the Labour 
Ministry to inquire into these two strikes. The AITUC submitted 
a memorandum on this inquiry also, which was prepared by our 
Bombay State Committee. Our affiliated union, the Mill Mazdoor 
Union, Bombay, also submitted a memorandum highlighting the situation 
in Bombay textiles. Com.K.G.Sriwastava , Secretary, AITUC, accom
panied the delegation of the Mill Mazdoor Union.to meet Shri Mehta 
in Bombay on October 31, 1953.

3. Calcutta Tramway Strike: As per decision of the Central Evalua
tion and Implementation Committee, Shri R.L .Mehta, with representa
tives of employers and employees as assessors would conduct an 
inquiry into the tramway strike. There are three assessors .each 
from the employers' and workers’ side. A preliminary meeting 
has already been held and the inquiry starts at Calcutta on January 
12, 1959. Dr.Ranen Sen, Vice President, will represent our organisa
tion on the inquiry body.

Although'in certain cases, implementation of labour laws and 
agreements were expedited by the E&I Division of the Union Labour 
Ministry, there exist serious drawbacks in the functioning of this 
body. On the issue of non-implementation of the Delhi Agreement 
on rationalisation (15th Indian Labour Conference, July 1957), the 
E&I Division held that there was no agreement; but that it was 
only a recommendation to conclude bipartite agreements. When this 
fact was sharply posed in the context of the Ministry’s proposals 
to introduce automatic looms, Labour Minister Shri Nanda has now 
clarified that the Delhi Agreement is binding on parties and any 
violations should have to be taken seriously. Again, in the matter 
of setting up E&I Committees at State level, many State Governments 
have yet to take steps.

. . . . We also find that



fo1 also find that a number of unsubstantiated and patently 
ia±se cases are being reported to the E&I Division by the INTUC 
against our organisation. The role of the E&I Division as just 
.post office for transmitting such complaints came under criti

cism at the meeting of the Central E&I Committee. There are also 
instances which show that while the Division has shown anxiety in 
Pressing for investigation, complaints against our unions filed 
y the INTUC, similar complaints lodged by us have merited just 
ormal acknowledgment and no serious follow up action. While, ther • 

tore, such a tendency should be combatted, our unions should also 
greater attention to reporting violations on the part of the 

lub which, as we have found many a time, have gone unreported.
17 • INTERVENTION IN STRIKE STRUGGLES

The AITUC Centre intervened and helped the strikes of workers 
during this period, notably in Burnpur, Bangalore, West Bokaro 
collieries, Jamshedpur, Premier Automobiles, Bombay, Beedi workers 
of Rajnandgaon, Port and Dock, Gudur mica mines, Hutti gold mines 
and Beawar textiles. In the struggle against closures, especially 
in textiles, in the different centres, the AITUC extended its 
full support.

. (Details of the strike struggles are given separately in 
this folder.)

18. IMP OR TANT REPRESENTATIONS
On every major issue affecting the working class, the AITUC 

has made representations to the Governmental authorities. The 
Central Office made repeated representations on the policy of 
repression indulged by the Bihar Government and the TISCO against 
Jamshedpur workers and other questions connected with the dispute. ; 
he strike struggles of Hutti miners, Punjab patwaris, mica 

miners, West Bokaro coalminers and other sections of workers, 
several representations were made. Attention of the Government 
was drawn to the tense situation arising out of non-implementation 
of labour laws and awards as in the case of cashew workers in 
Mysore, miners in Chhikhli, Delhi textiles, textile workers in W.Bengal, etc. On the struggle against closures, the Central 
Office took up the cases, among others, of Kaleeswarar mills, 
Coimbatore, closure of blast furnaces in Kulti, jute mills in 
Katihar and a detailed memorandum prepared by our Textile Committee 
was also' submitted on textile closures. Closures and the , 
crisis in iron ore mining and manganese ore mining in Barbil, 
Orissa, were also taken up. Crisis in artificial silk industry 
in Punjab, demand of Monghyr tobacco workers for exemption from 
ESI Scheme and the need for speedy settlement of plantation bonus 
disputes, etc. were raised with the Government. Several instances 
of non-implementation of the Coal Award were cited and Government 
urged to end contract labour in collieries.

Strong protests were made by the AITUC on the policy of 
denial of passports to our delegates by the Government, on the 
discrimination practised by Government against the AITUC, especi ' I 
seen in the non-inclusion of AITUC representatives on Cement 
Wage Board, in 12 Development Councils, etc. The AITUC also 
protested against the presence of US and UK Embassy representatives 
in the Indian Labour Conference.
19. DEPUTATIONS - INTERVIEWS:
(a) Com.Dange led a deputation of United Iron & Steed. Workers’ 
Union Burnpur, and Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union,, on March 24, 1958, 
to meet Prime Minister Nehru and placed before him the grievances 
of iron and steel workers of the two centres. Com .'Kedar Das, 
Ali AmjadAli Amjad and Renu Chakravartty were members of the 
deputation. A memorandum was submitted to the Prime Minister and 
also the Union Labour Minister the next day.

. . . After the Jamshedpur
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, ^Tter the strike in Jamsnedpur, office-bearers of the AITUC 
ad several ne etings with government representatives and discussed 
several pressing problems. During the enquiry into the strike
y n. L. Mehta, Dr.Raj Bahadur Gour, Secretary, AITUC, led the JMU 
delegation which went to give oral evidence. Later Com.Dange 
and Com.Sriwastava also met Mr.Mehta in Delhi on June 27, 195$.
(b) On February 17, Dr .Ra j Bahadur Gour and Com .K .G .Sriwastava 
met the Labour Minister in connection with the West Bokaro 
colliery strike.
(c) Cons.Parvathi Krishnan, K .G.Sriwastava and Parduman Singh 
met Shri Manubhai Shah, Minister for Industry, in February 195$, 
regarding the crisis in silk and wollen factories in Amritsar.
(d) On August 30 and later in December, Com .S .A .Dange had 
discussions with the Union Labour Minister on the various 
issues the AITUC had raised with the Labour Ministry.
(e) Com.R.B.Gour and Com .K ,L .Narasinham met the Chief Labour 
Commissioner in connection with the Gudur mica strike. Later 
on October 1, Coms ,K.G.Sriwastava and T.B,Vittal Rao met 
the Secretary, Ministry of Labour, and on December 11, 
Coms .K .T ,K .Tangamani and K,L .Narasimhan again met the Chief 
Labour Commissioner, on the same dispute.

Members of Parliament who are office-bearers of the AITUC 
together with other MPs connected with the trade unions have 
been leading numerous deputations in this period, meeting 
Ministers and Government officials on the various issues brought 
before the AITUC and directly to the MPs.
20. NATIONAL RALLY MEET

On the invitation of the HMS, representatives of all central 
TU organisations (except the INTUC) and industrial federations 
met in Delhi on February 23, 195$, to consider ways and means to 
check the rising cost of living and the workers’ demands for wage 
increases.

The AITUC was represented at this meeting by Coms .3 .A .Dange 
and K.G.Sriwastava.

The meeting decided to hold rallies and demonstrations all 
over India in State capitals on March 27, 195$. The Charter of 
Demands was' presented to the Prime Minister on April 1, 195$ 
by a delegation of HMS and AITUC representatives. Coms .Parvathi 
Krishnan, and K.T,K.Tangamani were on the deputation from the 
AITUC.
21. OUR M.P ,s.

Very high hopes were raised among our trade unions after 
the last elections on the fact that this time in various States 
and in the Central legislature, a number of our prominent 
rpy ]_eaders have been elected MLAs and MPs. These election victori 
have no doubt helped the movement to raise many trade union 
issues in State legislatures and the Parliament during the 
last two years. This is seen from the report of our M.P.s 
activities during the year 195$, given below:

Budget Session
During the Budget Session of Parliament, the TU MPs were 

rmnte active . Besides speaking on the General Budget and . 
To hour Grants (the summary of speeches have been published m 
rhA TUR) they raised the urgent problems of the workers through 
a number of adjournment motions, calling attention and short 
notice questions.

. . . They also rais ed
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They also raised discussions on the following non-official 

resolutions, during the Budget Session:
-’’That -all service Rules of the Government of India be examined 

by a Joint Committee of both Houses” (April 25, 1958)
- ”To inquire into the rapid decrease in the number of women 

labour employed in coal,, jute, textile and other industries, 
to ascertain causes.” (May 9, 1958)

- ’’Discussion on the delay in amending Workmen’s Compensation Act.” 
(March 9, 1958)

- To consider the annual report of the ESI Corporation for the 
years 1954-56. (May 8)

- Non-payment of miners’ wages in Orissa coal mines (May 9).
Amendment of the Provident Fund Act also afforded opportu

nity to discuss the issue re. implementation of Provident Funds 
Act.

August-September
During the August-September session of the Parliament, 

the following adjournment motions were moved by our MPs: 
- ’’Calling out of troops in connection with the strike of 

workers of the TISCO in May 1958” - (August 12)
- closure of Kaleeswarar Mills (August 20)
- closure of manganese mines in Orissa

The official bill relating to trade unions debated during 
this session was the Industrial Disputes (Banking Companies) 
Amendment Bill. (Aug.28).

Two important issues came up for discussion by way of 
non-official resolutions. One was the Rajya Sabha discussion 
on the motion for ”A Committee of MPs to examine causes of 
present industrial unrest” (Aug.22 and Sept.5). In the 
Lok Sabha, on September 22, a non-official resolution was _ 
debated for amending the Constitution ”to remove jurisdiction 
of High Courts and Supreme Court over tribunals and courts 
constituted under the Industrial Disputes Act.

Besides, there was half hour discussions on Social Security 
(Lok Sabha Sept. 19) and on Subsidized Industrial Housing
Scheme (Rajya Sabha - Sept.16).

November-December
The Workmen’s Compensation Amendment Bill was debated in the 

Rajya Sabha on November 24 to 27, in which our MPs participated 
and demanded comprehensive amendments.

The debates on the investment policy of the LIC and on .
, n e exports provided opportunity for important interventions 
bv our MPs'. Our MPs also participated in the debate on the 
non-official resolution for appointment of a committee to estimate 
the incidence of unemployment.

Discussions were raised by our MPs also on closure of _ 
furnaces in Multi and the layoff bf workers in Assam coal mine

the work of MPs - called TU MPs - is not coordinated 
level’. Generally, their services - including some of the 

office bearers and Working Committee members - are at the dispos . 
, TTUC onlv if they are free from normal parliamentary, °fn2ituencv local TU and other jobs. That is why they are 

constituency, tQ 2iifUC for even tours whenever asked xor
^^J^mions or for meetings at Delhi, during parliamentary scssi by the^unions o of wrk at the centre .
or just thereat exceptions but generally this is the position. 
As usu , .That is why we are often

However
at any level. Generally
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trAH iS We are °^ten unable to comply with the requests of 

e unions for MPs to attend to their conferences and struggles.
, ^ur biggest failure to mobilise MPs and MLAs for TU 

2r " was in response to the decision of the Darjeeling session 
©working Committee to send them to visit Jamshedpur.

°~ 9a-^bod 1:0 discuss the amendments to Workmen's 
thr^enMptlOn Autumn session could gather only
T „ ee ,1;s “ two being the persons in whose room the meeting was called' ’

r , We a.re not aware as to what is the position of members 
r . tate legislatures in this respect. State TUCs seem 
co be m a better position than the Centre.
22• TRADE UNION SCHOOLS

According to reports received at the Central Office, 
trade union schools were held at Giridih, Bombay, Assam and

. during the year. The first three were held under the auspice 
of individual unions. The UP STUC held a school at Kanpur 
and among those who participated in the Kanpur School were 
Coms .Ra j Bahadur Gour, K.G.Sriwastava and K .T .K.Tangamani 
Secretaries of the AITUC.

A Teacher-Administrator Training School under the 
Workers Education Scheme of the Government of India was held 
by the Government of India at Bombay from May to November 1958. 
The AITUC sent four students to the school: Coms.K.M.Sundaram 
(Tamilnad), P.D.Gandhi (Gujerat), M.K.Pandhe (Bombay) and 
Krishna Jiban Basu (Bengal). All the four have completed 
the course. Com.Pandhe has joined the AITUC centre while the 
others have reported back to their STUCs.

The AITUC was allotted 17 lectures and the AITUC lecturers 
at the School were: Coms.3.A.Dange, Raj Bahadur Gour, G.Sundaram, 
3.Y.Kolhatkar, A.S.R.Chari, Parvathi Krishnan, K,T.K.Tangamani, 
N.K.Krishnan and Vithal Chaudhari .
22-A. NEEDS OF RESEARCH SCHOLARS - VISIT TO .\ITUC CENTRE

Students doing research in various universities and institu
tions have sought help from the AITUC Centre in connection 
with their work, specially when the subject matter pertains to 
labour. Half a dozen such students came to the AITUC office 
and held discussions on their respective subjects with the 
members of the Secretariat.

Worth mentioning in this connection is a visit of about 
35 students of social science from Patna University headed by 
Prof .Sinha who visited AITUC office in early November 1958. 
Com .K . G .Sriwastava, Secretary, AITUC, addressed them for about 
an hour and replied to their queries re. problems of TU movement 
and AITUC policy.
23. W.F.T.U. .

The Executive Bureau of the WFTU met at Budapest from 
March 30 to April 11. Com.Dange who is on the Bureau could 
not proceed to Budapest to attend the meeting as on these dates 
he was to appear before the Central.Pay Commission and the 
Textile Wage Board.
24. TRADE UNIONS INTERNATIONALS

The Administrative Committee of the Transport TUI met 
in Moscow on June 5. Com.Satish Chatterjee attended from India.

. . . . The Administrative Commie;
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, Th® Administrative Committee of Leather TUI met prior to 
ne International Conference of the TUI at Sofia in July.
Com.Sailen Paul attended.

Com .Mohd. Elias was the reporter on the second item of the 
agenda at the International Conference of Metal and Engineering T, - . 
He was at Prague for over a month in connection with the prepa
ration of the report.

Miners’ TUI held its Administrative Committee meeting in 
Uecember 195S, Com .M.C .Narasimhan attended the meeting.

25 • committee for solidarity with Algeria

_ The International Committee for Solidarity Wit^i Algeria 
met in Cairo from September 12 to 15. Com.Parvathi Krishnan, 
Vice President, represented AITUC on the Committee.

Later, at the Prague meeting of the Committee, Com.Mahendra 
Sen represented our organisation.
26 . INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES
a) World Young Workers’ Conference: The Conference was held in 
Prague from July 14 to 20, 195$. Since the Government did not give 
a single passport to our delegates, none could, attend from India.
b) International Conference of Textile and Clothing Workers: 
The Third Conference of the Textile TUI was held at Sofia on 
July 25-26. Of our delegates, only Com.Arun Sen (W.Bengal) got 
passport and could participate in the conference .
c) International Conference of Leather Workers was also held at 
Sofia on July 27-2B. Com.Sailen Paul participated from India. 
Com.Shiv Sharma (U.P.) another delegate from India reached late 
because of de-lay in obtaining passport.
d) International Conference of Textile and. Leather Workers: 
This conference which met immediately after the textile and 
Leather Conferences at Sofia set up one TUI for both Textile and 
Leather Workers. Our delegates to the earlier conferences 
participated in this conference also.
e) International Metal and Engineering Workers Conference.:. As already 
reported, Com .Mohd. Elias was the rapporteur' on the second point 
of the agenda (Tasks of the Metal and Engineering Workers in 
Colonial and Dependent Countries). None else could participate 
since Government denied passports.
f) International Conference of Agricultural and Forestry Workers.: 
Held at Bucharest from October 16 to 19, Com.Prasada Rao and a 
delegation from the All-India Kisan Sabha participated in the 
conference . None of our nominees from the plantations could get 
passportso

) Stockholm Peace Conference - Coms .Mohd. Elias and Sudhir Ghose 
attended the Stockholm Conference.
27. DELEGATIONS - MAY DAY

In May Day delegation this year we could send only two 
hnm S C Dutta (U.P.) went to Peking and Com.Kallat Krishnan 
went to’Moscow. Com.Satish Loomba who was nominated for May Day 
aXloration to Moscow was at first refused passport but later on 
reconsideration was granted passport on May 17., He left for Mos 
on May 20 for a three week tour of USSR at the invitation of th^

(Kerala)

AUCCTU, Moscow.
Foreign Visitors . . .
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28 .FOREIGN VISITORS

2^th So ^anuary 8, 1958, Com.uange met one -
M ssion of the AITUC and on January 11 met them at Delhi. S^v ' 

=-t Bombay on January 11.

Com.Range met the Soviet delegation to the 
---- ^xx R^xj 11, Com .K.G.Sriwastava 

Souvenirs were presented to them by Com.Range

rp oi JanuarY 8, Com.Range met the Chinese delegation to the 
arnakuiam session and presented Souvenirs.

. ’r I'^y^rgess, Labour Attache, American Embassy at New Relhi . 
visited .aliUC office on January 13 and had discussions regarding 
decisions of the Ernakulam session, with Com ,K.G.Sriwastava, Secretary.

Mr .Turner, D _ Labour Attache, U.K. High Commission at Delhi 
visited AITUC office on January 15 and had a talk with the Secretary 
on the conclusions of the Ernakulam' session.

Mr .Marcel Roberts, chief of the ILO’s Department on Industrial 
and Occupational Health, visited the AITUC Central Office on November 
1/ and 18 and had discussions with Com.Range, Com..K ,G .Sriwastava 
and Com .K.T.K.Tangamani.
29 . TOUR BY AITUC OFFICIALS

January, 1958: Com .S .A .Range , General Secretary, visited Shillong 
on January 21, 1958 and had discussions with Assam STUC comrades. On 
his way back, he went to Burnpur and Jamshedpur.

February 1958: On February 2, Com.Range addressed the Fourth 
Annual Conference of All-India Defence Employees Federation at Calcutta. 
On February 4, Com.Range attended the Coalminers’ Conference at Bermo, 
Bihar.

Com.Parvathi Krishnan, Vice President and Com .Mohd. Elias, Member, 
Working Committee, visited the scene of Chinakuri mine disaster on 
February 21.

March, 1958: Com.S .S .Mira jkar, President, inaugurated the Sixth 
Session of South Kanara TU Council at Mangalore on March 16.

Com.Parvathi Krishnan visited Bangalore in connection with the 
strike in Hindustan Aircrafts, on March 14.

Dr .Ranen Sen, Vice President, visited Jamshedpur in the middle 
of March.

Com.Range visited Calcutta in M rch and had discussions with 
comrades.

April, 1958. Com.Range addressed the General Council of Punjab STUC 
at NangaT*on April 19. He. also addressed the Annual General Conference 
of Textile Mazdoor Ekta Union at Chheharta on April 10. Coms .Indrajio 
Gupta Satish Loomba, K . T .K .Tangamani and K .G .Sriwastava, Secretaries, 
also attended the conference.

May ,1958: On May 1, Com.Raj Bahadur Gour, Secretary, visited 
Ludhiana.

Com-Indrajit Gupta visited and addressed meetings at Jamshedpur 
on May 4.

Com Range was in Jamshedpur in the last week of May in connection 
ith the'TiSCO strike. He also had been to Patna and met Bihar Chief 

Minister. Com .K.G.Sriwastava, Secretary, participated in a meetin,
of the Western’Zone of U.P .State Committee, held at Bareilly.

Com .Mohd. Elias, M.P., visited Jamshedpur on May 15.

June 1958....
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thp fudd1 1QS8. Com.Md. Elias, M.P. visited Jamshedpur in tne iirst week. ’

Dr.Raj Bahadur Gour attended the M ,P .Manganese Workers’ 
Conference at Balaghat held on June 10-11. He visited Jamshedpur 
on June IB-20 in connection with the Mehta enquiry. Earlier 
on June 12 he visited Bhopal and held discussions with MP DUG 
comrades.

u1aly—19.58 - Com.K,G.Sriwastava Secretary, visited Jabalpur 
and inaugurated the M.P.Motor Workers’ Conference held on July 19-

Dr.Ranen Sen, Vice President, visited Jamshedpur on July lu-ii
August__ 1 - Com.Homi Daji visited Jamshedpur on August 3

and Com .K. G. Sriwastava also visited Jamshedpur later in the 
month, on August 23 and 24.

Dr.Raj Bahadur Gour participated in the Executive Committee 
meeting of Karnatak STUC held in Bangalore on August 1 and 2.

October, 1958: Com .P .Ramamurti and Com.K.T .K.Tangamani went 
to Kerala in connection with the strike in Kerala plantations.

On October 12, Dr .Raj Bahadur Gour inaugurated the Conference 
of the Petroleum Workers Union at Ambala.

Com.Aruna Asaf Ali inaugurated the All-India Petroleum 
Workers’ Conference at Delhi on October 30.

November 1958: Com .P .Ramamurti inaugurated the Conference 
of Central Industries Employees Federation at Bangalore on 
November 1-5 and 16.

Com.Raj Bahadur Gour toured Himachal Pradesh.
Com.Md. Elias visited Assam 

tional work.
in connection with TU organisa-

Com.Panikkar visited Kerala on November 21 23 in conneccio..
with organisational work.

K Gwith comrades working in engineering, p >iron and steel industries on December 9 to 12.
_ , no fnm Danee visited Jamshedpur and addressedOn December 13, Corn.tang n addressed a Jute Workersa mass rally. On December 14, Com.Dange addressee

Convention at Calcutta.Cow.S.A.Dange, General Secretary and K G.^riwasiava^n^^
Indrajit ^pta Secretary ye^ed^
on December 26 to 29 -n - ± h Employees Union.
Iron & Steel Workers and ben runeign r 7

30. nITUC NOMINATIONS

year

1.
2 .
3.
4-
5 •.
6.

Trov.cs madn bv the AITUC during the
The followingfor representation on triparuiue

Com.S.Y.KOLHATKAR
Com.H.BANERJ EE
Com .B.D. JOSHI
Com. HOMI D.-. JI

n, Councll for Bicycle Industry - Con .NIRANJAN DIHIDE
Development Gounci .
Committee on Acre)
Minimum Wages Act ^en

Employee s State Insurance Corporation

Medical Bene fit Council of ESIu
Central E&I Committee

Panel of Planning Commission Housing Panel o±

Rubber Board rm, ration
i Rm rd of Workers Education -- Central Board Council

9. National Frdaucu
7.
8.

Com.INDRAJIT GUPTA 
Com.ROSAMMA PUNNOSE 
Com.VITHAL CHAUDHAR 
Com.SATISH LOOMBA o Com’N.K.KRISHNAN 
........ Besides
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one each from W Fsc.^Ve-’ t^e ATTUC nominated four comrades - 
UNESCO Studv Delhi and Kerala - for the
request for gram' b'^ever, the UNESCO informed us that our 
that they mav e™ ?^uld Pot be made available in 1953 and y may. consider the same for 1959.
wolfar^personnel tSal a^° be!n nominated for training as 
Organisation the scheme of the Coal Mines Welfare
of°the InHinn t\/f - 16 a9bM-nations were made on the recommendation Indian Mme Workers’ Federation.

CRIMINATION AGAINST THE AITUC

ment i • tion against the AITUC .as a policy of the Govern
or rhe >7 /lnu-LnS, _ in the matter of giving due representation

ions committees, delegations, study tours, etc.
tbe delegations from India to the ILO and its Industrial 

111 ' aes, the AITUC was not called upon to give nominations.
o • bn ncgnnU to the Workers’ Study Tours in Asia under the

r»pp,aiCe S-t-°1 . dhe UNESCO, we were informed that none of our 
presentatives could be selected for this year’s tours.

, Technical Tour and such other programmes under
the Colombo Plan, our nominees were not taken.

On the Gorakhpur Labour Advisory Committee, our re pre sentati’ • 
have no place.

On none of the Wage Boards, the AITUC is represented.
In the various tripartite committees the ratio of representa

tion to the INTUC and AITUC is from 3 : 1 to 6 : 1. When we 
protested against this, we are informed by Government that 
such a representation is based on the basis of verified membership 
as on 31.3.57 (AITUC as a protest did not send returns for this 
period).

On the Central Advisory Council of Industries, the AITUC is 
never taken on its important sub-committees, as in the licensing 
committee. Similarly, on the Standing Committee of the ESI Corpo
ration, the AITUC has not been given a place. The same is the 
position with regard to 12 out of the 14 Development Councils 
set up by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry.

32. I. L. 0.
The Government of India continues to recognise and send 

representatives of the INTUC only to the ILO and its Industrial 
Committee meetings. A formality of asking if any joint or 
agreed delegation on behalf of all the Central TU organisations 
can be sent was done by Government this year also. The AITUC 
in reply stated that since Government continues to show partiality 
towards the INTUC in this matter, the AITUC does not consider 
it worthwhile’to make any proposals in this regard.

Government of India has this year ratified the _ convention 
stipulating equal pay for work of equal value . Ratification 
was done only when much of the force of the convention was lost 
in an ILO interpretation that the Government need adhere to it 
only "as far as possible”. Again, the convention will become 
effective only 12 months after its registration with the ILO.

33. CIRCULARS:
The following circulars were sent to the State TUCs: 
1. Re. Non-Implementation of Awards, etc. (ih TUR D/20.1.58)
2^ -do- reminder - on 27,2.5«.

. National R|;lly meeting (Darjeeling) - 10.6 .'58
Decision of ^orKing ? 7 J3

4. 
5 - 
6.

~ „ 4-4 on Faps from unions - < . r . >0Bn Gratuity &c. in Textile Industry - 12.7.58
7. Re. Verification procedure
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9.
On Procedure - 13.8.58
On VerKiL;glrinering> and Agriculture TUI Conf. - 16.8.58

10 .TUI Conference* - Sept.11..
11 . On WorkI Forestry - Sept.11
12 On committees - Sept.11.n/uolications of STUCs - November 5.

inculars to affiliated unions include:
1.
2 .
3 .
4 .
5 .
6.
7.

pXZwmentation of awards - TUR D/January 20. 
On K 1On.°fTIndustrial Reports - TUR D/Feb.20 On ZkT1C'UnitS ~ TUR D/April 20 '
un Works Committees - TUR D/May 20.
on Subsidised Industrial Housing - TUR D/May 20.
S Agricultural TUI Conference - TUR D/ June 5.
n Committees - TUR/June 20.
On affiliation Fees - TUR/D-Aug.5.
Workers Education Scheme - TUR/Sept.20

W.Kew Affiliation Certif icates-TUR/Sept .20
ii .industrial Committee on Chemicals - TUR/Sept.20

9.

Pdve circulars were sent to Working Committee members 
on the agenda and other details relating to the Darjeeling 
session as well as the' forthcoming Bangalore session.
eneraf Council. members were informed of the agenda of the 
angalore session in a circular issued on December 16.

Three trade circulars were issued (1) To engineering 
unions on the international Trade Conference (2) to textile 
unions for collecting certain information required by the 
Textile Wage Board and (3) to sugar unions on the meeting 
called at Delhi to draft reply to Wage Board questionnaire.
34 . PRESS STATEMENTS
Following are the statements issued to the Press by the Central 
Of f i ce .
8. 1. 58 - 
28.1. 58 -
21.3. 58 -
24.3. 58 -
25.3. 58 -
27.4. 58 -
1. 5. 38 -
8. 5 • 58 - 
15-5. 58 -
20.5. 58 -
16.6.58 -
14.7.58 -
23-7.58 -
29.7.58 -
1.8.58 -

16.9.58 -
20.9.58 -
21.10.58 -
21.10.58 -
24.10.58 -
29.10.58 - 
5.11. 58 -

Hands Off Indonesia Day.
Summit Conference Fortnight
Nullification of Journalists Wage Award
Deputation to Prime Minister - Iron & Steel
Condolense on demise of Com.D’Mellow
Goonda attack on strikers in Premier Automobiles, Bombay
May Day
Jamshedpur Strike

-do-
On Indonesia
Port & Dock Strike
On sad demise of Comrade Chakkarai Chettiar
Bombay General Strike
Firing in Kerala
On Code of Discipline and Kerala INTUC
On INTUC President’s slanderous remarks
India China Friendship Fortnight
Firing in Kerala plantations
38th Anniversary of the AITUC
Kerala Plantation Strike
Com.Dange’s illness
Death of Kalindi in Jamshedpur Jail and inhuman 
treatment of undertrial prisoners

35 . DEFENCE OF JA.MSHEDPUR AND GUA COMRADES

As per the appeal issued by the Working Committee of the 
atth/ for contributions to the Jamshedpur Workers' Aid Fund, 
collections till end of December, 1958 total 3,697.30.

To help the union in de lending the TU leaders implicated 
in several criminal cases, including a conspiracy c|e large 
i I ronni red The campaign for Jamshedpur Fund should£U±forf SrSrlhA intensified. The AITUC Centre has so far

L Iup 1 -L *. . . remit ted a sum
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s uun o f* R s s o o o / । ,, , ’ /-to the Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union.
8 not^granteJ65° get bail ^or the TU leader 

granted even after agitating upto the Patna s

Of Gua iron ^miners6C!i°yS in tbe defence of trade union leaders 
Rs.2,395.00. 5 ° far r°ceived in the AITUC Centre total

has been made^^hf y^ere ^ower but appeal
^se is still going on and the 
on this account.

anted bail by the High Court. The 
he aITUC has so far spent Rs.9500.00

36. TRADE union record

"Trade Ur-inn p to br^nS out our fortnightly organ, the
the^issue re6ularly this year, except for a break -

d January 5, 1953, following the Ernakulam session.
.nfp/h sbill remains to be repeated that we do not get 

reP°rts from the States for publication in the TUR.
t™ 13 mectinSG of tripartite bodies in different States

S°ne Y^rePorted for the sole reason that the participating 
comrades did not post. us with requisite information. The same 
is^equally true even in respect of reporting major strikes and 
settlements. .Requests to our functionaries in the States and 
in aifferent industrial centres for articles and reports have 
been largely unresponded.

the editorial and circulation work of the journal still 
remain on an ad hoc basis, there being no wholetime staff who 
could be given this responsibility. The result is, of course, 
that we could not put it on proper shape .

With the growing TU movement in general and our influence 
in particular, a fortnightly journal would not possibly cope 
up with the rapid strides of the movement. At the same time, with 
a selling price of just 20 nP for a 16-pager, and with its limited 
sale, we cannot venture either to increase the pages, or change 
the format into a bigger size, or think of converting it into 
a weekly.

37.PUBLICATIONS
We have published the following books and pamphlets during 1957.

1 GENERAL REPORT AT ERNAKULAM by S .A .Dange , pp.104, Price Rs. 1.2 5 
2*. BUDGET AND PLAN, CAPITALIST OFFENSIVE AND THE PEOPLE

(Com.Dange’s’speech in Lok Sabha), pp . 20 - price Rs.0.15nP
3. S.A.DANGE on MUNDHRA AFFaIR - Speech in Parliament, pp.16 - 12nP
4. EARNINGS OF FACTORY WORKERS IN 1956, with a foreward by

S.A .Dange - Price Rs.O.25nP .
5. SIXTEENTH TRIPARTITE - -Papers relating to 16th Indian Labour 

Conference with a foreword by S .A .Dange - Rs.l.25nP

33. CENTRAL GUIDANCE
Besides guidance through letters and personal meetings with 

credos of various unions who either come to Delhi or meet our 
“hparers on tour, industry-wise meetings were convened by 
TTTTC mntre from time to time. These include meetings of the aITUC centre } Port & Dock (March), Iron & Steel (M

textile com - qnp-ar (April and November), Banks (December),
Oeiembfr) and periodical, consultations with comrades 

iS StroLum, engineering and coal andustrres.
39. Verification of Membership
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39 •
Procedure adoptedka^thiylJP^ °n ^he basis of the verification 
started verifies^ S J6th Indian Lab°a^ Conference, has 
iU organisations to doL™? membership of all the four central 

oo determine their membership.
Thisyear the ITThp n

as on 31.3.58 - aboni u ba$ subraitted its returns of membership 
the unions could not reSistration no. of some of*
within the specified U5niSded to tbe Chief Labour Commissioner
scored out and the y °~ ’ some °f the unions have been
for verification 3 sanb to the Regional Labour Commissioners(after deletin^he °f the A°VC as Per the C-L-C*
m 1420 unions. unions with no regn. nos) is 13,99,931

within the

respective claims of other organisations are:
IN TUG 
HMS 
UTUC

The AITUC has 
whose regn. nos.

1067 
237 
284

objected to

unions n
H

13,79,535
3,58,772
1,96,996

the scoring 
period for thUV Y? were unable to furnish have to check „n°N°Nyys°ns: (|) G°yernment will in any case 
thus thev con n? x n ra§n ’ n(? • given is correct or not and 
tered o/not- and™??)* fi«o out if a particular union is regis- 
the iiTTUC and to dlscriminatory treatment towards„ ^nd Other TU centres other than the INTUC, their 
for vears° ygZZterfZd Pro^-PPTy and registration has been delayed 

therefore, pointed out that those unions which ■ 
no' '-y egistered unions (irrespective of the fact that 

which in the returns or not) as well as those unions
shmiia' n- • i or registration and are functioning for six months should be included m the lists of the Central TU organisations.

out of those unions 
within the stipulated

TUs

„ . While conceding that the arguments have some force, the 
nion Labour Minister has however ruled out these objections 
for the present.

.40. CONTACT WITH S.T.U.C.s and UNIONS

In my last report to the Working Committee (May 1958) it 
was stated: ■

"Since Ernakulam session, contact through correspondence 
with State Committees has improved a bit. While West Bengal and 
Tamilnad TUCs keep constant touch with the Centre, the other 
State TUCs have started writing, may be only 2 or 3 letters in 
5 months. The Delhi and Kerala TUCs did not write a single 
letter during this period.

"While communications from most of the States are in the 
nature of seeking certain information, specially regarding passport 
and publications, some of the reports from the Unions direct to ■ 
the Centre refer to th a activities and issues.

"It is not claimed that each and every letter received in 
the Central Office specially from the Unions has been replied. 
But by and large most of the letters requiring attention of the 
Centre have been responded. No record of number of letters 
received has been kept but on an average, about 20 letters are- 
received and approximately an equal number despatched every day."

Since May 1958, the two STUCs of Delhi and Kerala from whom 
in the first five months r the year, no correspondence was 
received have started functioning. Functioning of the UP STUC 
and Rajasthan STUC have an y improved to some extent. In the

. . . latter half of this
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, there has been 
of Punjab, M .P . ,

very little corres- 
Karnatak and Andhra

Reports letters from STUCs are more formal.
raajor develonmiT-/^ Committee and General Council meetings, 
consultation^ 'nt9’ tripartite meetings at State level, or 
still sSaS QWSUes at State (unlike Union) level are 
either bommSn ■‘-here is thus a danger of the State Committees 
its relatZ mere post ^ice or a non-entity 
its relation with the AITUC is concerned. as far as

We are sure 
us ha ve

that Unions has increased,
sent majority of unions affiliated to
to o—l annual returns to the Registrar of TUs. But our aptcal
dp.fpS a copy of the returns to the AITUC did not have
T+-\ mni s lsults, except from the South Kanara region of Mysore .

. e better if trade unions display their registration 
letterheads Ct th&t ±t ±S affiliated mth the -ITUC on their

. . . ' e. kah proposed to give a short organisational report on
. e, position in each State in this document. But for want of uptod 
information, we are refraining from doing so now. With the 
cooperation of the STUCs we hope to accomplish this task in our 
aa^t report. However, we are giving below our membership in the 
aiti erent States and the number of TUs as on 31.3.53:

1420 13,99,931

1. Andhra Pradesh
2. Assam

- 97
- 10

35,028
22,439

3. Bihar - 52 — 82,915
4. Bombay - 132 — 2,62,137
5. Kerala - 435 — 2,32,642
6. Madhya Pradesh - 30 — 25,216
7. Madras - 163 — 2,46,271
3. Mysore - 33 — 49,026
9. Orissa - 19 — 27,489

10. Punjab 64 — 48,238
11. Rajasthan 1 — 4,800
12. Uttar Pradesh 66 — 29,927
13. W.Bengal - 240 — 2,42,446
14. Delhi - 17 — 41,292
15. Manipur 1 - 65

— :THE END: —
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strike of over 2000 workers of West Bokarp colliery, 

onauootand, which began on November 12, 1957, continued in January 
and till February 15, when the strike was withdrawn. The 
miners demanded implementation of the LAT Award in respect 
of.grading, standardisation, equal wages for men and women, 
reinstatement of victimised workers, etc.

9° January 4. nearly 1300 workers of Basin Bridge Power 
House, Madras, held a demonstration urging settlement of their 
longstanding demands. The Labour Commissioner intervened and 
assured that conciliation proceedings would be begun immediately 
and wages for the duration of the demonstration would not be cut.

On January 16. nearly 1,2 „ 000 Calcutta dock workers’ struck 
work demanding relief in face of soaring food prices. The 
workers continued'the strike till January 23, when it was 
called off following a settlement.

In Punj ab, nearly 13000 revenue patwarie s who went on strike 
from December 12 in support of their demand for additional 
allowances for land reform and land consolidation work, continued 
their strike and by January 20, about 3,900 patwaris courted 
arrest. The strike was called off on April 10, or the advice 
of the Prime Minister.

On January 30, about 6000 workers engaged in construction 
work at Rourkela struck work demanding abolition of ”sub-contra
ctors” , housing for all workers, payment of overtime, paid 
holidays, etc. The strike continued till February 10.

The struggle of Modinagar textile workers against the lock-out 
declared by the employers which began in October continued for 
over 2| months. The agitation was called, off on January 11, 
when the employers agreed to have a negotiated settlement.

The strike of 4000 workers of India Security Press, Nasik, 
which began on December 15, continued till January 14. The 
strike was called off on the assurance given by the Chief 
Minister of Bombay that the main demand of the workers for 
LL hour week would be favourably considered 'and other demands 
would form subject of negotiations between management and workers.

On January 2On January 2, 1953, post^nd. te le.gr a^h workers all over Indi ; 
r j tn accent their pay as a protest against the grant of Sldlq^te as interim relief, as directed by the National

Federation of Post & Telegraph Employees.
Cochin Pnrt Employees Union launched a satyagraha from 

T QIM on demanding implementation of the Choudhuri Commission - January ^0, demanding^ p abolition of disparities in service
The “aty4raha was withdrawn in the third week of 

Mi or to commencement of negotiations for settlement.
ThP strike in Kapila Textile Mills Ltd., Nanjangud (Mysore)
The stride .. d of 1957 continued till Marchwhich commenced towards tne enu 01 wf, 1953. Total mandays lost were 1,23,073.

The workers of Howrah .....
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began on December ?n Cotton Mill Workers. Howrah, which
The strike followJ ’ d?57 ?onHHSrHIT?^5ar5T555.
On December 21 +-n suspension of four workers by the management.
lock-out was lift-2^ ^^gement declared a lock-out. The

ted m February. Mandays lost totalled 35,4°°’
their ltrifc3kIn%a;L?7^ Raigarh (M.P.) began
of a union acts vi ^4 ’ Pr°testing against victimisation
involving a 't^I i i2e st^ike continued till March 24, 1953, S a tlme ioss of 40,300 mandays.

began°thetr^l^aU^’ workers of Chocs Canning Co., Bombay, 
Ste?im rebel aeainst ^rench^nt and "
agreed el 1 1 * , Th? strike was called off when the

-oncede the major demands of the workers.
demanding 
management

of Akolao b s c r vp pthan 1,200 textile workers
TPYt^la 1 r°test Day1 , against the proposed cut in the D .A 

workers m Achalpur also observed the Protest Day.
, n l-9.br nary—16, at- Jamshedpur, Burnpur and Kulti, steel 

workers held mass demonstrations demanding a Wage Board or 
riounax ±m the iron and steel industry. The call for demonsttea- 
10ns were given by the Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union and the United 

iron & Steel Workers’ Union, Burnpur-Kulti.
_ 15,000 workers employed by contractors in the steel city of

DJAmpur went on a general strike from February 24, for realisa
tion of their demand for wage-increases. The strike continued till 
March 21. About 700 workers were arrested by the police in the 
course of the strike and Sec. 144 was promulgated in the area. 
On the assurance of the Chief Minister of W.Bengal that wage 
increases would be granted by the contractors, the strike was 
called off.

On February 26, crews of about 
were involved in a 30 hour strike, 
of their grievances.

1500 launches of Hooghly 
The workers demanded redressal

The strike of 650 employees of Bokaro Thermal power station 
which began on January 12 continued till February 23 . The workers 
demanded action on their 20-point charter of demands. On January 21 
employees of the Damodar Valley Corporation in Calcutta and 
Howrah observed a one-day token strike in sympathy with the 
Bokaro workers. The strike was withdrawn unconditionally on 
February 23•

From February 7 to 11, nearly 1300 workers of the Delhi 
State Electricity Board struck work demanding recognition of the 
union and reinstatement of victimised workers. Four workers 
went on hunger strike during the period of the strike.
Following assurances by the Union Minister for-Irrigation and Power 
the strike was withdrawn on February 11.

Qn February 23., about 300 workers in the rail-coach section 
of the Hindustan Aircraft Factory, Bangalore, resorted to a stay
in-strike as a protest against the arrest of five of their 
colleagues and demanded the reinstatement of 15 workers dismissed 
earlier ' The management declared a lockout. On February 25, 
workers'from other sections also joined the strike. The police 
fired on demonstrating workers on February 25, in which one worker' 
was killed and some others injured. The lock-out was lifted 
on March 11. The major demands of the workers were conceded by 
the middle of the year.

On February 27, more than 25,000 workers employed under 
the Port Commissioners, Calcutta £orl struck work for one day, 
demanding implementation of the Choudhury Commission’s report,

. . . payment for holidays, etc.
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February 1 T3-1 in Ctlcntt. which

lockoni1 ®d by a lick-onhb V1=tl“1sation of workers, 
of «? Ufted only in emPloyers the same day. The
01 83,700 mandays. y ln ^arch, causing a total time loss

•treck’^k’^n'^’^fKharJah Jute Mills, 

- ■ ■
’ °--°^ng conciliation.

Khardah, 24 Parganas 
g against gictimisation of three 

rea a lockout, which was lifted on
On Mar ch 21 Central

protest meetings ’ de cl 7 r-T7—government employees all over India Service Conduct rule- aSainst the amendments
campaign, the employet ? inadequate interim relief. In the 
memorandum of demands " F1V? Lakh signatures on their
campaign were the Confedc^ for the protestNational Federation of ? f Central Government Employees,
Employees Union, CPWD Worker^lin^’jm7!1 Aviation Department • 
federation and other union- nr A1i“india Defence Employeesr unions of the Central Government employees.

held 
to

Indian Iron & Ste^l1Ccen ^undred ting shop_ workers of the
reduction in. production’WOrk in protest against March 13 wh^n o ? US> The strike was called off on
bonus. ’ management agreed to give 130 percent production

Pn Mnr ch—1_2, two thousand 
struck work demanding fixation 
service conditions. The strike 
conciliation.

workers of Cementation Patel, Burdwan 
of pay scales, overtime and better 7 
was called off on March 30, through

India b^San th lnthi ,y Trag^Qr- Organisation, Government of
or imoa^tfS °n ^^-17, demanding a National Tribunal
on the for adjudlcating their demands, specially
?n P?L3 compulsory departmental leave. The strike began
m Bihar ana soon spread to all other centres in India. The 
strike continued for about a month and ended in the last week of 
April, when an Inter-Ministerial Committee was appointed to go into 
the question of workload and departmental leave. Besides the 
Government had to give assurance that no workers will be^victimised 
for participating in the strike and the strike period will be 
adjusted against casual leave.

On March 19, four thousand workers of Murli Quarry, Rohtas 
Dalmianagar, struck work over non-payment of wages and other demands. 
The strike continued till March 25, when it was called off through 
conciliation by the Regional Labour Commissioner.

On March 20, more than 5000 workers from 25 factories in 
Calcutta held demonstrations under the leadership of the W.Bengal 
Committee of the AITUC, against the bureaucratic, corrupt and defec
tive working of the ESI Scheme.

Over 2,500 workers of Indian Standard Wagon Company, Burnpur, 
went on a ” too Is-down" strike on March 21, in protest against the 
negligence on the part of the management in supplying an ambulance 
car for the timely removal of one worker who fell victim to an 
accident. The worker died on March 20.

On March 21, over 900 workers of a jute mill in Bar ana gore, 
W.Bengal, went on strike protesting against increased workload.

On March 21, about 500 workers of the Bengal Chemical and 
Pharmaceutical Works, Calcutta, demonstrated in front of the head 
office of the concern, in protest against the lock-out declared 
by the management, which had been continuing for several weeks.

. . . On March 27, millions of
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workers observed DEMANDS DAY through-
- were organised in all the principal 

e hulk of the organised workers in India

On March pv , • - - 
out the countrv ’ u- industrial centres 18~rallies 
endorsed the CharAr h“VUM 
meeting of AITUC rmr ITTO^^rteen Demands, formulated at a joint 
NFPTE, AIBEA AIDEF ’ and trade federations like the AIRF, 
in organised 3 indu^tr ■ etc * The demands included 25% wage increase 
rights, etc. On An aPP9anhment of Wage Boards, trade union 
central TU orMniJT- a delegation representing the three 
and presentM%>P7t'lons ~ AJ-TUC HNS and UTUC met the Prime Minister 

f ocncea the charter of Demands.
work on^Marchc2Q$ePartment workers of the TISCO, Jamshedpur, struck 
a worker-’ in Pr°test against the indefinite suspension of d wuiKer oy the management.
Bi di Ma 317 q Com,Prakash Roy, General Secretary, Lal Jhanda ■ 

i-hr^ae ^ahha went on a hunger strike in protest against-
Anri 1 6 victimisation of bidi workers in Rajnandgaon. On

A~"ao, ’ ^-ooue 400 workers, majority of whom were women, observed
a -i 7 mass hunger ©trike in front of the factory gate. On
pri /, o.n agreement was reached and the hunger strike was withdrawn.

On April workers of Ta taiagar Foundry C-o. Ltd., Jamshedpur, 
numbering 2,700, struck work in protest against discharge of eleven 
workers and suspension of another one. The management declared 
a lock-out, which was lifted only in August. The total time loss 
because of the lockout was 3,26,700 mandays.

0n April 7, 6500 workers of Chambal Dam Project, Chambal, 
struck work as a protest against non-payment of their dues. The 
strike was called off on April 17, by direct negotiations.

On April 7 and upto April IB, 963 workers in the railway 
division of the Bhilai Steel Project, Bhilai, M.P., struck work 
demanding increment of Rs.5 in D. A. in line with the interim 
relief granted by the Central Pay Commission, reinstatement of 
victimised workers, etc. After the project authorities agreed to 
refer the demand for wage increase to the Union Government and 
to provide sanitation and medical facilities, the strike was called 
off on April IS.

Nearly 10,000 class IV workers of the Government hospitals 
in V.Bengal observed a one-day token strike on April 9, in 
sympathy with the 45 hunger-striking hospital employees. The 
hunger strike began on April 6. The demands were increase in 
wages and better service conditions. The hunger_strike was 
withdrawn following a settlement reached at the intervention 
nf the Chief Minister of W.Bengal, according to the settlement, 
an unskilled worker was given an ad interim increase of Rs.3 
per month and Rs. 5 for skilled workers.

On ’ nril 12 over five thousand workers of the Pre mi e.r__AutQ- 
mQbiles B^b^Tbegan their general strike which lasted for

d^--- The strike arose out of the withdrawal of the 
recognition of the union by the management. A leader of the union S murdered in broad daylight by goonda elements. Powerful 
union was-------- strike was expressed by the working class ofsupport for the s™ on July 25 ±n a
Bombay J^ike iinst the anti-labour policy of the 
token genera, strike str±ke was called off on July 29
following a Settlement'between the management and the union.

m QO nf the Indian Bank, Ltd. throughout the countryEmployees oi tQ press their demand for
.were on stf?;ke fro P _ About 2000 employees in over 120
bonus for were involved in the strike. The strike
was^al^d off on April 17 following a settlement.
was c ... 4500 employees of the four
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more than 600 c 
of the Labour M

4500 workers of th^ rwent on a , icur oil companies in and around Calcuttaagainst the StrenlhmeS" ? ^>£1X12, as a protest
Stay-in-strike "‘oOr c”rs served on some employees.‘5) - 9-ncned at various depots. On April 29, 

?, • er^ploye.es demonstrated before the residence 
"ip"’®engal. Following threat of a general

retrenchment orders6 Unions the company agreed to withdraw thestrike served

struckVwork°fr^ Shahadra-Saharanpur Light Railway
.  april_ 21, protesting against retrenchment.

pu,. KT— X ? > workers of Kolar Gold Mining Undertakings
„ 'Undydroog Mine) struck work protesting against dismissal 

° worker . The strike continued till May 23, causing a 
total time loss of 55,110 mandays.

- cin more than thirty thousand workers of Tata Iron—pteel Co . ,—Jamshedpur, went on a token protest strike, 
in response to^the call of the Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union. The 
mam demanas of the workers were increase in D.A. to offset 
steep rise in living costs, recognition of the Jamshedpur 
Mazdoor Union and a Wage Board or Tribunal to fix fair wages 
in the iron and steel industry. Synchronising with the strike 
notice served by the Jamshedpur Mazdooi’’ inion, in Brtrnpur 
also, the United Iron & Steel Workers Union served a notice 
for one day strike. In Burnpur, the. management of the IISCO 
announced an increase of Rs.10 in D.A. and revision in production 
bonus, following the strike notice and the strike was therefore 
not called by the union.

The May 12 strike in Jamshedpur was declared illegal by 
the Bihar Government. Several arrests were made and Section 144 
was promulgated. Ninetysix leading workers were arrested, forty 
of them were charge-sheeted and all of them were suspended after 
release. As a protest against this victimisation, workers 
went on sit-down strike on May 15.

The Bihar State Government called in the Army troops.
On May 20, police fired on peaceful workers in which two 

were killed and fourteen injured.
On May

that on the

On May 2$ the TISCO management announced in a statement that 
the Company did not contemplate retrenchment.' The statement said 

' question of chargesheets and suspension orders issued 
on about 400 ’ employees, a decision would be taken only after Loer inquiry. In view of these developments, the Jamshedpur Mazdoor Unioned vis eel the workers to go back to work on May 29.

OnOn Mav 14 more than ten thousand tramway workers o.f Calcutta „ent °n ®^day token strike in support of their demands for 
went on a one y f -q the DreVious tribunals, settle-implementation of .awards D etc. A United
sent of economic ■ of r esentatives of four unions^UfSrSX'to launch a genfral strike , if the demands were not 
conceded by the management.

_ m an IQSB nearly 2000 workers paraded the streets. ^^JJ^emandin^ the extension of Medical benefits to the 
of amritsar, demanaiWo . b the Employees State Insurance Scheme, families of workers coverea oy - *

•than 700 employees of the Postmaster-General'sOn June 5, more w < Lucknow, began a novel protest action office, G.P.O. ano R.M o. in gleave and casual leave. The
by staying away from du y ° -nst moving of certain offices to 
employees were.Prot®^?;", ?ckness strike’ was called off on June 12. 
unhygeric buildings. - , . . .On June 7,

ploye.es
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all over India observph h/■ —^s^rance corporation's employees 
Q ^11-India Bonus Demand Day".

Bombay Port struck"wori/1^ chargemen employed by stevedore in 
The strike was db.TlPri ——8 demanding increase in wages,
interim settlement 011 °n dune following a negotiated

On JUHC Q QTr^r 1 / nmo i
Mills, Madras y wor -kers in the Buckingham and Carnatictheir demands ’ f or'inSca down strike, to press
On the next Hai- ^creased bonus and better service conditions, 
remained closed’till ^|Sement declared. a lock-out. The mills 

mi June JO, when a settlement was arrived at.
TrusteerUthP^R Pileline workers employed by the Bombay Port 

„ atcher Island struck work on June 12, demanding 
°f arrears of D.A. The strike wls called off 

on June .13, following a settlement.
M . r°1? -—X4 to.. 22, nearly thirtythousand workers of Bombay
■x CXP . Corporation went on a general strike demanding increase 
01 J;S'5 m D .A. The strike was called off on June 22, following 
a settlement according to which the Corporation agreed to 
increase D.A. on a sliding scale.

Nearly 300 workers of the Indian Turpentine and Rosin
. factory, Bareilly, marched 63 miles to Nainital on June 28, to 
present their demand for reference of their dispute to arbitration 
or adjudication. The workers “'’ere on strike from J une 14.
On July 2, following a settlement, the strike was called off.

On June 14, 500 sweepers and other menial staff of the Ujjain 
Municipal Board struck work, demanding increase in D .A., house
rent allowance and construction of bathrooms in workers’ quarters.

On the midnight of June 15, more than one and a half lakhs of 
port and dock workers went on a general strike, at the call of the 
All India Port and Dock Workers' Federation. On June 16, police 
fired on port and dock workers of Madras in which six persons 
including" a 14-year-old boy were killed. Twelve workers received 
serious injuries and several others were hurt when the police 
lafchi-charged before the firing. There was a complete hartal_in 
Madras on June 18. as a protest against the police firing. 
On June 21, when the dead bodies of the victims of firing were 
handed over after inquest, 40,000 people marched a ten-mile route 
to the cremation ground. Thousands o± people lined the otreets 
to pay respects to the martyrs.

During the strike which lasted ten days, Government called in 
the 7rmv to break the strike, sponsored recruitment of blacklegs 
through employment exchanges and resorted to repressive workers. 
Til strike was called off on June 25, following an assurance by 
thA Prime Minister that he would take “personal responsibility" 
to see that the legitimate demands of the workers were met.

n Tnn? 23 nearly 200 workers of Uma Shankar Oil Mills, ■n v^aTFTuck work demanding reinstatement of retrenched 
^Uphabad, s “ The strike was called off on June 25, workers, bonus, etc. me - 
following a settlement.

On Jjily_lCoimbatore began a 
248 badli wor-kers.
three month

Nearly 2000 workers of 
trike on JulS-J, demandings

\hMit 1750 workers of Cambodia Mills Ltd., 
- a General Strike, against the retrenchment of

The strike continued for the subsequent

Kundah Project went on a token 
improvement in service conditions.

. . . From July 4, • • •



went on°huS^^ in Calcutta n +- u
demands of strike demandin°f insurance employees by insurance w^ied field w Jer te ^lernert of the 
of the Life Tn kGrs and on jX Art D^onstrations were held 
fast. insurance Coroorat-^n • ’ Phe entire salaried staff

ion m Calcutta observed a token
On J uly J i

Coimbatorfinnerins Plant^an^Si bousand workers in textile 
agreements ’ if^booting against presses struck work inOn July 1Y emPloyers / ” lmPlementation of awards and

/ —i-—lit,
Colle Maddya^nade^ the manganese mines in the 
reJrln^ °f Balaghat*\oSs?^ the of^ce °f the

notices in™«A ! g a?ainst the closure and uded 300 women. f-nese mines. The demonstrators

marched to^he office Kar®ali collieries
nnn1 Devel°Pment Corporation Jt R f th® Supenmtendent, National 
non-payment of arrears of D a and demonstrated against
undreds ’of women workers tYT dnd. Y6 stoppage of increments.woiKers took part m the demonstration.

mills workers of various cotton textile
of the Industrial Court rA x pr°tcpt strike against the award 
without proportionate -Y? wbich increased their workload oncibe increase in tneir wages.

On July

secretariat. a deputation of workers 
Minister oi Bombay who assured th 
Government would

than five TAtft B—bambaY caiTle t0 a standstill when more

a massive demonstration Yf eh Committee of Trade Unions. It was 
anti-labour poll rof L C , workers, of Bombay against the 
of Premier Automobile workSs IS^to’^^ the struggle
of the employers nsrti mi nrm • halt the ruthless offensive 
in all trades and services' ^h& tax’blle industry. Workersand dock, bus and tra^senv^S in P°rt

insurance aid other
jOlXi^Q. UilQ lH3-SSiVG Apt“i rn pi n "i k i ■>wnrL-in„ nihoo A, g-oucsu action and all shops and hotels in wording class areas remained closed for tho aa-r u ^ly^he^ at°the^ovlient ST
ny was held at the oval .grounds opposite the Bombay Government 

ti on Of wor.tQrsf leaders met the Chief 
deputation that Bombay

adhere to the decisions of the Nainital TripartiteConference.
The workers of "The Hindu" press in Madras went on strike 

from. July—30, as a protest against the victimisation of the Vice 
President of the Union. The strike led to the complete stopcae-e 
of the publication of the Daily, "The Hindu". On July 31 
police resorted to a lathi-charge in which eight workers were 
seriously injured. Several arrests were also made.

From ^ugust 3, textile workers of Akola observed an ’’Anti
Closure Jeek" . Workers belonging to all the unions participated 
in the processions and demonstrations. Due to the united‘action 
of the textile workers throughout Vidarbha, the Government had 
to intervene and the threatened closure of 11 mills was averted.

On August 6, thousands of workers of Calcutta held a mass 
demonstration, to protest against armed intervention by the 
imperialist powers in W.Asia. A memorandum registering the 
protest df the Indian working class against the imperialist 
armed intervention in W.Asia was handed to the officials of 
the U .S .Consulate and the British High Commission.

From August 11, began
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tramwaymen, began the general strike of Calcutta
implementation of trib id f°r 42 daMs • The workers demanded 
of service rules twards on previous disputes, revision
The strike wag i^ un'au01 gratuity, interim cash relief, etc. 
tramwaymen affiliatedf?ur unions working among union. As a resultedf>tO' the AITUC> ™s, INTUC and one independent 
the British-owned rJJLtne, ^ited action of the tramway workers, 
the workers rco-;::v.urip^y, d to accept the major demands of 
gratuity and bonus °OthoW?S benefits? service conditions, 
of inquirv sot u demands were referred to a courtinquiry set up by the vV.Bengal Government.

Coimbatore^went^on a^ta?/?^3^ w the Kaleeswarar Mills, 
~ . on a stay-m-strike , protesting against thethf th5 manage^tt to close the mills forthwith/ They 
A°downs and prevented the bales of yarn and cloth 

f ^c®oved from the mills. ^pmen workers were in the
~ M tbe struggle . On August 19, the workers launched

y S to press for their demands, which continued till 
august when the Madras High Court directed the Council of 
■^tiiiistrators to take over and run the mills. But interested 
parties continued to delay the reopening of the mills and hence 
on September Ip, satyagraha was launched by the workers. The 
satyagraha in which nearly four hundred workers courted arrest 
was finally called off on October 6, when the Government assured 
that the mills would be taken over and run under the control 
of the government.

On nuruL t 27, over 4000 workers employed in the Machkund 
Project began their strike demanding implementation of retrench
ment compensation and other benefits awarded by the Industrial 
Tribunal.

On August 29, nearly a thousand textile workers, including 200 
women, demonstrated in front of the O.C.M. Mills, -Chheharta, 
in support of their demand for bonus and as a token of sympathy 
with the hunger-strike by a worker of the mill.

On September 2, about 
casting shop in the Indian 
went on sit-down strike as 
their production bonus.

one thousand workers of the general 
Iron & Steel Company’s factory at Kulti 
a protest against reduction in

In Kanpur, on September 3 and onward 
Pun lab National Bank were on strike. Mie 
against arbitrary promotions. The strike 
September 7, following a settlement.

, employees of 
employees were 
was called off

the
prote sting 
on

leaders of the Suti
Mill The SMMS whi=h
laincheddthe hunger strike was protesting agamst_the continued 
closure of leading textile 
10 000 unemployed for many months on’september d, when

the Ma solution for the crisis in Kanpur 
industry mi tried by Government.textiles is being urieu

mill in Kanpur, rendering nearly
The hunger strike was withdrawn 
appointed to inquire into 
and when the Commerce &

, nono workers of the Hutti Gold Mines (Mysore State) 
Nearly 1200 J^rkc f September.J, to press their demand

began a general strike - restoration of the recognition of the 
for increase in arrived at after the 34 day strike.
Union. a settitmww

, n five hundred workers of Seetharama Mica Mine From Septanber_ll. live nunu , __---
at Kalichedu, Andhra.
The strike was c-—-

nunra, went on sSlled off on October 4
trike for better service conditions, 

following a settlement.

4-aor against the arrestAs a Pro«Meif of Beawar Text! 
leaders, the woA hunger
strike on Se^tember^l-

of their hunger-striking
le Mills observed a complete 
strike was in protest against 
... mass retrenchment in
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mass retrenchmen +• n j-u

off on September 21 ' ■/textile mills, and was called
and. the union. ~ ’ °H°wlng a settlement between the millowners

On Septemho1o i • „of the AareynMTTTVfH Poll9e tired on demonstrating workers 
retrenchment and for ?nl’ Bombay, who were protesting against 
received injuria improved. working conditions. Nine workers 
workers resumed duty^1^1" &n in9uiry was instituted, the

lakhs., of plantation workers intoken ^genera 1~~1 Atoons...PPLBengaX_£baeryed_a 
wtewra-..’’'? unitedly

INTUT ™S> UTUC “d independent 
and momentous in bahgestpver m recent years in its sweep
The demand- uext oi the unity achieved in action,
bonus and filling increased minimum wages,
among others " s Ub O1 va^anci.es to prevent employment shrinkage, 

went on^tflPphlelhh f’ workers °f the Jamehary colliery 
upon b^/- , stlaS a.gainsr non-payment of wages decided
t pp°urappellate Tribunal. The management appealed
anneal -tribunal to declare the strike illegal but the
decided upon Pth!W "lnage’mt had to pay the “Ses

Demanding reinstatement of the General Secretary of the 
workers of the Atlas Cycle Industries “ ’
demonstrations and the Vice President 
hunger strike on September 2 6.

union,
at Sonepat held mass 
of the Union went on a

More than 3000 workers of Jaipur held mass demonstrations 
on September 30, demanding cheap grain shops, in view of the 
soaring food prices.

From October 1 onwards, workers of the Jamsar Gypsum mines, 
near Bikaner (Rajasthan) went on a general strike, demanding 
improvement in working conditions, ar-. for referring their dispute 
to adjudication. All leading office-bearers of the union were 
arrested by the police and picketting workers were deported to 
jungle areas 40 miles away from the mines.

On October 2, General Secretary of the Southern Railway 
Labour Union, Com.K.A.Nambiar, began a hunger strike, to press 
for the 11-point demands of the Union. The demands included 
recognition of the union. Processions were organised every day 
of the hunger strike and besides railway workers, other trade 
unions in Madras City organised pwer fraternal support. The 
hunger strike was withdrawn on October 11.

On October began the general strike of over 60,000 workers
in British-owned Devicolom and Peermade plantations in Kerala. 
Demands of the workers included increase in bonus, holidays, 
supply of rice at fair prices and implementation of previous 
agreements. The strike was jointly launched by INTUC and AITUC 
unions but later the INTUC union withdraw from the struggle, 
demanding compulsory adjudication. On October 20, police resorted 
to firing in which two workers were killed. On October 25 , 
plantation workers in the whole of Kerala responded to the call 
for a token general strike, made by AITUC, INTUC and UTUC unions, 
demanding a speedy settlement of the pending issues by the 
plantation owners.

On October B, workers of the textile mills in Delhi, went 
on a protb-t strike to demonstrate against the repressive, anti
labour and"anti-union policies of th..- management. The strike 
which took place spontaneously followed the charge sheeting and 
suspension of three union leader On October 20.
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r ■ Qo Co ba r 20
mill^rea11? i r*} ^ba^march^^ ■ Y°rkers of Kesoram 
managing 1 .-%%% Ballygun je re^id=n^VSr miles from Matiaburz, the 
the of *he mill d^e °f, the Bir1^ who are the
of Discifi^ft^. s ftnti-labovr oramt Protesting against
the Spilne ln Lndustrv " Natives, violating the Code which ±-Reach Vice ^silent of
wnicn continued ts i m "orsers Union wan-i- on the assurance of tSh‘raber 
grievances of' th- 17 StaW 

une workers.
7.
Labour

^nt on a hunger-strike The hunger strike was withdrawn
inister to consider the

of Air Corporation Employees Union, 
of Vigyan Bhawan," Delhi, 
ony others, demands

employees, revision of 16 w?lon5 reinstatement of victimised 
strike was withdrawn on'etc” The hunSer 
the General Manae.er r , 30, following assurances by

oi the Air-India.

From Boi. 
the Punjab Na
arbitrafcy 
Employees oi
observed symoathv 
settlement Wi

of Gandhinagar branch of
ns taken bv’mm^ weRt on strike, protesting against the' St ? management on promotion of staff.

branches of the Bank in Kanour
o hours on November 12. A0 a rived at on November 15

Nearl 
ted before thc 5n?u Pstroieum workers of Bombay demonstra-
demandin- 6 O^ the Conciliation Officer on November 25,demanding that no agreement should be concluded in the industry 

ft ni'J "'"ity of the workers. They demandedbehind the 01 one majority of the workers. Thev demanded''
the constitution of a National Tribunal to adjudicate the demands
of

Cn 2^-QP.mber—1, employees of the Simla Municipal Board went 
oa a strike, demanding compensatory allowance, merger of 50% 
o± with pay, etc. The strike continued for 13 days. The
major demands of the employees were conceded by the Board.

On December 5, nearly 36,000 employees of Government audit 
offices throughout India observed mas c fasting, as a protest 
against the victimisation of the Secretary-General of‘ the All-India 
Non-Gazetted Audit and Accounts Association. The mass fasting 
was part of the programme of "Anti-Victimisation Week7' observed by 
all audit employees throughout the country from December 1 to 6.

On December 15, dock workers of Calcutta went on a four- 
hour token strike in support of their demand for withdrawal of 
the "illegal pasting of new numbers on registered dockers’ 
identity cards” and payment of wrongfully deducted minimum 
gratuitv and attendance money for the month of November. Over 
20,000 workers were involved in the strike.

On D .cember 17, about 1500 workers employed by the Bombay 
Port Trust Railway went on a lightning strike, paralysing the 
movewent of cargo by rail. 1 he workers struck to press for 
th'ir demand for -the immediate impj_e mentation 01 the terms of 
settlement which had already been arrived at between the workers 
and the Port Trust authorities.
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THE "CONSPIRACY2

Against Jamshedpur comrades
In connection 

in May, 1958, the 
of the leaders and 
in a "cons<i ■ .
the Charge--shoot d 
given by t' : Lives

th' strike in 1300 Works, Jamshedpur, 
sih--r Government has implicated a large number 
fetivisos of the Jamshedpur Mazdoor Union 

case . We are giving below extracts from 
ated August 5, 1958, on the basis of information 
tigating of fi cor, R .Alam, S .1., Sakchi P .3 .

Names yf..accused persons:

_ , Das, MLa3 (2) Bar in Dey (3) Ali Amjad (4) Ha bi bur
Rahman, (5/ •pa ty ana ray an Singh (6) Khusi Ram (7) O.Gopalan
(8) Sk. Kho -.1 o (9) Malak Singh (10) Mukundi Singh (11) Dalip Singh 
(12) Mohan S^ngh (13) Harinandan Mishra (14) Jagir Singh alias 
Atma (Ip) CM .Pillai (16) Kartar Singh (17) Suresh Pd.Singh
(18) Shanti.Rai Chowdhary (19) Sattar (20) Sadhu Singh (21) Mariappa 
(22) Ajit °ingh (23) Ramchandra Singh (24) Santok Kachhap
(25) Arbindo Senapati (26) Ashim Lahiri (2?) Shionath Kalindi
(28) Sk. Ummar (29) Mahabir Ahir (30) Hari Kalindi (31) Bhutnath 
Giri (32) Jagdish Chandra Chakravarty (33) Ram Singh of Kasidih 
(34) Ramawatar Singh (35) Birji Reja (36) Ishwar (37) C.Raja Rao 
(38) N.M.Hazra.

Nine people are declared absconders.

The complaint cited 225 witnesses for the case.

The ”charge” is as follows:

"Retorts were about th tivities of CPI-cum-JMU
1 aders that they..werg....  
resulting into br.RLgh_ja

upo ' to take law in their_ hanis.
ce who 'were not only violating orders

re a (Mi in gif Q riyip lenc^_and de claring 
overnment. (emphasis added) As a result 

of the declaration in the public meeting on 20.5.58 at about
M sSkar Building {office of JMU), acts of violence 

includin'' ■■’-son were committed immediately after the meeting at 
includi. - - Ooncr'c'i Office Tisco. It was considered expe-Mahulbera pate ana General Of fi^l arrest Shri Kedar Das, Ali

^at^^D^and others who were not only instigating illegal 
Amzad, me g in the interest of maintenance of
strike bur fomentw viMaMifor the recovery of documents, etc.- 
peace ana order dim uu

U/S 144 Cr 
their fi

out we

„ consisting of police officers, men and
"A police P- M ~hp above purpose on 20.5-58 at about 

magistrates went io ..nducted end certain documents and
5.45 P.M. The search ““ns Including one of the leaders, 
articles were seJ^- re|ted> While the police party was 
Ali Amzad, were yls .h63rrested persons they were beseiged by 
tb™:wd°anrrifMof people stood in front of thedemanding 

release of ’an
ments were calico. d
character ^^“^0 2e=^ f 
no avail. u * Hisoerse but of
and command them cioser and closei 
adamant and_it cam- ■ hotties,
throwing, brickbe.ts, - z charged to 
to be fired and latho- 
The mob got more vol- ■ 
stones, boMlec -■ bo ttles
mob causing

stonei

. top

also arrived and further reinforce- 
other officers explained the

rsuaded them to disperse but to 
re the assembly to be unlawful

The crowd was
getting violent, started 
tc, Tear gas shells had

disperse them by force.
■started showering brickbats, 
of the building and also from the

i GO officials and rushed towards

the force..



rounds wore fir . _ e mo
P A case U/S 147/341/337/ 
the same night on the report

at about ^.30 P.M 
dispersed finally 
338/332 I.P.O. Wa 
of the S.D.O

’’Durin, 
that gun was 
(CPI-cum-JMU 
used and act 
the lathi in

'■-he course 
carried and

investigation it was ascertained 
so fired from the Sarkar Building

place where the police 
vehicles (Land Rover).

causing pillet injuries. Farsa was also 
’71 tt on the police personnel cutting 

wo pieces while warding it off. Attempts 
to set fire in the petrol pump nearabout the 

------ d ____ dl_ A 3 policepersonnel were and also the

xnspoction of the P.O. depicted a ghastly look with 
huge stones, brickbats, glass pieces, drums rolled on the roads 
and roa^s clocked giving • look of complete lawlessness.

A .12 bore live cartridge was also found at the P.O. 
burnt marks were noticed in the dial of the petrol pump which 
contained heavy quantity of petrol.

’’During the course of investigation, it ’was also ascertained 
that the meeting was addressed in Sarkar Building on 21.5.58 
by Shri Kedar Das and others in void it was said that their 
fight was directly with the Government and that there was no wyy 
out to get their demands than to resort to arson, loot.of 
Govt, and Tisco properties and assault on Govt and police 
personnels, dalals of the factory, Pisco High Officials 
to paralyse the Govt and while appreciating the burning oi _ 
Raiya Transport buses ordered people . to follow suit by burning 
post offices, loot of Bank, Burn Tisco property and to make 
forcible possession of the union, etc. The people came 
out in ar recited mood from the meeting and assaulted police 
personnel, burnt post office, Tisco property, 
etc. and routed lawlessness in the direction of paraiysi g

turn 
union

the Government.
traced that

a des
upon Qverawe 

r^asls

^FfPT.pnt leaders and workers acted
’’For this ^.Tn view d^ by taking recourse to violence 

to achieve the plan as agx eed up $ 7 factories. Different 
and even Attempting to ^oo^gc the and leaflets
accused persons h<d ado spo 
we re e ve n di s tr i bu te u . a

h - on 1 nve stigation/case ot.
bv ri r curs tajatiaB^cyid£L

- - . — __ \VX/Tl /'’.'K'rD ’ < ■. A/ 7 '

of overt.
ce and... trim

piracy was estadished 
r7~~(as a result of the

facie case of—C.odpi-
ainst all the

ra cy na s oe t—q- 
38 persons mentioned 
fol 2 under Section ^5/332/379/12°^ 

were cited in

up, a-Moc absconders shown in
49/^-1/337/338/3O7/436/38O/

14//148/ Zy'J persons charge-sheeted
p-'" |s tn... . ............... .t have done certaxn3 th

overt act

oi 
of

c o n '■ . 9?he conspiracy. . ,, .x
(emphasis added) ,
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^CidGN AID

ica^ic □svdcopl^t

development arenuch  ̂ India’s economic
in our countrytodav. "it °T?ut by GCO i^ists and planners 
is muispensible for th, ? oiten argued that foreign aid

e the advancement of Indian economy. 

Experience of tha Ur + ,
end the Second five couP1'e of years during the- First
the significance of th 13 ad?GUate enough to study
countries. Th-nr t once hiven by different
Should be mad-^f 13 hi-h tin
agencies so f.

thst an analysis
------------- foreign

has materially helped our 
the socialistic nattem of^oci^ in towards

department of'
stry of finance 
shed p. brochure 
at tom-1 has bee

Economic
Government

on “ Cxt ernal 
made to giv:

of India
• tt ached to the Kini- 

has recently publi-

shod in th: t brochur
tabi

l assistance to ^nuia from 
compilea from the data nubli- 
us the following picture of

our country till march 31, 1958

DHOCIMG LOANS V A. tl OU 3

(m Rs. Crores)

potal - 095.56

U.J...
Indo-U.3. Technical Co-

90.31

op er a t i on Agr e ament «• . 51.91
Canada 11.52
U.S. «w 122.57
1 es t G armany 
International Bank lor

■M 75.00

ieconstruction and Develop
ment J

1

( a) Pub 1 i c D ector «• 77.53
(b ) Private Sector.

U.J. Bank Credit for
92. 16

Air-India •• 5.33
U .K. Banks 35 • 33
J anan - 24.00

Purchase of U.S. durplus 
Anr i cu 1 tur al d onin>odi ti os 
P.L.665 (i.heat & Cotton) 
P.L.480

15.55
172.57

Facts reveal



given to I n di Z iSv1S" 11 0 1 orna from u3A ar G 
plus products 3 ° aiS‘^G <** the agricultural su 

U.S. Government err 
PO1 the purchase"of 
from USA. The Indo-U.G, 
of 1952 contemplated the 
with special emphasis on 
"new feature" introduced 
part of ths

dteu a loan of # 190 million in 
two million tons of fooc^rains 
technical Cooperation Agreement 
undertaking of Joint projects 
agricultural development. The 

1055 was that the tajor

of U.S. surnlnr -W to be t-ken in th . shape
an alloc tion nf ^JCU1^31 commodities. In 1958, 
hh'/b «en r p/dv . ^i^0*1 1 °r Orissa iron ore proj ect
Development Fund? tne U‘3’ ^-ident’s Asian Economic

TT Agricultural Commodities Agreement b etwee
U.u. government and India w s signed on 28.8.1956, 

’^^T3* Public Law 480 (p.L.480) which 
„with the object of encouraging the 

agricultural cormodities.

Title I of th under
was
of American surplus
provides lor the sale of surplus 
worth # 320.9 0 million durinr th 
June 1959. J

gricultural

sale and export 
The agreement 

commodities 
ending 30th

~ loan agreement for #234.1 million was signed on the 
28th aune 1957, out of which s sum of #55 million has been 
reserved for re—lending to private enterprise. Government 
of India purchased wheat, rice, cotton, tobacco and dairy 
products. A supplementary P.L agreement was signed on June 
23, 1958 covering an amount of #57 mi. lion for the purchase 
oi wheat* maize and milo. A similar agreement signed on 26th 
September 1958 provided for the U.S. Government financing 
the sale of wheat, milo and maize to India amounting #238.8 
mil li on.

Surplus agricultural commodities are also being purcha
sed under Section 402 of P.L.665. In this case, the rupee 
cost is deposited in the United States Government account 
in India, out of vhicn a loan of 15.7 crores has been given 
for dihand Valley Development. The Government of India 
purchased_wheat and cotton wo’th #66 million between 1955-58. 
During 1958-53, the U.S. Government has made available to 
India #4 million for the purchase of f ertiliz .rs arm tube 

. well equipment ♦

The U.S. Government has also provided dollar funds 
for improvement of health and sanitation, promotion of 
education and social welfare, -revision of adequate means 
of communications, In addition to this, power shovels, crawler 
type tractors, air compressors, dump trucks, road-scrappers 
aha other equipment wo rth#3 million was supraiea to India. 
U.S. Government had also provided dollar funds for the pro
curement of 100 locomotives and 2.5 million tons of materials 
such as reixs, fishplates, sleeper bars, Joists, sheets and 
billets for the rehabilitation of railways and 5 lakh tons 
of steel for other purchases.

The totfl economic ass is c?nee from Australia is £10.4 
million (approximately £s.ll crores) which is to be used 
for the -urchase of wheat and flour, Tungabhadra and dama- 
gundam projects, All-India Hadib, rail wagons, diesel rail
cars, etc*

Loans granted*......
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Loans granted, by th a t
and Development amount tn ^ro^^?nal ®q.nk for Reconstruction 
the public sector and ZK-i ^;’??n114ionfe'l^C'.39 crores) for 
private sector. The inane aZ 111on91.08 crores)for the 
the D.V.G. project and Air Jh3-rP^bllc sector were used for 
private sector ,they^ while In the
projects. ’ y W9re glven *o USGO, TISGO and Bombay

Government of Indl^f or^i a a?Untry yhlch supplied credit to the 
agreement was entered U S 3 plant’ In 195^55,an 
the USSR for the constiulti ™tW?en Governments of India and 
plant at Bhilai\tJh °n °f an integrated iron and steel ?ovil4 to cost of fe.lll crores(since
dffered bv thei gi^t of agricultural machinerytnLrd tS Sa S? Minister during Ms visit to India

? d of 1955 for ’the establishment of a State-
inrlni- the f1rqt°h 30,000 acres at Suratgarh was received

, f 1956. The machinery and equipment are
oughly at Rs.76 lakhs and include 69 tractors, 36 transport

Yj?, b 1 Volleys, e uc., workshop equipment, tools and a'number of 
tillage implements. About k0% of the machinery has been brought 
into use so fer while the entire machinery will be brought into 
use ^Gn PerGnnial supply of irrigation water is recoived from 
the Bhakra Project on its completion during 1959-60.

Further credits to the tune of about Rs. 60 crores have been 
offered by the Soviet Government from 1959 onwards which Includes 
(1) Heavy Machine-building Works; (2) Mining machinery Plant; 
(3)Power station at Neiveli; (M Optical Glass Factory and (<) 
Development of Korba Goalfields.

The agreement concluded between the Government of India and 
TEGHNOEXPORT of Czechoslovakia for the setting up at Ranchi of a 
forge-foundry project which would produce steel castings of 1^,000 
tons in the first stage and 28,000 tons in the second stage, Besides 
it will manufacture 13,950 tons of forgings in the first stage 
and 27,700 tons in the second stage. Czechoslovakia offered to set 
up the plant estimated at Rs.10 crores - with the first repayment 
being due only after the period of heavy foreign liabilities 
are over. The payment will be made in rupees out of which 10 per 
cent will be spent on buying goods from India. The remainder will 
be convertible in other currencies and the payment will be made 
in eight half-yearly instalments.

The recent offer of Rumania in August 1958 for an oil 
refinery of 750.000 tons capacity consists of a price of just 
about Rs 9 crores. Last time when the world prices were Ip per 
cent lower than today, India Government accepted the Caltex terms 
and agreed to pg atast ^^erores for a^r fin 
countriesCenormouslyaovorchar ge us taking advantage of their 
monopolistic position over the market.

_ ,, j x. -1 4 4- poij 6S c arig f or W3iv3 iso ho Ip I nhi 3 sOther capitalist coun^ Soviet credit was given to
industrial development Rs.75 crores for Rourkela steel
India. Thus, e SSLed iL 20 crores for Durgapur steel plant, 
project and U.K.of ’ nv su_ch help as she was primarily
However, USA did not backward so that it would be
Interested in keepingConsumer goods. Japan offered 
a source of market ;or billion yen (Rs^2H- crores app.)
a credit amounting to e*g £aslng railway equipment,hydro and 
which would be used i n P +-ransmission and dam construction 
thermal power gen®*a ’ A uipm ships, port equipment 
equipment, ©oal ore- mining u 
and industrial machinery. External...



from different^countrTn! to I?dia in the form of grants 
allocations made bv a§encies= Under the Colombo Plan,million which wls mainlyof/ew totalled £2
UNESCO agreed to T-uW+Ak36? f?r various milk schemes in India. 
Bombay with 15 expert! h ?rnS Institute of Technology at 
million roubles made and equipment worth 10
national Coonem-Mx dy USSR» Under the Inter-
technical eIXt! ilGtJ°n ln Indi^ FA0 haS tG provide 
New Zealand Netheri ld ^duipment for the Calcutta Milk Scheme, 
/l^ofooo for Jt T S’ Ce^da and Australia contributed 
but no pnnlamanf’ 0xPerts were provided for about one year
scheme for the scheme was received from FAO for the

“L'J 2utrition Survey for Feeding School Children in Madras. 
fiTMTCTO'ih 3 ions Internet! onal Children’s Emergency Fund

al-lo«LQV° laaia a total SUB of c.S. ^21,61toOOO 
from 19h-8 to March 1958, for the devej.opment programme9 in the 

hGalth and nutrition. Private organisations
4 er and Ford Foundation have given grants to various
Institutions in India. Ford Foundation has authorised
£20 million upto March 1958.

Under the Indo-Norwegian Agreement of 1953, a Fishing 
Community Development Project was set up near Qullon in Kerala. 
The Norwegian Government is to provide technical assistance 
equipment training and scholarships valued at Rs.166 lakhs. The 
Government of U.K.has supplied books to vyious institutions 
in India amounting to Rs.28 lakhs.

The above account of the aid given to India by various 
countries and agencies shows clearly that only the USSR has helped 
India by authorising machinery for heavy industry. Other capitalist 
countries always Imposed various conditions while giving loans to 
India.. Let us take the example of West Germany. As Commerce 
of October 25,1958 observed?

” .,..A necessary condition for the export of capital 
from Germany, it Is emphasised, consists in the developing, 
countries themselves providing the required basis for confidence 
In the stability and.continuity of their e conomic development; 
it also implies that they make pos si blea_ more., 1 nt e ns e * private  ̂.

nves tment w£^hl’n~their boundaries, b^ro^^^
against seizure'and by safeguarding transfer oi pr ofitsTnTpage676 

' emphasis ours )

Thus the capitalists, from West Germany are prepared to 
j +. j — t-jj- 4 m’ntpction is given co them against invest’ in Inlia ?ree rojn is given to them in exporting their 
nationalisation an ^ree a.» o— _ £ bp1r.4n2

nrofits. They are somewhau ie^uctan« -n nor neiping 
fabulous proi . . sector. Even the Japanese loans are
Investments in h^ p . • t finance development projects in

February 7,1958)

The rate of Interest °"S
is remarkably higher tha Socialist countries to help
also shows the keen desire 01 u- th@ proflt motlve
our country In her econom • '^gp 1 accepts repayment in rupees which 
of the capitalist countries. crislg ls
helps our country Entries,
created by various, capitalist c

Rate of interest charged by various 
agencies and_c_o_u,n t r,-e--------------

I.B.R.D.(World Bank) 
Public Sector 
Private Sector

~5i^ Repayment in U.S. 
dollars
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Japan to
Canada b

U.S.A. (P.L.b80) 3x%
" 3^

b%
• U.S.S.R. 2.^%

6 % Repayment in Yen
Repayment in Cana di al 
dollars
Repayment in dollars 
Repayment in dollars 
If repayment in Rs. 
Payment in Rs.

The economic assistance provided by the Soviet Union and other 
socialist countries to Indi a and other less developed countries 
in Asia and Africa is q sizeable amount compared to that extended 
by the U.S.A. It is increasing rapidly to such an extent that 
the imperialists have started calling it an'toconomic offensive". 
The following table gives a comparative picture of the economic 
aid given by U.S. and by -the socialist countries.

( in millions of dollars )

Country % I.G.A.
obllgations

Other US Total Total aid
Govt. U.S. from socialist
assistance aid countries

Afghanistan 33 lb ^7 136
Burma 25 18 b3 b2
Cambodia 9b 2 96 22
Ceylon 11 “ H 20
Pavnt 2 lb 16 235
India 126 293 bl9 295
Indonesia 27 97 12b 109
Nepal 7 _ 7 13
Syrla ' Z - X16

&

-quoted bv Economic Weekly June 21,1958;
• । —j 4 m cr onnthpr Advent a of tho fpom the

3ool = -

" The MpArtlSAn ^erican^ol^
the Soviet Union and lim - strings as possible to its
as possibly,has been to tie a many recipient with
foreign «id prof j»es gl intern, tlonal
them and against the Uoo • that sach assistance has to be given
assistance has,ln effect, o^t qSSist in their economic
to the under-developed countri fortify them against Communist
development ger se ,but m nnfortunately, such an attitude does not 
threats and entlcemen ’ of these countries uho are more
go very far with the p_. i this so-called ’freedom’ - the
interested in being fed than naked, to be diseased and to
freedom, in effect, to f^J^’nnswer. therefore, is not to play the 
remain 8^11.6.1958^
same ga me. kioii p. s 5
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.AUTOMATIC

LOO M 5

The problem of 
textile industry is

installing automa
ment, employers" as ^©1^03°theSkin 

resue ct^ &rS reproducinS the follow!

tic looms in the cotton 
minds of all - the Govern-
g class. In the following 
ng documents in this

1)

2)

3)

Extracts from the 
Committee, 1958?’ 
tion", chapter X,

"Report of the Textile 
on ''Rationalisation and 
PP.29-33)

Enquiry 
Modernisa-

JF Ministry 01 Labour & Employment on 
jBnoauction of automatic looms in textile 

^ inis note was submitted to the meeting on 
Looms hela in Delhi on December 22.)

industry 
automatic

Com.Dange’s letter to Shri Nanda, Union Labour 
Minister, and nlTUC proposals re. installation of 
automatic looms.

4) Copy of letter from Shri Nanda clarifying the 
Government’s view on Delhi Agreement on Rationalisation.

5) Conclusions of the Delhi meeting on Installation of 
Automatic Looms, held on December 22, 1958.

Ji few things stand out clearly from these documents, which 
despite assurances to the contrary detailed in the conclusions 
of the Delhi meeting, over which the working class has to be 
particularly vigilant.

Firstly, the employers who were - party to Delhi Agreement on 
rationalisation have gone back on it, both in principle as well 
as in actual practice. This is evident from the point of view 
expressed before the Textile Inquiry Committee. To quote the 
Report of the Committee: "From the point of view of the employers, 
it has been claimed that the conditions agreed to at the 15th 
Session of the Indian Labour Conference, particularly the one 
relating to reduction of labour being restricted to the extent 
of natural separation and wastage, would, in the context of the 
condition of the industry at present, be hardly of much, effective 
benefit to the industry as it would be a long term process and 
the full benefit of rationalisation would not be derived by the 
industry now when it is most needed." (page 31) (emphasis added)

Secondly that the INTUC has agreed to reduction of labour 
to enable to millowners to rationalise . This is clear from the 
following extracts:

"On the other hand, the Madhya Pradesh INTUC has represen- 
thpv are not at all opposed to modernisation and 

rationalisation. In fact, they had already accepted a 
reducSon oflabour to the extent of 5,000 since 1948."(p.29 

of the report).

And also that:
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And also that: 

”tfe have been 
?ujional Textile Worked of the Lndian
that even for the intXJ^100 (INTUC), Ahmedabad, 
labour would be ready and automatic looms, the
proper psychology was created^8 Some time if

fhe Government in t-t
benefits of rationalisation1^0^ at para 6 and 7 have loft the 
terms of the do oisions’ of thS i ^t%quostion of workload in 
be decided locally in consulted I?dlian Labour Conference, to 
tive” union. Under the B T R"•'x‘2 W1th the so-called ” repre sen ta- 
centres of the textile incL^™0^^^6™13® at moSt of the 
are the INTUC affiHn^ry’ the representative unions” 
have seen above, ever ^eadvo^ same people who are, as we 
to promote employers' — ce workers’ interestsb y-io rationalisation schemes.
fulfilhall the noId^o^Jl^Sore nr foll?^nS Pages, 

exchange and (3) avoiding unemX^en^ } earning foreign

the 15^h IndiInPlXu? Co£S^nJiO^^ decisions of 
and the- INTUC, the wo?kinv th® help of the Government
against this onXugSb. S 1 SS havG to defend itself

PTO



AI TUG GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 

Bangalore-Jan. 15-18, 1 9 5 9.

RATION.ALISATTON
AND MODER NT SA TI ON

(Chapter x 
Committee

A. Rationalisation

)of RQport of Textile Enquiry

it has been ur^-u < r>
ciations both in the ft vsrpous Employers’ Asso-
oral evidence p-j VOr that they had submitted and in the
important representatives that one of the
production of cotton textile s°iTthUth^ towards the high cost of 
of nrodurti^n textiles, is the high labour costs per unit
mofu^sil min Particularly emphasised in the case of
etc " In t lrj Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Nagput,
thp\wV^.-’ ? seconding to the representative associations, 
‘p4’l2. ’^piorient both in the. spinning and in the weaving 

1S much higher tten what is obtaining in Bombay and
Ahmedabaa centres. For instance, the Textile Mills Association 
of Nagpur represented that in some mills the number of workers 
employed per .1000 spindles was as high, as 23 and even 28 per shift 
The productivity of labour was stated to be extremely unsatis
factory as compared to mills situated elsewhere. The necessity 
for increasing the productivity of labour through a more efficient 
utilisation of machinery, avoidance of redundant workers and re-

;e o on

deployment of workers with a view to distribution of more rational 
work load to them, was highlighted in their memorandum. The Madhya 
Praoesh Mill owners Association, Indore, also made similar repre
sentation and on the ground of having large surplus labour force 
on th o muster, made a claim for rationalisation so as to bring
the work load of the operative,
the standard prevailing in ott 
it was alleged that in Indore 
nisation so vehemently that in

and therefore his productivity to 
advanced centres. In addition,

imported from abroad could not be installed.

organised labour is opposing moder- 
some of the mills new machinery

On the other hand, the Madhya Pradesh I.N.T.U.C. has repre
sented that they are not at all opposed to modernisation and 
rationalisation. In fact, they had already accepted a reduction 
of labour to the extent of 5,000 since 194$. They even stated 
tht thy h-ve no objection to further rationalisation following 
modernisation on the lines of^the model agreement decided upon 
-t th' 1 5th Indian Labour Conference. Tnere are only tw^> mills 
wherc^new machines are lying uninstalled, but that was because 

mills’ recalcitrant attitude towards any mutual settlement 
problem through discussions and consultation with labour.of t he 

of t he
omli^tion is perhaps one of the most controversial 

Rations. - ■ -trial relations which has b^en considered ____ _ c^™in^n^rial £lat.
by many ^“rp0^” problg of rational! setion in the Textile 
appreciat thot th-. P_ adeauately if the industry .was to pro
Industry has to be s- 9 results of the technological advanc
gross and make full for tht industry, as obviously
men t which reo^ c oxnected to modernise unless it is allowedthe industry cennot b. vxpecte Qf millg particuls rly
to rationalise simuit.n. " find themselves in difficult 
marginal and sub-margins condition of the industry
circumstances as soon 00 - k gnd are prone to close down. These
suffers the slightest se 5 „ lpbour force than what could be
have been found to have o lerg.r 1a

is sue s

considered normal...•



considered normal by ave-r^o
light in many of the renort ^t.ndard. This has been brought to 
Commissioner’s organi-Pt i -u the Survey Teams of the Textile 
mills in detail. The condi^’ ° went dnto the workings of such 
mills was also observed u1On P^-ant and equipment in such 
end the need for modernist- IL g?n 6 ra fsr frOm satisfactory 
machines was also grpn^ -^tion by replacement of the dilapidated

■"A vz o L/ •

pretations. The term .allsati°n has been subjected to many mter- 
pieu. uxwus. ine term has been used bv up to moan a ro nro-anio? tion in a unit of the. , y 1,0 ^an a re-°rsanisa-wastes and t ho moot- ’ ncustry which ensures elimination of all 
machinerv wj b?u ^Uisation of men, material and
obviouolv be* Xn this sense, rationalisations! cannot

t • „ ft . ted by any body. We have been informed that
individual’' unit f?rm Or other has been introduced in the

f the lndust3?y for the past many years and that
1 ? , . s, , ntmues, mostly in an unplanned manner, either with

or w thout.the approval of labour. Either the work-load of the 
operative is increased by the simple expedient of making him attend 
to a larger number.of units, e.g., the number of spindles, without 
making any change in the machinery itself or, by the installation 
of modern labour saving machinery in place 
a larger labour complement and .thus effect
of workers without increasing to any great 
the operative. When this is done, without 
labour, it undoubtedly results in strained 

of old ones which require 
a reduction in the number 
extent, the workload of 
the cooperation of 
relations between the

labour and management and has even in some, cases, led to strikes
and breach of industrial peace. The Indian Rational Textile
Workers Federation, Ahmedabad, in its memorandum, made it quite 
clear that it was not opposed to rationalisation, provided it d-d 
not cause unemployment, and the working conditions were such as 
would not create undue fatigue to workers and adequate stere in 
the gains of rationalisation was ensured to the workers. The 
Federation was, however, opposed to automation, particularly the 
introduction of automatic looms in replacement of ordinary looms. 
Sc far as the working condition is concerned, it was pointed out 
that in mills where rationalisation has been objected to by the 
workers, it was mainly because of the fact that the- conditions 
of work were most unsuitable for any increase in the workload of 
the operative. Instances have been cited, about the poor, quality 
of r^w material supplied, the extremely dilapidated condition of 
the machinery, the inadequate supply of stores.and accessories, 
supply of such articles of unsatisfactory quality,, the lack of 
nr?po? etmosph-ric condition in the1 shed, insufficient 
the bad lav out etc., which make it impossible to persuade the worked ^“0^ additional.workload. It was 

as far as ^X^JX^ already "been’effected and further
sation that was P ss - £ possible, if the agreement arrived 
rationalisetion c. Id t^ePIndlan labour Conference held on 
iVuth July Wsfwas observed. This agreement reads as under:-

„T- = omohaaised end agreed that Government might, IP Llt. to “tire that measures of rationalisa- 
make arrangements to ensure^ economic interest in
tion which did the country, might be avoided,
the present what follows would be applicable evenThisPrinciple ^^^ch tad already taken steps to 
“ tld h ht lonelier-tion but had not completed the pro- 
introduce r “Xing conditions were accepted as sine<jua

scheme Of rationalisation:-
.Ulcere SistinglSployee^iTT'ti existing 

eXSmanl should be maintained, barrrng causes of 
natural separation or wastage,

(ii) there ............



of rationali^tio11^ be an 
employer and the

equitable
on the 
and

share of gains
community, the

workloads by exoG^rto^ be a proper assessment of 
suitable improvements i^Utily '^7'd uPOn ^d also 

- - ts m the working conditions.”
, .,From Ph® .point of view of t-b

that the conditions agreed 7 7- eniPToyers, it has been claimed 
Labour Conference, particul? Jlv^tb^^1 %h 7essicn of the Indian 
labour being restricted t ~ th y g" One relating to reduction cf 
wastage, would, in the c rt< 7 of natural separation and
at present, be ha nil y ofweh cJk.- condition cf the industry 
as it would be a lono- +-^r7 _ fectlve benefit to the industry
nationalisation would not and the ful1 benefit of ratio-
is most needed. Th unite by the industry now when it
shifts would find it XcJic^* ? ^?dy runninS 2 or
rationalisation as w^k^i impossible to effect large scale
absorbed in additional Xhfrf surPlus thereby would not be
that in such cp^pq - units. The employers, therefore, claimed created b^n^Si’p9 tS S?art from utilising the vacancies 
retrenching sX of ^SS’ be free d0 rationalise by

t " n 7^ surplus labour after paying due compen-
Srtion to them. Unfortunately we have not got after paying due 

h thei?- “*f°rtun5tely we have® nlgl reliable 
f igure s of wastage in the industry arising out of retirement, dis- 

" cg''nu, r<-signet ion, etc . , but we were given to understand that 
in somv of the- mofussil centres like Nagpur , the rate of pro
longed absenteeism is very high and higher workload could be 
assigned without any displacement of labour, thus making the 
progr. ss of rationalisation quicker and smoother. Having regard 
to the need for ensuring industrial peace and obtaining the ful
lest co-operation from the workers before introducing rationa
lisation, either with or without modernisation, we feel that while 
process of rationalisation, subject to the conditions which have 
been accepted by the 15th session of the Indian Labour Conference 
may not be quick enough for some centres where the margin of 
excess labour is large, considering the average figures of 
natural wastage at about 15 per cent or the industry as a whole 
and fur some mofussil centres as much 
the t this approach would be both prop'

s 20 per cent, we consider 
and helpful.

Coming now to the 
ditions pre-requisite to

question of implementation of the con- 
any scheme of rationalisation and moder

nisation, we suggest that there should be some machinery to 
ensure that recalcitrant manufacturers nr, for that.matter re
calcitrant workers, do not abuse the agreement by either intro
ducing rationalisation surreptitiously or by opposing it un
reasonably. We suggest that a Rationalisation Sub-Committee of 
the main Advisory Committee referred t - in para $9. be set up 
f-r the industry as a whole for considering and laying down poli- 
cZs and principles governing rationalisation from time to time: 
the^e should be Sub-Committees on regional level wor king within ^»-«orkof such principles beferfth™

schemes af nationalisation wi that both the Committees should 
implemented. It is roccmm mac management, labour andconsist of the representative^ofnthe^man;g^ Qom_
Government with Uxti t ssary for any scheme to cane before
mittees. It wculd n- ^ y- - already been approved by the
the Regional Committee if it ‘J
representative Labour Unions wherever u y

B. Rehabilitation and Modgrnisa--------
" ”7 other Committees which went into the

The working party uirement of the industry in the
question of rehabilitate -4 phgsis on the urgent need for 
past have all installed. A large majority of
rehabilitation of the maenm.^

the machines............ ..



the machines in oxi stenc~ tnu
back and have outlived thfir ^efe installed more than 40 years 
at an early date , its effect ss* theF sre not replaced
the case of marginal and ^uh m-U1^ as it has been felt in
production, bad quality of ~ ,rglnal units, in the form of low 
of workers and high cost r-^ engagement of large number
lit-tion, therefore • The necessity for rehabi-
is only one aspect of u11 hrnds’ This’ however,
the paucity of funds with sS of Foreign Exchange,
certain essential it^ if tha units> non-availability of
however put some restriction or I™ lndiFn°ts sources,.etc.,
eculd be pff ci-i v<o\r' i \ °n rate at wmch re ha oilitation
units which hri nX ss, ry^h nF?£?11d! U 1? “°r® afftent
go in for rehabilitation ^f their^^0.

n nOt s^waXs clear that such renovation is in the natio-
? from th2 employers’ side it has been stated that 

while a * re progressive unit might have replaced a fairly new 
machine oy a modern one, it cannot be considered as a national waste 
since th-/- former machine is not usually scrapped but utilised by 
some oth-r unit which in turn replaces its antiquated machine. We 
are of the. opinion that every case of replacement will have to be. 
judged on its merits both from the standpoint of the interests of 
the national economy as well as in the interests of the textile 
industry.

We have been informed that at present there is no machinery 
which goes into the individual requirement of mills and that mills 
are free to buy indigenous machinery for replacing the existing 
ones; imports are allowed on applications from mills without de
tailed examination as to the nature of their need. There is, how
ever, a Committee f or scrutinising the applications for renovation 
when such renovations are to be effected with the financial assis
tance of the investment corporations like the National Industrial 
Development Corporation and Industrial Finance Corporation. For 
maximising the benefits of rationalisation for the industry, as a 
whole, there is need for examining the requirement of individual 
mills for this purpose by an independent body. We, therefore, feel 
that 3 small consultative Sub-Committee of the main Advisory Com- mmee SLrred to in pert 89 should be set up to advise Govern- 
went on the principles and procedure which should be followed m 
deciding these applications.

A s re gar d s t he ^roduc tier of ut om at ic * looms , h. reU . 
of"otherPhighly "ut?matic machines like Single Process Blowroom 
ot .tmr m ■. r y u^, R. prAmes, Barber Colman Winding ana 
lines, Super mgh .c ° opposed mainly because of the
Warping machine, etc. hoS not o^en pp .g nQt
feet that the total splcCvm.nt ^plegssnt situation, the 
of such a magnitude- -o has been as vehement as ever before,
opposition to automatic 1 , looms by automatic looms upto a
The need for replacement of plai hss been discussed
limited extent for purp-s^ s r gttempt toWRrds automati-
elsewhere. This pa rt, we -t labour has been won over by a 
sation has to be made on y . i propaganda ano persuasion. We 
continuous process of evidence of the Indian National
have been informed in the ^^^bad, that even for the intro- 
Textile Workers' Federation, {.^our would be ready and willing 
duction of automatic looms , "“F 1° y was cr ated. We feel that 
after sox time if proper P^Xs shQuld cre?t roper

’ Government as well as - -e , . country and particularly amongst 
psychologic al climate w J introduction of automatic looms 
the labour so as to iaci- - 
within a specific period.



note by

• & employment
- ---------- -——---------- — ■________

ON

THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY
. important form of R-r 

Committee was to study - J r nc" 
exports and suggest remedial 
ticn to the prefer nc •'?/ •
cloth produced on aut^i^v"/^ markets for flawless 
using extensively uidv^-Xms whlch 
to fall steeply unless w- - I R ° exP°rts would continue 
matic looms. Besides m-kirp- ■ vXP°ft?d cloth produced on auto- 
° ---- suSgfjstion to instal

wi t b "I J - m "n Uf 8 c ture ’ the c °mm i tt ee 
I I"1 . e un try of a proper psycho-

oduction of automatic

INTRODUCTION of

recommended th

looms. In their R
Committee,

i' ■ cili 
es oluti

Government h

to the Textile Enquiry 
s ior the recent decline in cloth 

The Committee drew atten-

our competitors had been

mt

recommendation and also a hopP'tHt 
evolved for replacemen t hv -Ae- an c
phased programme. ’ In

port of the Textile Enquiry 
omprete agreement with this 
simple procedure would be

to a
n ow pro- 
the calendar

J* ln iraPlcrenting this proposal, Government will 
the recommendations of the 1 5th session of the Indian 
ference in regard ^modernisation and rationalisation. The 
j! 1 bnciu;Lry Committee had agreed that the Indian Labour Con- 

1 emm-c noa tions would_be both pr oper and helpful.. It
wi 1 be.recalled that oh?. Indian Labour Conference emphasised, 
m particular, that

be guided by 
Labour Con-

(i) there  no retrenchment or loss of earnings 
of the existing employees, i.e ., the full complement 
required for the operations before rationalisation 
should be maintained except for cases of natural 
separation or wastage. Workers could, however, be 
provided with suitable alternative jobs in the same 
establish^. nt or under the same employer, subject 
to agreement between the employer and his workers, 

(ii) there should be an equitable sharing of benefits of 
rationalisation as between the community, the emplo
yer and the workers, and

should.be

(iii )there should be a proper assessment of work-load 
made by an expert or experts mutually agreed upon 
and also suitable improvement in the working con- 
diti ons.

general principles, it is now neces- 
de ci ding the selection of 
of automatic looms and (b)

On the basis of these
suitable criteria for

(a) undertakings for thointroduction .
the numb r of looms to be allotted to each selected undertaking. 
In the light of criteria thus evolved, a two man committee c cn- siling of the TeStileCommission. r and a representative of the 
Mtais^ of Labour and Employment ®°ufLn^b)nebov?P 
from diffor /nt units ano aecia, -n i > concerned umhr-a rtpeiR-inn i s taken and communicated to the concerned unu_r a Qy.cision is uauen c , . ± those undertakings can go ahead
takings, employers basis of the broad procedure worked
to implement the sch .-me J ference" (See Appendix). The machinery 
cut by the Indian Labou j J contemplated in clause (7) in Appen- for erbitration/adjudication ccntjmplet^d
eix will be the two-man G^mittt.c

4.. The considerations....*

1

should.be


. The considerations 
takings and allotting the 
them would appear to be:

t - be kept in mind in selecting under
prescribed number of looms between

prewnPpro^ TTV This is the genesis of the 
Units bavin? VVT V~'uld be ths PrimsrY consideration, 
annual eVrt! Wed tr®?G connections and sizeable 
dence ^TV creoit and units which provide evi-
loomt W £y ^ld 3xPOrt if equipped with automatic 
looms should be given preference.

AY0Ip. RETRENCHMENT - The capacity to absorb 
surplu s labour is likely to be more in the case of larger 
establishments. Such units and also units belongingT an 
TV Wh° cqntrols more than one unit of the same type 

n one same area should be shown preference.

the sama wesson, undertakings where the natural 
separation orwasta/e is larger should be preferred.

pT'* Th DUSTRIAL RELATIONS IN THE UNDERTAKING - Units where 
^n^gc^nt are having cordial relations with the union(s) 

should be preferred to those wherein industrial relations 
are marred by frequent disputes and work stoppages. An 
assessment could be made on the experience in the preceding 
five-year period.

IV. FINANCIAL CAPACITY TO BUY AUTOMATIC LOOMS - Even where 
the undertakings claim that they will be in a position to 
acquire the allotted quota, it should be verified. Other
wise, unutilised allocations will result.

V. REGIONAL BALANCE - The total- three-year target of 
7,500 looms may be distributed evenly between different 
regions. While efforts should be made to distribute the 
annual quotas also evently, any differences should be ad
justed over the three-year period. If, at any stage, it 
becomes difficult for a region to utilise the allocation 
made to it, it should be possible for this Committee to 
suggest a suitable transfer of the surplus allocation to 
other region/s. This could be done on the basis of the 
recommendations of the two-man team.

5. The next question for consideration is the maximum and the 
minimum number of looms to be a 11 owe a to each unit for their 
optimum utilisation. It is suggested that AS looms could consti
tute a workable unit and may be fixed as the minimum to be allotted 
to an individual undertaking. The maximum to be allotted to a 
single un d-rtaking might be fixed at 144 looms or thrice the 
minimum. In exceptional cases, the team.may be authorised to 
allot even upto 3^0 looms to a single unit.

the sharing of benefits of rationalisation is 
assume aiff er ent forms. It might.be reflectedIn so far as6 —.

duct

i^Tva^nglnsrgin Sen Ast'of production End“price of pro
fit, in ^improved wgos including bonus - —cm 
r -? t i on o wit h or wi th out c ha nge of c ost s - _ . . ,
cinic to lev down a general formula regarding distribution of 
TT b lay of distribution has been accepted,

and the representative union in a locd area.

, in improved working con- 
and sc on. It is impos-

left for7 Similarly, the question of work-load may also be
bimiiox xy,. 4 nndprtaking. since it will also

settlement at the level - wages, working conditions
derend on a number of varying fee tors number of

cn it. is difficult to generalise about the
C-Iiv O ty '—'A j • .

automatic looms...• ••••
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might.be


automatic looms which could be entrust 
Enquiry Committee have calculated that 
of Io automatic looms per worker 
labour employed on looms would ba 
25 and 30 per 100 looms. Even in 
allotted the maximum of 1 44 looms, 
be roughly between 3 5 arid 45.

The Textile
on the be sis of an av 

margin of reduction of
roughly of the order of between

. the case of units which are 
the probable displacement will

- - ■ - * For a large-sized mill, absorption

* PP 1-2 of note: Subject to the above conditions, the following 
br .id pr cc was suggested to smec then ' the 
progress of rationalisation. The Union or 

unions in an under-taking and the employer could enter into a 
working arrangement on the following lines:-

1) the company may seek to make such changes in machinery, 
layout and organisation as it deems necessary fcr efficient ope
ration of machinery and rational use of labour and material with
out prejudice to the provisions of any law fcr the time being 
in force and subject to the previsions of the working arrangement.

2) before any such change is effected, the company shall 
give reasonable notice, ranging fr cm three weeks to three months, 
to the union(s) of its intention to effect the change. The 
notice shall be in a form mutually agreed upon and shall contain 
full information regarding.the nature of the. proposed change, 
approximate date of such change proposed cuties for workers 
concerned and their job assignment and the expected warnings, 
.there, however, an appropriate procedure for notice of change 
exists under the current legislation, the same should be observe 
in preference to the above.

3) the employer shall also furnish information regarding 
the change and the reduction in the number of jobs ana also tne 
effect of the change on the number of jobs in ether departments
affected by the same change.

4) the employer and employees shall.meet ana uiscuse uue
i mqqiblo after the notice has been givenproposal employer shall furnish all information

fcr a complete understanding of the preposed change 
explain the contemplated change to the union (s).

ci this small order should not pose any serious pr oblem.

APPENDIX

Extract from the decisions of the 1 5th Session of 
the Indian Labour Conf-rance on ’’Rationalisation”

under para (2) above.
necessary 
and shall

5) the union(s) 
si on with the employer 
employer. If there is 
yer may introduce the 
the agreement.

shall, within a week after the discus- 
. present its views or proposals to the 
agreement between the parties, the emp _- 

change on the cue date in accordance with

6) the union(s) shall be given adequate oppor one uiujm tQ enable it to guage the workloads
mployees engaged in the new operation.study the new change s: 

and the earnings of the

matter 
dispute

7) if there are 
covered by this 
shall be ref err

differ nces between the parties on.any 
working arrangements, the
ed for arbitration or adjudication.
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y, AI1UC

To
Nanda, 

Ainiste? lor Labour & £nplov^ mt Government of India, P^^t 
New Delhi. *

Dear Sir,
S4 Police )/ss "t?a y0UI’ “inistry'a !»««•( J-O.No
calling forthe f,,“ 3hPi B.N. astir)on 22nd Decenban -t"h^ ", 1 ^consultstion on automatic locos 
you that thTdat-mf not L Secretary replied to
£ er -new R'‘ ° abI® to be present in the Con-

accompXi^nX^ ^jsitting to you my proposals in the
^ose Proposals are not found accep.

introduction*^ b^oul^.b© ta.<on as not having agreed to 
introduction of automatic loans as envis<^«d thoGovernment and the employers. the

the

nroDosnl^t^+J0 11 conveni®nt for you to circulate 
L??313 tO ths ^^Q^^ce, I am enclosing 25 copies of
Il v u * *

my

Yours faithfully

Sd..............

( 5 • A. DANG S), m.P •
G en er a 1 S ecr et ary

All-Indi a Trade Union Congress

&QT3 -U. -THS PTO.UUQ OF INTdOlUCING

^mOLATIC LOCLS

A section of the textile millowners in India have been 
pressing for a long time for Government help in the import 
and installation of automatic looms on a large scale. The 
frim results in relation to labour of large-scale introduction 
of automatic looms cam© cut, when the Kanungo Committee 
dis cus s ed th e pr op os a 1 •

During six these years, the textile mill owners have been 
carrying out rationalisation, sometimes with the consent of 
unions who would agree to it, but mostly without such consent. 
The subject became very hot two years ago and had to be 
discussed in the 15th Indian Labour Conference which was held 
in Delhi in June 1957.

Now, once again, the specific proposal for installing 
eutomatic looms has been brought forward as being an urgent 
national necessity.

The Government of India endorses and patronises the pro
posal on the ground that export of cloth has to be increased 
to earn foreign exchange and that such export can be stimula
ted only if cloth on automatic looms is nroauced in India.

The millown era..................
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The killowners sev* + k

of India on this havc convinced the Government
of India anu:th® a-i^Jwn X"^ the Government
ddDate in the : arliament n?'? dGrinr. the.
question of exports. °a 3 and 4, 1958, on the

aS

The AIIUC has made f+- - + .
and b for • « do aot^nh ~ t 'i- clear during the
such. ut when thaae mhw technical imorov vents 
and increase in vqp^io.1. unemployment
on the ground that the- cannot endorse them Jusqy ar e nec ass f or o3„ r 3aa ons *

Introduction* 4° f ttat tha ^^9=^ of ths
*nd cOTtrou4i?^fU< ®8 on the "«*«•« csnbe discussed 
? tion - 41S J*®? «« J©lhi Convention on rational!-
Sciiioa, a^i oea to by all*

4connection, the A1TUC has to noint out that rationa- 
4 the without

to the AlIUw in many centres and hence it is 
not responsible for them.

Secondly, the ministry of Labour & Employment, Government 
of India, have informed the AITUC (vide letter No.m-34(13)/ 
58 dated 1st July 1958) that the Delhi agreement is not an 
egrcement but only a r^commendation - thereby meaning that 
any employer is st liberty to 30 his own way, if he so chooses• 
This reply v.rs given to us when we pointed out c s as of retren* 
chment and unemployment resulting from rationalisation. 
In view of this, the Delhi Convention has not become an 
instrument of protection to the workers as was expected.
Unless the Delhi Convention takes the form of a national 
agreement valid as between all employers and unions, whether 
recognised or not, it will not prove useful.

Aa re'ords the present proposal, the AITUC submits the 
following for the consideration of tho Government and the 
Confer ence.

The Government is endorsing the textile millowners • 
demand for automatic looms only f or exports and for j or sign 
exchange. They put it forward as a. national necessity. •

Jo w.-' pr opoa e that Government itself unasCvSKa to ins tai 
units of aut onia tic looms and organise production and export 
in *h itat > lector, so as to earn foreign exchange directly 
on it-T O', a account. The Government has enough fancies mi rough 
whom this can be done. The Government is aiready ^oirectly 
involved in the Anbar Charkha ana handle am projects.. The 
automatic looms pr oj act would b 2 f ar easier jo nan die-. than

Units of thousand looms each should be built in the 
parts of the country, to meet the national necessity.-thes e. 

various

If 
pres ent

purely Jtate Doctor activity is not fa y oureu at the 
at rit c^nbe undortaxen in a *uxd Th«

^hn in- interested in expo-ts can be ;iven 
participation to thW- capacity in capita eontrl-
bution.

o<’ cloth produced on automatic
By this method, ex^ of foreign exchange also met

loons can be organised interests to use this national
It will not allow the private inr..
necessity for their own benefit.

thW method will be that when new
Another f‘3^ure 01 t separately and^are not

units of automatic looc^ y 4ms, questions of displacing existing 
introduced in the looih will not arise directly,
employed workers and proouctiv. 
and immediately* By this
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By this method, we shall k

the country, the workers and th! saving the interests of 
cuiu one industry.

We are, therefore, toton
ting mills to introduce automJi allowing the exis-
units. We can consider a Dronn^i|n their existing 
units of only automatic loomqP al J° duiId separate new 
loom mills and units exist autonomous automatic
country. even today in some parts of the

To "fallow automatic lorma + _
is to allow the massacre of Jlov5^Qe?he existing l.oms 
unemployment and retrenchment worker>s’ to add to
proposed method is accent a? th?? a? GPfate “^t- If ^r 
be avoided av^n +hSP; d’ thls disastrous result can 
because, in the loSg^un Tltionali’ tin ^temporarily, 
tallst ev^trar- nt- Y11’ r^tuonalioation under the capi- Jnpnol«t Private Profit is bound to lead to 
employers ! f workers and super-pr ofiits for a few big

We hope Government and the Conference will accept 
cur proposals. F

- S.A. HANG E/M.P., 
General Secretary, 
All-India Trade Union Congress

4. Ashok Road, 
NEW DELHI.

December 21,1958.



Automatic Lop^ (Contd)
Copy of letter 
Employment, da 
dated 29th Dec

^r'om-Shri G T m 
29th De MiniStb.:r I95 G “-oer 1958, er for Labour &

My dear Dange,

I have receiver?December 21, 195g your letter No 17? R/cd - the nature and sUnJ letter raises Z dated 
Labour Conference Uf . of The agreements Question regarding connection■ ^rence. Since then I hX?tS rJached in the Indian 

spoken to you in this
The communicot5referred does nor ~ t "* i rom the Ministry tn u • u accurately tJ 1.am sorry to X y to which you have nature ' ^Ie decisions of thpV ’ exPress the position 

natme of recommendations for Conference may be in thebinding on the parties for but are tote taken as

This 1 * dexpressed inVour0^^6 d°mbt that apprehension 
regarding the automatic loSms9^ 1 ’ The understanding
an agreement, on par with those wh -fore > now be treated as 
Indian Labour Conference . ’ wh ch have been reached at the

With kind regards, '
Yours sincerely.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS 
INTRODUCTION OF A 
TEXTILE INDUSTRY 
AT NEW DELHI

OF THE MEETING OF 
UTOMATIC LOOMS IN 
HELD ON DECEMBER THE

22, 195^

m The office note on the subject which 
earlier was discussed. After considering 
invitees present and Sljri Dange" ” 
the subject, the proposals 
subject, ' ■' “ "

had been 
the view circulated 

points of the S letuer, to Labour Minister on
- - . made in the. office note were approved

to the following decisions conclusions: -
(1) Exports were important from the point of view of our 

economy. To labour they are important because dwindling exports 
would result in loss of employment. The proposal to enstal 
2500 automatic looms annually was marginal in character and could 
be supported without much difficulty by labour. Even so the 
actual implementation should be preceded by steps to apprise the 
workers of its object .nd scope to prevent possible misapprehensions 
It was emphasised that employers should totally desist from 
indulging in new recruitment while workers were being rendered 
surplus.

(2) It was agreed that in considering the safeguards afforded 
by the Indian Labour Conference recommendations on rationalisation, 
prohibition of retrenchment of workers should be interpreted to 
include substitute workers. This would be in tune with the 
recommendations in the Plan which had been approved by parliament.

(3) In choosing units for introducing the scheme. Government 
might consult the appropriate employers’ and workers' interests 
where necessary. While the normal ceiling on the number of looms 
to allotted to a single unit will be only 144, in exceptional 
cases, allotments upto a- maximum of 330. looms for a .single unit 
may be made in consultation with the union(s) in the concerned 
unit.

(4) The country



(4) The country should be diiHa ■
distributing the looms . divided into appropriate regions for

In judging industrial relate • •
for choosing units, the extent M individual undertakings
honoured will be a 'prime consideration^ Code for Discipline is

(6) Should disputes arise •
proposals either party must lmPlementation of these
the meanwhile, mediatory Efforts of adjudication. In
the office note may be availeduWO"iii-n team envisaged in 
team will be strengthened MM-M to he condition that the
a Labour Court or Industrial °f member from
were, needed. Labour Ministry MlMMM • c ase formal adjudications 
of such a procedure. " M ould examine the legal implications

third member from

their' X workers honour

light of allegations In the
centres, even the awards of arhifr<n-iM in some textile
the sanctions vphinH t-hn M i -rtr^tior’s were sometimes not honoured MiS So^ C^nferencl MX^for 
mQnH noa i-- 4-1-,. 1 j cume in 1 or discussion. Labour Minister
Question Mea M-Hl ^ex. sessim . of the Conference will consider this
? M ’ p’-e^nwhlle, it was pointed out that so far as this par
ticular scheme was concerned, while Government had no legal powers

?:rh Xlch faileaO° honour its agreementf it would 
M ; -difficult to tetke appropriate measures to bring round the 
defaulting party.

(SO) The working, of the scheme should be reviewed once a year, 
and more frequently if any party should desire it.

(9) Details of the arrangement should be worked out by the 
’Textile Commissioner and a representative of the Labour Ministry.



BanSi GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING
Bangaiore _ p 9 9o

THB employees, siate insotawb scheme 
^^^x._kolhatkar

NOTE:
of the «TUC which met

Secretary, W.Ben^qiCom.T, N.Siddhant, a bookie?’o^?heSEmp?^ UTUC to prepar^
apprising the Scheme f?om the Tn 3^ncc Scheme, 
manuscript of the booklet ’U angle. Since the 
there was A t-SL Fl was received from Com.Slddhant 
latest rlnor?! t°f E.S.I. Corporation and 
available ?? 30 H^^93 were ^3G made -
the manuscript up t t53Jef°rG’ found necessary to bring 
toh wna unHoJi ^P-to-date as for factual data and this 

undertaken by Com. S.Y. Kolhatkar, the AITUC 
nStnl ?hZtiV? °? the ESIG nnd the following report 
posing tk mam issues has been nrenared bv him
accordingly been prepared by him

5

* * *

The Employees’ State Insurance let was passed in the year 
19^8. The scheme was inaugurated in Delhi and Kanpur in the 
year 1952 and.is now extended to 63 centres spread over 10 
States. At present, the scheme covers 12.37 lakhs employees and 
during the Second Five Year Plan period, it is proposed to cover 
the entire insurable population numbering about 20 lakhs.

The scheme is administered by the Employees’ State Insurance 
Corporation consisting of 35 members. Out of these 39 members, 
only 5 are workers’ representatives; employers have 5 representa
tives and 2 are members of the medical profession, 2 Members of 
Parliament and the remaining 21 are representatives of Central and 
State Governments. The Standing Committee of the Corporation 
consists of 13 members of whom only 2 are workers’ representatives 
and the Central and State Governments are represented by 7 members. 
The Medical Benefit Council consisting of 23 members has 17 
Central and State Governments’ representatives and workers are 
represented by only 3 members.

The funds of the Corporation are derived mainly from the 
contributions naid by the workers and the employers plus interest bn Jnvestm^s^ The workers contribute 2.5 per cent of their wages 
whereas the employers at present. pay 1.25 per cent of wages m the 
imJ^Intod areas and .75 per cent in non-implemented areas,even 
tSo^h ^ght pay per of
unougn un.m une it? employers have secured this
the wage bill evG^y nMipins Government on the plea of competitive- 
concession from the ob 1 ..■ &> s s against those in non-implement 
disadvantage in Implemented amas as a one-third of
ed areas. The State Government^were instance
the cost of medical ben^fit reduced to one-fourth
of the Bombay Government, t. sn h been decided that
of the cost of of families of Insured workers,
with the extension of the - _ . will be further reduced to
the share of the State Governm tsbQnefito The Central Government a 
one-eighth of the cost of „d the ESI scheme,
present contributes nothing towards.

Both. ..



Both employgps wai i +-i_
in getting their contri buti on^to f , Governments have succe'
Workers’ contribution, however B’.1, Scheme substantially reiuc 
in the original Act notwithstnnrH A'Bc?S same as was laid down 
of the workers get wages below +£f the fRct th3t 3 large majority 
by the 15th Indian Labour Conferenc< norm of minimum wages recommen

During the last 1 fino^ ,
the respective contributions O1 ,ye3rs beginning from March 195*, 
the Scheme have been as follows- workers and employers towards

Year

1955-56
1956-57
1957-58

Employees’ Contribution Employers’ 
------------------------------------------------ Contribution______ _

Bs«2,39,61,29O Rs. 2,25,,29,288
Rs. 3,22,02, 83^ Rs.2,39,39,*+Ok
Ks. 3, 52,35,95*+ Rs.2, 83A1, 328

The total contribution made by the workers during the last 7 
y:ars of the Scheme is Rs.10.78 crores. The total benefits receive" 
by the workers including the cost of medical benefit approximated 
to Rs. 3.28 crores. It will thus be seen that the workers have not 
received from the Scheme even what they had contributed out of theii- 
hard-earned wages and the Corporation has made a net saving of 
Rs.2.50 crores out of the workers' contributions alone, leaving the 
employers' contributions almost untouched.

The total contributions so far made by the employers towards 
E.S.I. Scheme are Rs.12.6*+ crores. This amount,the Corporation was. 
able to got from the employers even after reducing their contribute on 
from 5 per cent to 1.25 per cent and 0.75 per cent respectively 
of the wage bill.

No wonder, therefore, that the E.S.I. Corporation.has been, able 
to amass the huge reserves of Rs. 13*88 crores which is invested in 
National and State loans and Government Securities. In addition to 
this the Corporation has two separate Reserve Funds for Dependents 
Benefits and Permanent Disablement benefits amounting to Rs.13*90 
lakhs and Rs.*+1*72 lakhs respectively.

„Amin-iotrat1vp exuenses of the Corporation have been 
muntin; from yew to ^loIkokh^AtL^yiOT^^
t£: expenses'of Wo Scheme luring all these
seven years hove been to the tune of RS.2.3B crores.

r i-hp fi nancial-position of the E.S.I. CorporationThis picture of the iinanc ' P the Gorporatlon for the
is also reflected in Jie annual P f workers’ contribution 
year 1957-58. In this ihnSbuti on crores,from
were Rs.3-52 crores, from inoome about 85.31.35- lakhs. Out
interest on investments a roves the cash benefits paid to
of this total income of res ’payments made to the State
the workers amount to cro t Qf which is for prevlous
Governments for medical crores, The administrative expenses
years also) amount to Rs. * oq lakhs. After deducting all these 
have been as stated a net saving of Rs.2.30 crores m
expenses,the Corporation has - 
the year 1957-58 alone. The brief...
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The brief facts stated h
financial position of the E a ?Vn make ii: absolutely clear that the 
stable. In fact, this position woni on Gxtremely sound and
Government compelle d the ernm been stl H better had the
their full share of the contrih^f and State Governments to pay 

utions as laid down in the Act.
Lot us now see whether the bonome 

upon the workers are real Tv D-neflts conferred by the Scheme o? the Corporation. The ^bh the financial ability
the average daily wages to present pays only half of
injury or sickness. Those cash^onpW? are dis2bled due to either 
except in the case of T.B nationt! 9f® pald for only 56 days
average wages after 56 days unto 1 onlY one-fourth of the
their service Tho w.Um i o’ ^-2 £upther period depending on eiclAt in ono ben®fib is as yet not extended to 

nr-ssin? '^ioand fnr i-h ^WO Genbres even though there has been 
9^1^ wo^kPrZJa th? Sam®‘ The benefit proposed to families 

1 ondy general out-door treatment without
5 4 a ? specialist medical aid. The monthly or daily

bo those injured while on duty are,to say the least, 
niggai ‘by nnd very small. The Corporation does not take any 
responsibility for dental and eye treatment or skin diseases nor 
are dentures or spectacles supplied free of cost to insured workers.

There is no doubt that these benefits paid by the E.S.I. 
Corporation can be immediately enhanced without causing any 
financial strain on the present resources of the Corporation. If 
the Government realises the full contributions of the employers 
and the State Governments, the Corporation will be definitely in 
a posit! ;n to provide much better benefits than are at present 
conferred under the E.S.I.Scheme.

Immediate extension of the Scheme to the families of insurer 
workers, has been agreed to by all parties in the Corportion. The 
Corporation authorities had contended that unless the employers 
contribution was raised to the full limit under the Act this woul . 
not be financially possible. The Labour Ministers Conference at 
Nainital had agreed that this should be done immediately. However 
the c- layers’ representative on the Corporation Oppold i^^bc

woul'. be insuificicnt t^ o a ronilies. The Government,upon extension M the scheme to the families n 
therefore, retreated ®d .agreed that extens^on^ possible to moot 
families should proceel till sue me a Corpor,tl on and it
the e*3 costfronthe ^|"ehea that the employers' contribution 
is only when this umxu xo 
should be Increased.

. r. anhomo to families does not, 
The opposition to exb°5tr Falone. The^State Governments who 

however,come from the ®h^her cost of the medical benefit were 
will have to share the higher c Report for thG year 19^8
equally opposed to thi^ ^ Governments were not all i 
states on page 1 that t - . nslon to families). This r^nu_
favour of this approach ( ex _ t even after the Corporati n 
the attitude of the ^hon^an^made
agreed to reduce their J^r^ Governments’ all°Ga^°?a 
Conunisslonreviewe Qf pension of =°v®™st0 thls faot that
room for the Pr°S?U p3 planned. It is t Bangalore and
families to go to families only in j
the Scheme is now be e xtendel to Punjo^in^
Baiasthan, and is WJ® Bombay and Celon oonoentrated,there
future. But in Qf lnsured workei uite some time,

extension tonfamil

mainly* on account of OPPOS However...
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However, mere extend'
families of insured worker Xwifi restricted medical benefit to 
workers unless full medical XXX fully the demand of the 
hospitalisation are made a specialist treatment and
has been stated above,theXX h ?he workers’ families. ds 
cost involved from the' rpXl° atl°? ls quite able to meet the 

xeoources available to it.
In accordance with the v,-c,,,T , ,

Corporation,the scale of VoaXn-i m>XSt standerd fixed by the 
one general bed for about Gon X1 beds under the Scheme should be 
employees and 2 maternity teds bed for h°L-

, basis the immediate requirXXjX ?§ X? X W°?en’ °? thlS 
nrovision of at lpaqt o a lor 12,35 lakh employees is aXXable to XXX !X? Xds- But the Corporation has so far 
minimum reouiremont beds i.e. 1.000 beds short of the
nf beds inqthP XX X the justification for these shortages
jfXSi S Of X hugG resem of Rs.13.88 crores at the'
disposal of the Corporation, out of which Rs. 5.35 crores have 
been specially ear-marked for construction of hospitals? In places' 
like Bom ay and Calcutta,where there is the largest concentration 
of insured employees, namely 4,70,^00 and 2,30,000 respectively, 
the Corporation has not been able to construct a single hospital 
so far exclusively for the benefit of the workers. the main 
responsibility for this utter callousness and disregard towards 
workers is that of the State' Governments and the Central Government.

Ever since 
mentions of the

1955, year after year, the Corporation report 
decisions taken, plans submitted and urgent 

consideration given, etc. by those concerned, but till now not even 
land required for the hospitals has been acquired; The Central 
government throws the blame on the State Governments, the latter on 
thoir part point -out to shortage of steel and cement and personnel 
etc. with' the result that hundreds, of insured employees, even those 
who are suffering from T.B. are denied admission to hospitals. At 
the last meeting of the Corporation, the Union Labour Minister 
stressed the urgent need for immediate steps in this direction but 
since then no concrete steps havebeen taken either by the Corporation 
or by the State Governments of Bombay or Bengal to undertake 
construction of hospitals. This state of affairs is not likely 
change unless the insured employees themselves bring sufficient 
pressure on the Central and the State Governments by mass action.

none with this question, it has' also become equally necessary 
to start I mass a on for5 the reduction of workers’ contribute
to starr . mas a, employers’ contribution to full
by 50 per teen sho^ Corporation has bate
statutory limi £ Rs.2.30 crores in the year 1977-5^ after
able to make a net Jp'g^Ltaative expenses and the cost of 
paying cash benefits, | number of years. Hence, if the
medical benefits to S -a to cent, the income of the
workers' contribution is re crores which means that
Corporation will b^ byt5o Corporation will have an excess of
even after this ^auction ^ Oor^ surplus will,
income over expenditure j ~ th°'employer s ’ contribution isof course, be very m?ch a ger ^^contribution of the . 
raised to the full statutery Es.2.83 crores at the rate of 
cnploysrs for the 7®^ 1957-58 wa^R^ Qut Qf thi the 
1.25 per cent and 0’?^ Pe X ers at Bombay and Calcutta together 
contribution paid by the foyers a^ ,f contribution f 
comes roughly to ^-2 cr -feta only were to be raised to the ful^.
employers at Bomoay ana GaK. get at least Rs.8 crores
the Corporation us would be- still greater if the State
more,annually• This s 1 their originally fixed one-third shar ; 

.Governments are made to ^y -
of the cost of medical beneiiu. .

. a clear and irrefutable case for an immediate
There is thus a cieai a

reduction...
(^)
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of workers’ contribution tv
'! y rs’ c ntribution tn t-u PGr cen't and the enhance- 

is also equally ten.t schedule I rate under-
■rent much higher benefit^? Corporation will bo In 

far the bone-Tit than at present if its fun 1
’’ th Central ang ke w°rkers ^nd not for financing

’manner in the Corporation are standing
t ? the affairs of the Corporation

to b?en at the cost of denial of
el®€ Pts to workers who are contributing to the
scheme from their meagre wages. 6

jg JU" LI 
sent of

Itthe i
position t 

are utilise ! 
the projects

It is worthwhile to note here that the benefits recommended by 
the 3ay - xti 1 Labour Enquiry Committee in 1937 and Whitley 
3;O"13si n^in 1931 were in some respects higher than those available 
unhr th: E.B.I. Scheme. For example,the Textile Labour Enquiry 
Glitter ha: recommended cash benefit to the extent of 77 per cent 

the av r ■ - wa ;e for a maximum period of 6 months in a year. The 
„hltl-y 3 miss! n ha 1 recommended that refund should be.made 
available t: the workers who left employment after subscribing.and

been covered by insurance for a reasonable perron, 
are much lower thanconpUfison of th. present E.S.I. benefits---- ------- __

those availatl there. In countries like Switzerland and_ Austria 
where the schemes are managed by workers’ societies the sicknes

against 8 weeks of the- d: is *1 for 28 weeks in a year as against 8 weeks 01 w-
7" ;■ -C3sh oonefit paid in other countries is also at least
d’..‘ _ 3-m-c wage as against half average here whereas
-l-h ^tri’uti n hr ■■ workers in those countries .are no more th a .tne contri^uti n 1 1 a urgent need to radically

benefits granted by the E.S.I. Scheme and bring them

recent years. :■ :
;s< "fxGf£GrtGdginmi9?^^^ 

structure f th Scheme) started 1 . .. ■ 3gtiS.fied with
1 oking back there is ^0^ .g

ior-vpg.nt cffectG .? Sen ii ? SQ of cash benefit toT.B. 
■1 s st cost price, rgtQsetc. Can_ these be c a 1

patients boyoni 8 V®®ksat thank’ them.for these small merely
real lavements? Must we th, .

The analysis ?f the like Bombay l^fSsVthis
that.the prevalence '-t T. • „ ^busand workers. * .0
as hl?h as 13.53 fadile claim of
hi^h.incidence of T.B’ f termed cynical^ 
the Corr, r-.ti n can ’Jly dg proVide full benefit 
has any moaning, should 1 in t.B. cases? 
period of sickness at 1-- , h improvements in the

Fap from making ^^^l.I?t-been:‘ips-> 
benefits, the-Corporation ha that came to 1 | T^ke for .

of «?o that no employer su
seven years of the f. Act which lay qer medical treatment 
nampie. Section 73 £oyee who'/» auly certifloa. The
MsMss’or 'i=ch«Se « ®gQ’k due to dismlssalnr
sickness or is absen howev£ri j B cases the sickness
Re-ulati H?8 under the ftoW that, in T-^ re€Ulatldn eu?ht to 
discharge after 6 “^Ph-na sik mpnths, th __ bought to the noti ..c 
benefit Is uW^^^lnSed. This n^onths , yet no steps have 
have been suitably cm back «s ___ _ —------ ---------------

the qS
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been taken to amend the regulation
pointed out to the Corporation t^i- it was also
ground Ks.kOO/- per month due tn employees whose wages fluctuate include! or exckdeT?Xi the earning should he either
wa.-es,exclusive of ovro-H^3 oCbedule on the basis of their normal 
•et any benefit of the nnh wad®S; other wise , these employees do not £.4sti^n also h ?nnt ?Sme GWn after Paying contributions. This 
suggest! n also has not been accepted by the Corporation so far.

4 n^ch?n a 1 how decided that provision for artifici al 
^bot^e^T under the Scheme at the Poona Military Hospital
nn<- r^nntii injury cases as well as normal sickness cases.
But recently it has been found that a large number of disabled 
employees are waiting for a period of Mo 6 months for admission to 
Poona Military Hospital because no beds are available there due to 
a sudden influx of military patients. One wonders what sort of an 
F.an ciont the Corporation has arrived at with the military 
authorities if the same is made entirely dependent on the needs of 
the military personnel’

This instance is symptomatic of the bureaucratic manner in whico 
the S.S.I. Corporation functions even in the cases of workers who 
have lost their limbs either as a result of employment injury or 
otherwise. Innumerable such instances of red-tapism and callous 
behaviour, incompetent and high-handed administration of the . 
Corporation imposing unnecessary hardships, harassment and loss or 
earnings on the insured persons could be cited.

TheE.S.I. Scheme is an important social securi ty measure 
intended for the workers’ benefit solely and as such ^t ought to oc 
3dninistered with the. participation and cooperation of the jrade 
Unions and the workers’ representatives. But the present sdt up^ ^ 

- tho F S I Cornoration is anything but democratic. me torpor . tlon is d!^nateaP?y the CentJal and State Government representative 
Sha occupy 21 seatshut of 35 inlhe Corporation, 7 ^^0^13 m 
Benefi^nci^ Thus the Mral Mrnment which contributes 
Mt to the Scheme and the State Gov— ^o^^only 
one-ei hth of the medical costs, get majori y . f
workers who contribute ne3^y on the Standing
Corporation get only 5 seats on the Gorpomn the 3.3 i.
Committee and 3 on the Me-ui al, - autonomous corporation has
Corporation which is SUPP® denartment of the Government of India, 
in reality become almost a deparCorpOT3tlop? lt is not 
When this is the top struc ||ted the lower levels in the 
surprising that the san -.r-nittees. In fact, in the State of
Regional Boards and Local lakhs insured workers the Regional
Bombay.where there are and no local committee
Board has not g|ty of Bombay. -
has been formed m the ui ty u

3 s 1. Corporation needs to be
This entire set up of the - ln order to mate it more 

raii-olly overhauled and d .. ,,nrkers. The workers' represents- 
responsive to the needs of the worterdoubled and Sovernnent 
tion on the Corporation mus. reduced in order to bring it
representation must be drast ^^^ by the respective partis 
in oroportion to the con 
towards B.S.I. fun s. . the COTp0I.„tais

tites all there and the HMS have one representative
Committee while both the The,_,
each.
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The General Counci 
at Bangalore ought to r 

and decide upon 
to bring about radical 
benefit provisions.

evi ew^th^^^? which is meeting 
; a™ th® functioning of the E.S.I, 

agitate on and mass action 
improvements in its structure and the

thpG^t^muguration of the Scheme,the AITUC unions 
4 “ j/w. 4 „ ^Veanude various r epresent at: ons, suggest-

. ln the Scheme. In places like Calcutta and
. ?n . r '" Pr ’ ,<emonstrations and Conferences against 

the Scheme have been held. However, so 
far there nas not been any joint and coordinated agitation in 
all the important centres at one and the same time. Our 
adtati -n s- far yielled some partial results on a local scale. 
But this j by themselves could not bring about any radical 
and basic changes in the Scheme.. It is,therefore, necessary 
that th j ; n r al Council should consider and decide upon an 

an if action on the basis of the following immediateill-Indi a 
demands•

1) He diction of workers’ contribution by ^0 per cent 
an: nhancement of employers’ contribution to 
Schc ’.ulc I rate under the Act ;

11)

iid.)

iv>

iate c’.ons true tion 
Bombay and Calcutta;

Extension of Scheme to 
an ■ revision for full
tion for 9

of E.S.I. Hospitals in

families of insured workers 
medical care and hospitalise-

Democrat!^ the structo^^ on the Corporation 
!n its emitted and give adequate representa- 

ti to the AlIUC.
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A NOTE
®—THE WORKERS’ EDUCATION 

SCHEME.

The fifteenth Indian Labour Conference in New Delhi in July. 1957 
apporved the recommendations made by the team of experts on Workers Education.

Hat ions aPPointment of a central board to implement these recommen-
S^on + ^la Consti^ted a tripartite committee on workers
draw nn the . The committee had met twice and had'

P o a programme for training Teacher Administration in Bombay.

■ -^he scheme envisaged a programme of training Teacher Administrator* for 
?Ut workers education programme throughout the country. It was 

thought advisable to select for sucha training course either double .graduates in 
Economics or in one of the other social sciences or working trade unionists with 
educational experience. It was also thought to be necessary that the candidates 
for admission should have a specialised knowledge of one or more of the fol 1 owin<? 
subjects.

1. Plant and Industrial operations.
2. Rights and obligations under existing laws.
3. Broad principles of trade union-ism.
A. Significance of workers role in the coming society, and the exact place 

of employers in that society.

Another qualification that was expected from the candidates was that they 
should have "broad social sympathies."

Roughly the scheme of training consisted of:~

1 .7 Preliminary Instructions .... 14 weeks.
2 . Field work .......... 8 weeks,

of which
(a) with trade unions 8 weeks,
(b) with employers organisations 1^ weeks
(c) with Government departments 1g weeks.

3. Final Instructions of test ..........  3 weeks.

25 weeks .

The sub—committee had prepared a syllabous which served as a broad 
basis for the teacher administrators course. As for the courses necessary at 
other levels, that is, for actually training the teachers who would cone in 
direct contact with the workers, the same syllabus is to be modified with 
necessary changes to suit the purpose. However, it was emphasised to keep a 
watch on the teacher-administrators as to how they would be teaching.the teachers. 
As for the primary training of the workers, the committee felt that it should 
be left to local initiative, keeping in view of the important aspect of giving 
guidance on certain universal aspects of workers’ Education.

As it was felt that training should include visits to factories, trade 
union offices, government offices, ’ talks with production engineers and 
factory inspections the programme of field work was chalked out. Accordingly 
tte trainees were taken round the trade unions belonging to three central 
organisation; to employers organisations such as Hindustan Levers^ AC , 
Shell and Stanvac Refineries, Kohinoor and Century Mills, BnST, rga 
& Port Trust shipping office, Firestone etc. and governments offices as the 
LaboS Commissioners Office, Employees’ State Insurance Corporation, Provident

Fund Commissioners' Office etc.

56 trainees including
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organisations yJ W Wa by central trade union 
alloted to central trad-XX tra“W course. Out of the 15 seats 
only 4 to the AITUG. The HMS giVen to the 10110 and
admission in this course unlo oL" Xn t0 nornTnat® 3117 person for 
representation to the central'X X Unt11 311 autonomous Board 
entrusted with all functi on XX X Uni°n organisations is set 
education programmes (XXlS^^ of
11th January/1958.) K olution of the working committee of

with proper 
up and 
works rs 
HMS on

centres training the Posted to run 10 different
woull be useful in view of the' indusX^XX®® felt 'that the f°Howing centre 

view oi the industrial importance of their location.
10 different

s

(7) <5) ^ntaa (6) «ras

boards. 
in most

fT® Iet up ""H14 cmsist of a central Board and 10 renicnal 
places. * r0ei°nal “"‘"S has been it

It is estimated that once ththeir training in S t "X °nCe th® teacher administrators m out after 
erent ©entresXt commence their job of training teachers at diff-

“2c)X t “b ?: tO traln ,00° teachers every y, ar at a rate
of three h at 9a°h Centre in a eourse ^tlng tor a period

to out after

of 25

Workers' Fdnr ,of °?e *rlsrs Education Committee a fentral Board of
AuXX W?S f°rm3d WhiGh WaS re7istered under the societies Act in
XSX . % semi-autonomous body consisting of representat of government
workers and employers' organisations.

n u of the Central Board of Workers' Education, held on
S ’ 95S^ discussed the syllabus for the worker teacher course, popular

pamphlets to be published under the education scheme and grant of aid to 
ms i utions and organisations which are interested in imparting education to the 
workers. Haribarnath Shastri Memorial Institute(of the INTUG) at Kanpur and 
N.M. Joshi Memorial School of Trade Unions (of the AITUG) have applied for 
grants from the centr al board. It is proposed to conduct one more school for 
teachers Administrators for the benefit of employees in the public sector also.
or this purpose, it was decided that traainees to the school should be 
^ected by the trade unions concerned and sent to the school for six months. 
It will be the responsibility of the trade unions to make these selections from 
the public sector undertakings.

x-x-x-x-x-x-x
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A NOTE ON THE WORKING OF
fHE WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION ACT, 1923
AND THE WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION (AMENDMENT) BILL,1951

by
Dr.Raj Bahadur Gour, M.P.

NOTE: In November 1958, the Rajya Sabha debated the 
Workmen’s.Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 1953, as introduces 
by the Union Labour Ministry. The Bill as passed by the 
Eajya Sabha will be debated in the Lok Sabha some time 
in the coming budget session. The note by Dr.Raj Bahadur 
Gour, M.P. discusses the major drawbacks of the existing 
legislation on workmen’s compensation, including the 
proposed amendments, and highlights the need for 
further comprehensive amendments.

The Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, was the first social 
security measure that was introduced in India. It was last amended 
in 1946.

But during the period 1923 and 1943, the Labour Investigation 
Committee (Rege Committee Main .Report - page 12) found that the 
number of factories had grown from 5,985 to 13,209. During the 
same period, the total number of workers employed increased from 
14,09,173 to 24,36,312. We also find from the Report to the 
’’Working of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, during 1948” 
(Page 8) that the number of accidents for which Compensation was 
paid grew from 11,371 in 1925 to 51,885 in 1946,

As regards the working of the Act, the Rege Committee found 
as early as in 1946 (Main Report) (pages 50-54) that " the working 
of the Act leaves much to be desired . ..." The Committee found that 
’’minor injuries often go unreported", that "there is avoidable 
delay in the disposal of applications", that the workers are not 
aware of the benefits accruing to them under the Act.

The Report of the working of the Act during 1948 reveals 
(m^e 4) that even fatal cases are not. properly reported. In 
Bombay of the 237 reports of fatal accidents received during ® year* only 117 were received from the employers under Section 10-B 
of the Act."

_ • non on a nr op d the views of the Bihar Labourbe immediately neper- 
ted to the Labour Commissioner.

The Rege Committee had.....
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shouSh£ pBSBSZ^
be

As regards tho • t. • d by medical experts.”
wherZZZ pointed out thZcas^of ini? Fays? H6ge commit 
where the commonest accidents are es-in glass factorie 
burns most of which hZi Z those —-and the employers escS aFlZ^ZZ^ ’ 

7 cbcape ail liability.”

the Rege Committee
_ __ J g

arising from cuts and 
waiting period’ of 7 days

Committee categorically0^^ memorandum to the Rege
improvements in favour of fh^™ tta t ’’the Act requires radical ’ benefit from its p^X^ne Is "4? do not derive as much 
act, in view of the numerous technical! tlk ZZ sPonsors of the 
are working great hardship to igZZZ F v introducedin it which 
benefiting.there-from at the ZSZZ of peopie &nd the employers 
of the Legislature are not fulfilled in he ^?rkmen”« 'She intention: provisions therein which caZol be ZXtZTZ inJiew °f the 
the ignorance of the workemen.” btrictly followed mainly owing tothe

enfor“ment of factoryCompensation Act il so far a^tta ta1? rpZ:'- the workins o 
accidents, etc. are concZnJd. ®k °f Safety "Esures Ind

legi-
of the

in 1943 out of a touFokj 2W faX Maln RePort that
Bangalore and Coorg) only 11 053 wZe Z ?ritish India(includir 2,156 factories well XSZto:n® the “d 

the Workmen’s Compensation ActAIta'Il^^ the amendment to 
of any of the pS^SteSibo?^’ t0U°h eT9n the ^“8®

nitndelnC?hZ^ the prodlem has further grown in scope and in mag
nitude. The growing industrialisation and the accomoanvin^ Ration had increased the number of accidents Zd Sgfd Ze" 
scope of occupational diseases. ^idigea one

Shri Gulzarilal Nanda himself addressing a conference on 
occupational health in South-East Asia, in Calcutta on November 24 195S said that in the existing conditions in Asian countries there 
was a risk that the rising tempo of industrial development might 
quickly outgrow the organisation, facilities and other measures 
available m the sphere of industrial health and safety.

’’The emerging problems,” said Shri Nanda, ’’have to be tackled 
in an intensive fashion if we are to get the full collaboration from 
the workers and the maximum results from the process of industrial/ 
sation.” (Hindustan Times, November 26, 194$)

Mr. N.S. Mankikar, Chief Adviser, Factories, Government of India 
in his article ’’Safety and Health in Industry” (Hindustan Times 
November 24, 195$) emphasises the fact that ’’the technological ’ 
development leading to the introduction of newer types of machinery 
and the evolution of newer processes to meet fresh needs” brink 
in their wake ’’hazards which were practically unknown before.”

Thus safety and health in the industry is a problem that is ...
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SS£?g SpH’S

available in the sphere n-p . faculties and other measures
catches up the tempo S? toduS^SS^horlth ?nd safety" raPwU 
riskS' to human efficiency aS himan lw??"” *“* the accomMylng

our country.then “““e h°W th® problem P°oos itself at present in

1954-55 the total number of factor^nded Po the Lab°ur Year Book , 
the country in 1954 (rapes SH^^ling returns all overworkers employed was 29^33W&S 3°’42S and the number of

the faS de“cie« “old be seen from
Part A and Part C ™tS Sly the register in 1954 in
page 43). Among them only 1954’55
on th^sS? X:?fromS^oSSl^l

17!4PinC1941Sandf12^3n^^ -factories in these States only was
S —— X 1 —1— y ) AU *

=atchSrur^ - -
in the country . 
health and0a?o-hT° wpat extent the employers were violating the X^Tf^^h0? the Factories Act could beAeen

27^ total Of 4,231 convictions during the year. ”275 related -to safety" and "432 to health and fanitaSS", e to.
from the fact

as a^ast resort?” psrsuasive methods and launched prosecutions only

Book,EV6n according to the limited data published by the Labour Year 
. 1954-55 (page 236) , the percentage of absenteeism due to

sickness.and accident,to total absenteeism during 1954 was as high 
ttll^ndta)^^ industry (all-India)p36.3 in Tramway Workshops 
(all-I nd ia) 30,1 m the cement industry (all-India) and 22.4 in ' 
cotton textiles (m Madras) .

•4. Accordmg to the figures Quoted by'Shri Mankikar in his article 
cited above, the total number n ' ’ • - -
in 1953 to 1,28,455 in 1956. of injuries had increased from 93,687

Wrate of injuries for 1,000 workers increased from 37.06 to 44.56 during the same period.

In the area covered by the Employers’ State Insurance Scheme 
the number of cases of permanent disabilities rose from 1141 in ’ 
1956-57 to 1574 in 1957-58. The number of deaths during the same 
period rose alarmingly from 58 to 69.

Shri Mankikar observes:!fOur accident rate is high inspite of the 
fact that these figures do not include the accidents in many of the 
more hazardous occupations such as dock work, building work and works 
of engineering construction; nor do these figures take into account 
the occupational diseases associated with various occupations as we 
do not have adequate information on these aspects.”

A recent survey carried



Thirdly, they do nt'payable but is not paid by^heUemployers^6^ comPensation is

Fourthly notwithstanding st-tm-
number of employers do not tory obligations a larger

° returns.
In the year 1948 ont. ,, 

establishments in Madras onlvn™&tUfns called for from 5,770 
Bombay, out of 3,218 emnloviZ . 9 submitted the returns. In 
returns. 'y 3 ^Ppnoached 2,871 submitted the

In the year I955 on+- o .
by that Act, only 5 9^2 ’ 4 i,estaDlishinents in Madras covercof 6,572 in Andhi-a 5,048 oS of ? ml returns; in Bokbay 5,059 out 

n,044,0 out of 5,012 submitted the returns.
In the year 1956, for example 

employers d--- , _ .tin West out of 3,315 returns issued toTOst Bengal only 80O were received back.
Such re the graye deficiencies in these statistics.
Even 

the mines 
and ports 
from 0.19

f nnm % c see, alarming rise in the accident rate in fZ fa ?? in 1954 to 46-76 in 1956; in the doc
°Toi/to 72.19 in 1956; in the posts and tel 

from 12.82 in 1954 tomiscellaneous S™UP

, Thls apart, there is no proper arrangement, firstly, to diagno 
and secondly, to report the cases of occupational diseases. Accord 
t° a Jd , report of as early as 1948 ’’there was no suitable agency 
reporting occupational diseases and no compensation is paid in 
deserving cases merely because the cause of the disablement or des 
is not properly diagnosed.1’ (Report on the Working of the Workmen ' 
Compensation Act, 1923 during 194S pages3-4) .

Has the situation imporved since then? No. Mr. Mankikar him
self admits in his article cited, that ”we do not have adequate in
formation ” concerning”The occupational diseases associated with 
various occupations.”

Then there are other experiences of the working of the Act tha 
have cost the workmen heavily. Under Section 27 of the Act, the 
Workmen’s Compensation Commissioner himself could refer.a matter to 
the High Court. And under Section 30 the parties could go.to the 
High Court, of course, only if any point of law is involved. But 
the experience is that while very few cases are referred to High, 
Courts under Section 27, more are referred to the High Courts by t 
employers under Section 30 and workers are involved in unnecessary 
litigations .

Then High Courts have held that even though they could not go 
into points of facts, if the Workmen’s Compensation Commissioner i 
deducing facts has "not adhered” to the principles of natural justi 
then the Courts are not” bound by such facts” and the findings coul 
be revised.

outside the
ability of

Calcutta High Court has held in one case that a person employe 
outside the premises to cut grass in the fields for stocking in the 
premises is not covered by the net. ^ourts have also held that dio 

■ ■ slow onset arising out of an injury is not covered by
the Aci and the Employer is not liable to pay any compensation in 
such cases .

Thr. nf the employments covered was very defective. SuchThe list o± f ' Plantations, hotels, restaurants andemployments like cardanm gd clerks in all the
establishments ar.d ™ OX the Act. Many occupational disease cases were outside the scope c- we j

were excluded. 
7 The list of injuries
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The list of the injuries in q u .
and the loss of earning asso^cc.a cneciule 1 was far from complete 
precentage loss of earning in very low. For Example, the
assessed at 5© per cent only. m nent total loss of hearing was

The rate of compensation mvnhuwas less in the case of minons^Cn^h®^? related to wages
at reduced or lost capacity to JIrn h?h?h S®y Sad to live.lonSer q .. 
was very low. earn. ■ rhe rate of compensation itself

The wage computed for the 
pensation did not include the 
Fund.

purposes of the calculation of com- 
employer’s contribution to Provident

and red*tape involved in securing the compen
sation w-as so cumbersome that many cases went by default. In many 
cases, the addresses of the workers or their dependents were not 
available and there was no rule that employers should possess uo- 
to-date record of it.

And the waiting period of 7 days was the worst that hit workmen 
and they were deprived of both earnings and compensation for partial 
disablement involving less than the waiting period.

It was in May 1953 that the Government of India circulated 
certain amendments to the various State Governments- for eliciting 
opinion.

In 1954, the Calcutta session of the AITUC demanded that the 
waiting period should go. ^he schedules should be revised and the 
administration should be improved.

in 1955, Com. Renu Chakravarthy moved a non-official Bill in 
the Lok Sabha to amend the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923 . ^he 
Government promised a ’’comprehensive Amending Bill” on the basis 
of discussions that were already on.

After having got all the suggestions from the various State 
Governments, trade union centres and the employers’ organisations, 
the Government drafted certain amendaments and again circulates 
them in September, 1956.

In the vear 195$ Com. T.B. Vithal Rao, M.P., Treasurer of the

now pending in Lok Sabha.
_ n arter the last amendment and five years of discus-Twelve years after the 1 th±s amending Bill. But the

Bm3 X“heLiv/as it was promised nor does it meet
the vital requirements of today.

• ^anv sought to reduce the waiting period from The Bill originally put up by all the Trade Unionists
7 to 5 days. But a ^0^ it to 3 days. The
in the Parliament forced ex -other major amendments proposed are.

(1) Removing the distinction between an adult and a minor for 
the purposes of wortoen^s increase in the number of
Injuries of loss of capacity resulting from therm

(3) Improvement in Schedule...



on:

(^) Improvement in

improving the scope of WOrks in a building’1fa™lns by tractor, struction and s^.°f =-tain other^^^^

4) Improvement in Pa^+- n 
occupational di rd^t b of Schedule ttt u u.,.like lead poisonTrS &nd ^proving on the 111 by tddlng certain 
inchxnva ^°lsoning; and creation p the scope of certain othersWof such diseases Part C to this Schedule
emnlover rpC case if ^he worker^b-°^°SiS &nd miner's pneumoconiosis ?Tb^ ’ hen such emplovpL ^^^ed undermore than one 
m such propertion as the wp-Lf3'3^11 be liable to pay compensation 

/r \ M , . 1 commissioner may deemn ^aKin® the. employer linm ■ * ’not only fatal accidents but ni ^V0 reP°rt under Section 16 
injury.” 3 DUt also those involving "serious bodily

(6) Failure of an emo’ll
reasonable time makes him 11 ln PayanS the compensation in a 
fine to be remitted to tho t i tO be charged with interest and 
be; u 130 the workman or his dependent as the case may

non
now doubled^

complain JhS/any provision!!Ihclct 12 empl°yer

period of sicknes^is^^not^^ °f the worbmen during the
pensation; and ° ' S bebuceb from the amount of com- 
aDoear^on^the?rbe authorised by workmen to 
sinned their behalf before the Workmen’s Compensation Commis-

3ut thc most important deficiencies that continue are as 
ioiiows:

(1) ihp^ates of compensation continue to be the same irra
tional ones as the old;

(2) The suggestion that the compensation paid to the young 
workers should be more because of the longer period for which they 
■a Id hav u earned normally has been turned down;

The wage ceiling remains at Rs.400/- and the proposal to 
r ise it to Rs.500/- is reported to be under the examination of a 
c-'—ittee of actuaries to go into the financial liabilities in
volved ;

(4) Many occupational diseases such as writers' cramp, miners 
nystagmus, cellulitis, omiitis, etc. peculiar to miners have not 
been included;

(5) Cardamom plantations are not covered; clerks continue to 
be excluded; and the suggestion that in the case of mining, in view 
of the hazards involved, all the employers should be covered, has 
been turned down;

(6) Employer’s contribution to Provident Fund is not 
included in the definition of wages;

(7) The demand that all the accidents should be reported has 
been rejected;

(£) The oronosal that even in the case of an accident due to 
alleged negligence on the part of the worker, compensation should 

S’!J n of death as the present act itselfh PuF °n>mh -in the case of '’serious and permanent disable- 
provides, but also in the case has
ment" as provided tor m nt ui ao-o ,

(9) The demand that .......
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(9) The demand, that

provide treatment to the inh±rrS ,should be made liable to 
in view of the apprehension'V Workers free of cost (especially 
permit the employer to dedunt S &S the amending Bill does not 
compensation, the emplover^ w™cost of treatment from the for treatment of the °U i re^UBe to make any arrangement
artificial limbs and aids ; that they should supplyalterr. lighter emplovSpL b°Ie all> should Provide 
rejected and yrient to the disabled workmen^ has been

be so enlarged as to in elude rot' a inition of employment should premises but also Xs? wS?Ln2 working on any
r wofKinS outside but m connection with theg P ocess or the business and trade has not been accepted

reTusal of the Union Labour Ministry to realise that the tempo of.industrial development has already 
out—grown either the provisions of safety or the provisions of 
compensation af f orded by the law to the workmen of our country.

The Ministry took 12 years and among these, 5 full years of 
consultation and consideration, to produce an amending Bill that 
lags sc much behind the vital requirements of the workers.

The trade unions shall have to gear up and bring pressure 
on the Government and see that the Lok Sabna amends the Bill 
to catch up with the needs of the working class.
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by

Kalyan Roy

A REVIEW

The struggle for correct implementation of the Award of the 
Labour Appellate Tribunal continued throughout the year 1958. And 
"Implementation of the LAT Award", remained the key slogan of all unions.

The fight was mainly between an individual employer and a section of wor
kers in a colliery who were dissatisfied with the way the -award was 
interpreted and implemented. There were numerous departmental tig y 
miners and tramne-' s for their tub or pushing ra^es, electrici^s 
fitters for proper categorisation, and similar fights by wagon loa , 
khalasis etc, throughout the coal belts within the framework of the award.

Employers as a whole and also individually, maintanied an ' g 
attitude of stubborn hostility to deviate from what they thought to be w 
correct interpretation of the award. The_Implenen^  ̂
^tte Labour Mistry with the Chief of the awS Sch

ta iugust, 1957, for. 1 interpretation tad of fruitless
raised high hopes, winded up in April, 95 , supposed to be an instrument io
bitter arguments and counter arguments W^was forum.
smooth interpretation and implement a • - Holidays, Train Fare for
Excepting a few minor points.like laid submitted by the unions
Various Categoris, all the major poi - leaning to the end.
for solution remained unsolved ^^ration leaders for the first 
The only gain was that the f fd to discuss labour problems

sr— £ - tw

p owe r fulindust ry-wis e

After

„ + rniiure of the Implementation Committee
The main reasons for the failure oi

are due to:
(a) While Workers' representatives 

fight (although there were resune duties after k
representative wanted that all Fare without any condition, th.
return from home be P^.^XloSrs L put sone additional conditions) , 
INTUC dels gate agreed with ewU to inf orm the workers^about
there was no general t .and build up a 1
dsMd6 placed insthep=o^ 

moveiren o policy of the h» -«6W ;
(b) The absence of ^y def ' w^pftry ceased to take »ny i 

settag up the “y di”CtiOn
in f t2dei“ helplessly;
just watched coal price by

^cost^thenTa few annas adjustments, employers bluntly

would have to co mo first 05
told the Committee.

;d to take any interest

Employers were
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Employers were fighting fOr another round p •
sentatives told that any all-rourkd sottia O1 ^^-Ce increase and their repre-r 
price increase before the Government Th3^ wo ld weaken their case for a 
in order to use them for pushinA+b’ A hey to keep the disputes alive
coal price. he ^vernment to agree to further increase in

Even where the Implement a-H ™ C -xX
regarding sone controversial Came to an'manin!OU8 conclusionSite and Private Sectors) LSX X employers both
„ i Uvh Cnmn-n•■ + • x, t6 °a°e o± overburden workers of the National^mP^ the^abo^ Ministry made no effort to Cornell, the
ownem to implenpnt them. The authorities of the National Coal Development 
vorporatio. ■ i ipl;y labored the recommendations of the Committee thanks to the 
>do nothing' policy of the Government.

struggle for implementation of the Award entered into a critical 
stage with.t._e rise in the Cost of Living Index to 1 14 in December, 1<957, which was 
published in the India Labour Gazette in March, 1958. As son as the Gazette was 
out, the Federation and also the INTUC immediately demanded the payment of Rs«4.7y 
as additional dearness allowance as per the Award. Employers refused.

As it affected coal workers all over India, excluding Assam, and the 
demand was simple and employers were absolutely unjustified in their stand, it 
offered a great opportunity for an. industry-wise action and movement. But 
unfortunately, the Federation failed to utilise the occasion to launch an all 
India moverrent and waited to seethe outcome of the Government intervention. 
Rowev, the local unions, like Colliery Mazdur Sabha (Ranigunj), Coal Workers 
Union, (hazaribagh) , The Singareni workers Union, organised powerful 
demonstarations, gheraos and were able to take initiative to bring the demand to 
the or-front. The HIS did not take up the issue in any one of the belts. Wile 
tr j INTUC gave a general strike call, it made no effort to organise such a strike 
2?d its agitation was confined in papers. However, the Federation cane out wi 
a statement supporting the strike call of the INTUC.

■^ile the battle did not seem to be imminent, tension mounted. ,
Representatives of the three employers' associations met the Government and agreed 
to pay the extra dearness allowance on condition of further increase in 
ori^' The Government once again meekly succumbed to the pressure of coal 
KI an? announced a further increase in price by 75 naya paashe per ton to 

meet the 1 cost1 .

With the payment of additional dearness
The Labour Ministry called a inpartn e - although the AITUC and
to discuss the question of extension | . solution of all pending major
Federation representative pres^e J J w, industry, it was decided to extend the

SiX -Jld be the last year of the 
till May,, Committee, will be set up by the

•uiuuLLlLL:----- ;--------rr,. a vieW to arrive at agreed

disputes and a Wage Board.for
award for another year, ...
award . It was also decided that, ^XXTdi^tes with a
Governirent shortly to discuss ald settled either through arbitration or
settlements, failing which they would te 

adjudication .

But like 
Committee has not 
directions of the 
workmen after the

. Of the Labour Ministry, the Standing 
many other P^-X last and one of the most important
yet been set up. and deS for ali categories of
Award: To introduce of the award
expiry of two year- complicated one aid without a powerful

hik* yet been taton up^ SX—5
movement of all coalwor ~ Compell the recently drawn the
difficult, if not impooo ’ eration and the 51 Standing Committee and

to^etartlng an an 

fixation of grading and time 
out campaign on these demands.

The Labour Minstry
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The Labour Ministry in its
question ofseting up of the Standin^cZ ^informed the Federation that the 
at Dhanbad in the coming meeting of the I^h +S and other demands will be discussed 
an issue which if taken up iwdiately Committee. However, here is
powerful movement throughout the coal'b^lt 1 c°al unions would produce a

The other feature of 19^0 uoe +u
in the coal fields. While the emolovAr- ® sJ^p decline of Bipartrite agreements 

or HI® unions, whenever suitable continued to support and strengthen the 1
n^rthel^s, they „er8 not Xp^ea te e t I WK*",,
then on UP' points affecting the award TI bapartirite agreements with
+hQi-n rases to tho Cmnim + • r r, ' " “o result was all unions had to takeX^X^chXe Offices, Labour Courts and Tribunals. This is

+n pnt(Fr intn' aU ® whlls after the Mazuddar Award, in 1956, employers 
^ 2° t AT agreement with the INTUC, they refused to do so
after tlu , A Award, which has completely smashed the claim of the INTUC to 
rgpr~..n . . m&jori y o coal workers and pose as a sole bargaining agency,
nouev^, in ma er. o referring disputes for adjudication, the Labour Ministry 
has all along acted most partisanly in favour of the INTUC. While most 
genuine and bonafide disputes filed by the AITUC and IMWF unions have been turned 
down as "not fit for adjudication", minor grievances submitted by the INTUC 
unions from collieries, where they have negligible membership, have been 
proirptly sent for adjudication.

Thus while the main movement in this period centered round the
Industrial Relations machinery, occasionally backed by gheraos, demonstrations, 
departmental actions and even, strikes of short duration, there is also another side.

The workers of the West Bokaro Colliery, belonging to the Tatas, in the 
midst of deep jungle in Hazaribagh district, struck for 93 days demanding 
implementation of the award with proper modifications in view of the heavy ■ 
mechanisation of the mine . The Labour Ministry flatly refused to intervene and it 
was declared illegal. The strike was ultimately called off in February, 1958. 
Nearly all those who were*xictimised for leading the strike have been reinstated. 
Although it was not affiliated either to the AITUC or IMWF, late Com. Benode 
Mukherji, organising secretary, IMWF, was the leader bf the Action Committee which 
conducted the strike. Since the withdrawl of the strike, the INTUC has been making 
determined efforts to build up a union there but so far failed to recruit members.

Over a dispute of rates of C.P. miners and loaders, the management of the 
East Jemehary Colliery in Ranigunj belt,locked out over 700 workers in June, 195 , 
in order to crush the AITUC union,. After its reopening, the management insisted 
thatonly those who would sign "Bonds of. good behaviors" ^uidbe allowed to resume 
their duties As the neuters of the Colliery Mazdur Sabha refused to sign such 
bonds they were dismissed and continuous attempts were made by the managemen o X’the Jo" of the colliery, Labour Ministry . refused to intervene; 

but when the situation deteriorated it ^"“0^ hae
that the Dhanbad Tribunal declared it to be an iiiega , , , _ .5-------
not yet taken all the workers back. And unemployed worker., 
have resumed their duties, are still fihhtunr back since the 
Over eight months.

aided by those who
30th May, 1 958 .

s Unibn (IMWF) had to callThe Assam Coal Mine Worke
strikes on more than

one occasion against arbitrary suspension, dismissal Railway and Trading
, , __i q a, Halnnp’ing to Ine Assam rtanway a»u n

strikes in Ledo aid Tiko^ ^^1958, against arbitrary stoppage of work , 
Company, m the first week of Match bagis Qf complaints
suspension and arrest of leading "eg after a mass demonstration by workers
by the management. On the 4th -ar , R ffi at Margheritta, the management 
1 all the five ^d the strike was called off.
cane to an agreement with the hilu.

„„ workers from the 1 5th December, 1958, on
Again, the sudden lay off - j ' Coal Board compelled the union to launch 

the ground of non-allocation of coal y - out of five coiiieries.
a stiike which completely paralysed the work

pie strike was called off
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The strike was called off from th
a settlement with the company whichof the 1 6th December, following 
till the end of December, when the 0^1+^ t'°. the lay off notice
light of coal allocation. 9 9 lon ^^1 be again reviewed in the

curtain around the^safety proble^ lous attempt to lift the iron
ground^Employers Cere P£t on th^~ZT~ 9^hgr workers working under-,
for carrying- out unlawful and dangerous^nin attack from labour
of workers for easy profit. mining practice jeopardising lives

f collieries loss o? + the number of accidents and death, closure
0 +w,n= and sat + ou Put and a general demand to enquire into mining

~ c. 'e y problems by labour as well as public, the Government 
changed its earlier policy of 'do nothing’ and 'see nothing' and set up a 
Steering, Committee to enquire into the safety and allied problems in mines 
a demand made again and .again by the AITUC and IMWF since 1954 Amlabad 
tragedy. . -jnd .for—the—first tine , trade union representatives were taken in 
the Committee. A Safety Conference was held in Calcutta in the month of 
August under the chairmanship of Shri G.L, Nanda where a general discussion 
on various aspects of mines with a special emphasis on safety took place.

While the space would not permit us to discuss it in details, it 
should be noted that certain basic demands cf unions like right to appoint 
workmen's inspectors, formation of safety committee, etc, were accepted 
which should be further reviewed in the next safety conference at Dhanbad 
from the 28th January, 1959- The AITUC and IMWF representatives took 
significant part in shaping the decisions of the conference and submitted a 
detailed memorandum on all aspects of safety. While the major demmd of the 
Federation for a High Power Safety Commission has not yet been accepted by 
the Government , some improvement over the existing condition is expected provided 
the Government accept and act immediately to implement the decisions of the 
conference .

Besides other reasons stated above, in the background of the Safety 
Conference and sudden outburst of Government interest in this problem, lay the 
explosion in the Chinakuri mine, the most moderised colliery belonging to the 
Andrew Yule & Company, leading to the death of 175 workers on the 19th February, 
1958, the most tragic accident in the last twenty years. Along with it cane 
Central Bhowrah inundation and outbreak of fires in a number of colliers and 
closure of a number of big and midium collieries belonging to the Tatas, 
MacNeil! Barry etc, for violations of safety laws. A sense of insecurity 
prevailed among workers which the government. sought to allay by creating the 
Steering Committee with workers' representatives.

sition
Court of Enquiries, Chinakuri and Central Bh®rah, the

AITUC J IW played m^st import^ P-^aga^the comb^^oppositing 

of mine owners and the f ^ich waS accepted by the Court of
guilt of the employer , of th. Cent wr entire body of British mine
Enquiry, the Chinakuri tecamn a the Indian M^rs
owners along with the powerful I If prdvate Sector and to the
Association took the enquiry as became their active partner. And
"foreign capital" itself. The P t s both inside and outside the
together they built up a most formidable aPP
court to put up their case .

_ +h~ management whose underground organisation
Faced with this challenge , to"come forward to give evidence against the 

even made it difficult for witnesses to cometo put up an united 
company, the workers' unions instead^of^ of Federation and the
fi^t, drew further apart. ne iawyer failed because of the blunt
AITUC to put the workers case £ to such a proposal. Both the latter
refusal fif the other two unaon ^ for mity inside the This no
organisations turned down all ^°P°S^e court of enquiry which has teen 
doubt affected the worker s ca^ h±s finai report. However, the Federally
adversely commented on by the JuPg® the court of enquiry^ as final and would
is not prepared to accept the^tter in the coming safety conference, 
demand furtherand deeper pr no report on ..................



No report on coal mines j_s
dewcractic ri^ts and civil 11^^^°^^ withait a reference to the state of 
cation, of attacks on our unions bv^th ~ ^a£-1958_saw a further intensifi- 
^posirns arnnd hood ing thj m" P-1106 employers. On a number of 
leaders. The attacks on the \lTnr™1O?S assaulted our workers and union 
leading union workers on fals- rh-^kook the usual pattern of arrest of 
organising red flag unions iwositFn’ refusa! to give bail, dismissal for 
within the colliery area ah fela f ~e Xf “tX ref"?al t0 S°K p5 

a ir^e elections to the works committees.

seriou^ thi-pat + +u INTUC to organise "Santi Senas" for "defense
P° ," o-nc and o n+ future democratic movement in coal belt where
emp cy g urac ors still maintain their own private armies to keep red
flag out of tneir boundary.

ii

While it would not be possible here to state all cases of organised 
attacks on cur unions, mention of a few cases from each zone would be able to 
convey an idea of the present situation.

Ranigunj Ite It. Ihe management of the East Jemehary Colliery locked cut 
its colliery from the 30th May, 1 95$, in order to smash the AITUC union and force 
the workers to join a company union. After its reopening, it engaged armed 
goondas to evict workers from, their quarters and prevent them from holding 
meetings which was foiled by the resistance of workers. But instead of arresting 
the outsiders, the Police arrested nearly 30 leading members of the union and 
imposed section Hl ever the entire area. Tbs case are still continuing.

(b) The police at the instigation of the management of the New 
Jemehary Khas Colliery instituted several false cases against the union leaders 
but failed to convict them. Then on a charge of assaulting the Manager, Police 
arrested all office bearers and workers of the union in March, 1958, and the 
case is still continuing.

(c) Tfe management of the Chapui Khas Colliery, (Dalmia.Jain concern) 
refused to allow the colliery mazdur sabha to hold meetings within the co lery 
area inspite of its other collieries to organise a black flag demonstrable, 
the leadership of a night guard who claimed to be the leader of the unio^ 
of that area. The police instead of removing those chaprasis , threw a cordon 
around the meeting and threatened the organisers of the union.

several cases to evict

Managers Association, ®d agent of tte Bengal Coal Company,^ 
campaign to prevail workers from joining the AITUC union, wni

started an open 
has also been

reported to the Ministry.
a certain extentJharia vhich improved to

In early July, 1958, the police
- - - • -to prevent

Jharia Belt: The situation irT 
in 1957 again received a set back m 19> • 
intervened to assist the man age - thXrSrs from Joining the AITUC un^- 

take the union office by force was re - ^heir quarters, 
lathi charge and assaulted t ewor e including some
the Bihar Koyla Mazdur Sabha were arrestee, 
to the police to lodge complaints. .

L iFrame nf the Karanpura belt with the
Hazaribag^felt: trying to prevent the expansion of the

active help of the local po i iority of workers are still unorganise
AITUC union in this region where majority

r rihiw engaged both the police and armed
Ite managemant of the Jo hold a masting to organise

gangsters to evict over 100 worker 
AITUC union in last 6ctober.

In the collieries of-the Nation,^oal recognised’ Moreover,

Coal Workers the
of the Z postponed 9 tl^s in ,957.for.

of the Serampore colliery.^, wa3 allowe
the above reason, tr^

me nt of the Selected Jharia Colliery
When the attempt of the company to 

the police resorted to
Important leaders of 
who actually went

Moreover,

for
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to contest m 1958 inspite of its
failed miserably and all the seats Cer ’ + Submit a list of membership,
result was: the election was Set asi^ GaPtured by the AITUC nominees. Ite
Jarangdih Colliery, reSimilarly, the manager of the
the Works Committee whenit was om^ion to
majority of seats. that the AITUC union has captured a

Singareni Coliierj^s:
m workers of theSingareni collieries, the local S®"1 support fro ----------  __ ....

'Hate AITUC union' is the slogan of h toJ? to Strong arm method.two leaders of the Singaranei ColSeSls the ?th October, 1958
by a gang of INTUC goondas who created S s? S^f aS3aUlted
large number of workers of the AITUC * tension in the area. A
section 144 was imposed. WaS arreSted by the Police and

^mrjn 4nfiupriCp +u °ut drive to prevent the further decline of the
+ 'e + tC°a the Labour Ministry promptly intervens to

Se . . P ® el ^n by adjudication or else, while cases of our unions
remain ignored. On a number of committees like the CRO Committee. Vfest Bengal 
Mining advisory Committee etc, the government has persistently refused to 
appoint AITUC representatives.

However, inspite of all these attacks and discrimination, the year 
1958 has seen a further expansion and consolidation of the AITUC unions and a 
remarkable increase in AITUC and Federation's influence throughout the coal 
belts.

While the problem of united action has not be cone in any way easier, 
it should be noted that both the Indian Mine Workers Federation and the Indian 
National Mine ’Workers Federation have cone out with more or less similar 
demands. The conferences of the IMWF and Bhurkunda and IMNWF at Dhan bad have 
raised the slogans of : Nationalisation of Mines, Wage Board for Coal Industry, 
Abolition of Contract labour; Gratuity and Change in the present Bonus act.

end it is expected that unless the employers and the Government agree 
to revise the wage structure of all coal workers, a mighty struggle will break 
nut in the middle of 1959.

The first half of 1 959 is a period of preparation for that.

Kalyan Roy, 
General Secretary, 

Indian Mine Workers Federation.



NOTE:

-aituc general council meeting

Bangalore - Jan. 15 - ig, 1959

^NUS FOR PLANTATION WORKERS IN 
WURTH EAST INDTl------- -

WJMIWPS PROPOSES OF LABOUR RFJBESWTmvw

of the Tndustrial

the determining bonS

organisations of the T pr°p°SaJs were made in a letter to 
the four labour repretentative India *

Tn pursuance of 
Industrial Committee 
Ministry of Labour &

on%l^te^on Eighth SeSSion of the
-Lant,at1on, the Government of India in thP 

the respnsibility^of eSectSXn6a Up a sub“Goramittee charged with 
by the Tea Industry in North IX Agreement for the payment of Bonus 
preliminary sitting took n V n b to lts workers. Accordingly, a
of which the representatives of°the Tn X? Wovember^ 1 95S in the course 
of labour for a concrete pronosaXn aSk®d the rePresentatives
formula for the payment of^onus ® °ut “ a corresponding

by the Tea Indust

down hereunder. The^sa^tmbodie^th baslc.outHnes of aformula are laid 
organisations of worker- and it is X conclusion of the different
formulate the Bonus Sme th" T^^ name be accepted to

eme tor the ^a workers from 1957 onwards.

concerned to make upSfor° at leXto &S + ’ tO enable the workers
betwew the wages actually paid and tZ gaP Whi°h eXists
necessary to eSect m + ® ^“^-wage. It is considered
of the Tea Industrv Sick Tth '?V®rning P^ent of ^nus to the workers 
be®i mfortunSS Y although has been an established Industry has 
e®i unfortunately paying wages below the required equitable miniwm.

4. The Delhi Agreement provided for Bonus pay-able for I955in areawise 
coZX a : P-A made byZn piSX?

f a particular area, m the years of Bonus concerned, to the 
lump sum payment made in respect of 1953 & 1954. It has since been
recognised by all concerned that the above 
defats in as much provision had its inherent

as burden of payment did not fall evenly on all 
found that while some companies making large profits 

bad to pay only a very small fraction of their profits -under'the provision 
°* the current formula, several others showing a loss or small profits 
would not have to pay anything at all, while the workers lave neither any 
control on the disbursenent and heads of accounts for expenditure nor even 
a knowledge of t he intricacy of accounting system and its details, not 
to speak of any effective check. Moreover, trade unions being organisedcn 
industrywise basis, non-payment of Bonus in a particular concern understandably 
causes grave dissatisfaction and tension amongst the affected workers 
leading to industrial unrest.

concerned. It is

The labour representatives of the sub-Committee have, 
given serious thought over the matter to remove the 
and anomalies in the Bonus scheme for the tea industry which has been so far

therefore,
real difficulties

snJoying a period of peace and prosperity compared to many other 
established p.t.o
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industries; and this hould not b a- +

repre sent at ive s, therefore , suffeest aisturbed in anyway. The
ths new Agreenent should cover-- consideration of the industry that

(a) Payment of Bonus at a pro^c^ i u- u
a minimum guaranteed amount eouivaiont + ly hlffher rate subject to 

------ - ... equivalent to one month's wagesto each
the year of the Bonus(asagresl upon by the Textile MiHs of Ahmedabad™

(b) 
dividend

This above sruaraiteod minimin bonus should 
payable t the Shareholder s a upto 6 per be linked with the 

cent.

x nn^anri b be bab^c© p^om. th Q gross profit after provisions 
for axa " (against).$ne month's guaranteedWnimum
Bonus anentioned above) 31% of the amount should be distributed as Bonus 
to workers m addition to the guaranteed minimum of one month's Bonus.

(d) The Agreement shall cover all wage—earners includingmembers of 
the Bub-staff, and other workers employeedin the Industry.

6. -An Agreement governing the Bonus of the clerical-, medical and technical 
workers revising the existing one shall immediately be concluded along 
with the Agreement covering the manual workers and sub-ordinate staff®

above.

7. It is requeued that the In du try may examine the above proposals as 
early as possible and communicate their decision tothe members of the 
sub-Committee representing workers at an early date.

SD:
fi

it

11

Your s faithfully,

M. N. Sharma (INTUG) 
J.N. Mitra (HNS)
M. Roy (AITUC)
Mrs .M.Bose. (INTUC)

Example
Profit 1,00,000 Tax - 40,000

6% Dividend 24,000 
Depriciation,

Etc. 16,000
Balance 20,000

10,000 goes for 
for the Comply.



AITUG GENERAL COUNCIL MEETING 
Bangalore -Jan.l5-i8y 1959

iiN 0F S0MS MAJOR pecuniary gains
and agreementsDURING THE PERIOD SEPTEMBER 19^7 

UPTO JUNE 19^8

OF THE

UPTO

by Dr. Raj Bahadur Gour,M.P.

Bureau of the Government ofBureau of the Government of 
l5r^L£nS11Sh0S quarterly reviews of Awards & 
Agreements concerning Wages, D.A. and bonus, 

^views are based on Information 
available in Gazettes published by Central 
and State Governments, we cannot call them 
exhaustive. However, a study of the Bureau’s 
findings would he certainly interesting and we 
have in the following pages summarised the 
rev.Rws published in the Indian Labour Gazette 
of April, July and OctoberT^?

* * *
The number of Awards/Agreements analysed by the Labour 

Bureau during September 1957 and June 1958 is 286. Of these 
5 relate to Assam, 13 to Bihar, 129 to Bombay, 27 to Kerala, 
30 to Madras, 6 to Mysore, 25 to the Punjab, 2 to Uttar Pradesh, 
35 to West Bengal, 15 to Delhi and one each to Madhya Pradesh. 
Orissa, Rajasthan and Central Government undertaking. Among these 
Awards/Agreements, 21 related to more than one unit. A break 
up of these reveals that 6 of them related to cotton textiles 
in Bombay^ eud ou® e^Gh to 7 silk factories in Bombay, ribbon 
loom workers of 7 jute mills in Bengal, 50 coir factories iri 
Alleppey in Kerala and k8 dyeing factories in Madras; 2 to 
plantations, and one each to 12 housing factories, 7 cigar 
factories and fibre factories of Tutlcorin in Madras; one each 
to M- plywood factories. 8 tile factories and cashew exporter 
concerns, M-2 boat services and 2 private bus services in Kerala 
and 1 to petroleum workers of various companies in Delhi.

Classification of Awards & Agreements by Industries 
and by subjects__________________________________ —— 

Industrv s u b j e c t s
Basic D. A. Wages Bonus Total
wa ges only And
only
(1) (2)

D. A.
„O1_._____ Gtl___ • (5)

l.Food & beverages 6 If 1 11 22

2.Tobac co(including 1 M-
Bidl) 2 •• X

3.Textiles a 12 29i. Cotton 10 O 1 1+M- M-7
11. Silk 0 M- 7 17ill. Others 3 0 (M...
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........       m ..
(1) (2) (3) (M (5)

h-. Wood & Cor]^: 
Except furniture 3 1 5-5. Paper and Paper —
Products 1 o

6. Rubber and Rubber
±

Products 1 1 1 . 3
7. Chemicals and 

chemical products 1 1 1 6 9
8. Products of coal 

and petroleum 2 2
9. Non-metallic 

mineral products 2 h- 10 2 18
10. Printing & 

Publishing 1 1 2 9 13
11. Basic Metal industries 6 9 6 22 5-3
12. Transport 2 <■ 5- 13 19
13. Electricity,gas 

and steam 2 1 5- 7
1M-. Plantatlons — — — • 7 7
15. Ports & Docks 1 — 1 2
16. Mines - — ■ — 1 1
17. Banks - - 1 — 1
18. Municipalities 1 2 1 — u
19. Miscellaneous 6 5- 6 16 32
r.

Total 5-7 35 160 286

Basle Wago & Dearness Allowance

An important wage revision was effected in 1957 snd due to the 
agreements In four cement factories of the Associated Cement Co.Ltd 
2 in Bihar, 1 in Madhya Pradesh and 1 in Mysore(this wage revision 
is appended to this note).

Another imoortant wage award in the last quarter of 1957 
related to the dispute between the management of 12 hosiery- 
factories manufacturing mainly baniyans and their workmen in 
the State of Madras. Here the basic wage was less than Rs.20/-. 
The Union demanded a minimum basic wage of Rs.26 and D.o. at the

basl°was

In West...



not mAie^applic^blc’ ^ihunql awards for jute workers were
?nom w?ke?s) The workers in the listing aeportmentCRibbon

S?ta Stona?nf demanded that the award of the Third

*?workmen of3? jute mills with 

c fl on -if wq o-q -n +"1 -?1 1" 11® 1955’" The union demanded standard-
isatim of wage on tne basis of a standard working of 2 ribbon 
l°?ms„4?n full earnings of each additional loom worked. The Indian 
Jute Mills association wanced* the working of four listing looms 
as standard. The Tribunal awarded that wages be fixed on the 
working of 3 looms per weaver and should comprise of full wages 
for the production of 2 looms and 50 per cent of wages for the 
third loom. If a weaver worked fourth loom, he will’get 50 per 
cent of the standard product ion of the fourth loom. The awarded 
rate varied from 9^2 annas to 30.3 annas per 15-5- yards. AD.A.
of Rs. 32~8-0 per month was also awarded to the ribbon loom workers..

The Madras Tribunal awarded -to an unskilled worker in The Hindu 
(Press) Madras a wage of Rst27 and a D. A. of Rs = 5-5 per month.

In the first quarter of 1958, an 
increase in DA. to the workers of 13
in Bombay. The Union claimed a D.A. 
textile units because (i) for sometime, 
the Minimum Wage rate of Rs.--30 per .month w- 
deductions to P,F. and ECS

important award brought 5 % 
textile processing concerns 

according to the rate paid in
ey were paying it;(ii)even 

reached because of

neutralised the cost of living 01
_ prevailing flat rate 

■he extent of 90 per cent
in the case of minimum wage earners.

a.

textile
awarded a 5 per cent enhancement of D.A.

An important award
workers and managements of >0 „ dgy for males and

employea in coir
factories situated in Ambalapuzha a uqs .

- 4. tn 1,3 -min-’ factories in Salem. The Tribunal
One award rexateu to qa ^s for f^t colours

awarded for 5 lb’ Y*™ -aa for light colours and 8 annas for 
( 12i annas for green), 9i tOT
hand colours. _ _ cotton textile Industry

Dearness
*vei-agenonthly D.A.for the quarter ending

Centre
Sept«"^*^Dec» 57 March June

1. Ahmedabad
Rs.71e79np
Rs65-. 6inp

Tie 73 C ^7
Rs,- 65® 95-

2. Baroda Rs.73*85np rs.77°O9
3. Bombay Ps, 63® 2)+np Rs. 61. <3
5-. Delhi Rs.55-.56np Rs. 56.55-

5. Indore rs. 55--1+7np Ps®: '+.75
6. Kanpur rs. 51* 38np Rs. 52 -12

Rs. 52.95
Rso62.667.

8.
Madras 
Nagpur

RS^l^W 
RS.,65-H3np

9. Sholapur
10. West Bengal

Rs. 71.^6
Rs. 65-0 26
Bs. 78-32

Rs. 56.06
Rs. 53’86 
rs „ 55- ■. 09 
Rs. 53-82 
Rs. 50.35 
RS. 30 r-00

rs . 69 • 61
Rs. 62. 65 
Rs.79»5-3 
rs.57.5-U 
Rs.52.31 
Rs. 52.66 
Rs. 53. 50

Rs =39.00
Rs. 30.00

Fr om



only ln°BoXyaanTN3±r Centals thN the D'A- 13 rising
decline. The decline is Ihtanls? in °th“? oentres,there is a
was rising upto the „ Shol?pk"„ In Madras,the D.A.
it has fallen. In si nee’then
in the first six months of ’19^ * stationary at 30.00

Bonus

Indla^and^hrnMh^8^ the states Staff Union of Southern
Tnmoc United Planters- Association of South Indi a(excluding
fn additional^bonua°f- ®StHteS) the staff of 169 estates

™ 1 U fOi the ye*r ^49-50 equivalent to half a month’s

In the various cotton textile units bonus varying 
of basic wages for 1955- 55 to 4 months basic wages for 
granted.

from l/48th 
1955-56 was

Bonus awarded to 22 silk mills m Bombay ranged from l/24th of 
basic earnings (calculated 'at 55 per cent of total earnings) for the 
year 1955 to 2 months’ basic earnings for the year 1956.

An important bonus a^rd related to the dispute between 
M/s Pierce Leslie & Co. Ltd»Kozhikode(Kerala)and its employees.The 
workers demanded 10 months’ wages as bonus„ The employers contended 
that LAT formula should be varied according to circumstances. In 
their case, they.pleaded that highly speculative character of their 
trading activities necessitated greater reserves than allowed by 
the LAF formula. The Tribunal held that the business of the Company 
was neither adventurous nor speculative,that it sustained no loss 
and that its prosperity was continuous. The Tribunal awarded 5 manti: 
basic salary as additional bonus for 1954-55.

The employees of coir weaving and rehanking establishments in 
Sherthalai taluq in Kerala were granted a bonus ranging from 5i% 
to of total earnings during 1955- and 44/ to 5t/ of the total 
earnings during 1955.

All the bargemen employed in Bombay port employed, by M/s.Kanji 
Jadhavji &Co. Ltd.Bombay were granted l/8th of the total basic wages 
as bonus for the years 1954,1955 and 1956..

As a result of a settlement,bonus at the rate of 6 days wages 
for each of the five years 1953 to. 1957 was granted to the workmen 
of the Punjab National Press, ChiIla Darwaza, Delhi.

Workers of the Punjab Distillery Indus tries,Ltd. Khasa were ' 
awarded a total of 8y months^ basic wage., as bonus fox u.m three 
years 1953-54,1954-55 and 1955“t6.

Twenty silk textile mills in Bombay paid bonus according to the 
terms of settlement arrived at between the parties. The amount 
awarded ranged from 3^ of total basic earnings to 25%of the basic

Standardwages earned,, , ,
The workmen employed in Delhi branches 01 ,

Vacuum and Burmah Shell Companies were awarded a bonus amounting to 
54 months’ basic wages for the year 1956.

According to an agreement Potion
coffee estates in Madras got an additional bonus au the ra o
2i % of earnings for each of the years 1912 o g d
rate of ^r^rea/^f 25 /^nl lorl o? tea.
mixed estates having an average acreage ox

contd..,



Agreement between the emnl oyoes 
^Pploy,ers_of Six Factories Bf 
^■^-Ass.oclated Cement Co. Ltd.

were r^chfd^ltwlen0^^ agreements

vF/l'pd. ™ne' $y the Bonbay°ement
Kymore (M ’?“)■ ClinKh^ “n/3’ 6 (M-P- h (11 )Kynore Canent ferks,
Krh/Spf/uJ1?) °®ment Worksdur,jpurdncludinr MM1,
quarries JPunjab;(Iv)Chalbasa Cement Works (1 nc ludl RaianU
S iKiel7* jL ( B "Til AT* S * sitlfB f ttI < In In A ft Cement Works,
t r^’ and (vl)Shahabad Cement Works (including Sh^h^ad
at prbmbtin^cord?3! These agreements were aimed
and the t r?^a'fc^0^ between the workers and the employers

rd interests of the country. They regulate the rates of 
and trn-fS allowance and house-rent allowance,leave facilities 
ana travel concessions.

I • WA GES; The exl s 11 n g
6 cement factories mentioned

”A” 
"B” 
"C" 
”D” 
"E"

grades of wages of employees in all the 
above have been revised as follows:

Wage Scales of daoly-rated workers

Rs. 3-7? -00.2? - 6.00
Rs.2.?6 - 0.20 - 3.96
Rs.i.62 - 0.1? - 2.82
Rs.1.2? - 0.03 - 1.81
Rs. 1.00-0.09 - 1.50

II. DEARNESS ALLOWANCE - Therates of dearness allowance In 
these factories have been fixed as shown in the Table at page 105-5-.

Rates of Dearness Allowance in 6 cement factories

S.Nq. Name of Factory Rate of D. Remarks

1. Banmore Cement Works, 
Banmore(M.P.)

2. Kymore Cement Works, 
Kymore(M.P.)

Rsol-2-6 per day . (Rs. 1/2/- 
as dearness allowance 
in cash and 6 pies as 
monetary equivalent of 
grain concessions) for 
151 points which is the 
19?6 average of the 
Jabalpore consumer price 
index number with base 

.195-5- ==100.11.6 n.p. 
for every rise or fall 
in 5 points of the 
consumer price index 
number from 151 of this 
centre.

Rs.l.l2nP per day plus The skilled and 
existing grain conces- semi-skilled 
si on allowance workers in Grades

A,B,C & D(and all 
the other workers 
who are at present 
getting the 
benefit )will draw 
this D.A. in . 
addition to 12-^% 
of their basic wage
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S.No. Name of Factory Rate of Dearness Allowance Remarks

3. Bhupendra Cement 
(including Malla 
Quarries),Surajour 
(Punjab)

4. Chaibasa Cement 
Works (including 
Rajanka Limestone 
Quarries),Jhinkpani 
(Bihar)

Increase or decrease at
the rate of 6 nP per unit same as in
of 3_ points fr om 100 of No. 2
the Ludhiana Consumer 
price index number with
base 19^4 ^100 (Suraj pur 
index number as and when 
it is available)

The scheme of dearness 
allowance awarded by 
the Supreme Court will 
continue with the modification 
that with effect from 1st 
December ,199'7 the basic 
dearness allowance will be 
raised from Ro 1-2-6 to
Rs .119 np.

5, Shahabad Cement Works 
(including Shahabad 
Limestone Quarries), 
Shahabad(Mysore)

Increased dearness allowance 
at the rate of Rs.33/8/- 
p.mo(existing rate is Rs,30 
p.m. )

6. Sindri Cement
Works,Slndr1(Bihar)

Increased dearness 
allowance of Rsr2S p.m. 
Including food grains 
allowance as against the 
presenu dearness allowance 
of Rsol per day and food 
grains allowance of Rs. 3 
per month.D.A. will be 
linked to Jharia Consumer 
price index number)base 
199-9- “100) at the rate of 
h-o9 np for every rise or 
fall 9- points from 100

Skilled and 
semi-skilled 

daily-rated work 
in Grades A,B,C 
and D will be 
eligible as at 
present to draw 
a D.A.equal to 
12i%of their 
basic wage in 
addition to d.a. 
in column 3*

III. HOUSE RENT ALLOWANCE; All permanent workers employed in 
these six factories will be paid Rs.2^p,m. as house tent allowance in 
case they are not provided with quarters.

IV. LEAVE FACILITIES; In all the factories with the exception 
of Chaibasa Cement Works,Chaibasa(Bihar)all the.dal ly rated permanent 
workers will be entitled’to a maximum of 7 days’ casual leave with 
pay in a year. Only in the unit at Chaibasa, 6 days’ casual leave 
will be allowed to the above workmen as cue number of festival hold y 
in this factory has been increased from.live uo six in a year. In the 
Mvsore State unit at Shahabad and the Bihar unit at Sindri, da^ly

oFt^days. Workers st;
full pay and 7 days with hal- ^7 “ i fAtory, workers getting 17 
Xs'si^-l^rXSil pay will also continue to enjoy the benefits.

V ^^CONCESSIONS «g -

dies while in service,will be grantee rar 
subject to certain conditions.
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COUNCIL OF
INDUSTRIES

AlTUQECLINgS_T_Q, NOMINATE' REPRESENTATIVE

on November P'dha^ t wrote to the AITUC
is being reconstituted ?f Industries
for one of the labour seats on ?S f nomination by the AITUC General Secretary, tes X X ?C11‘ Gom.3.A.Dange, 
195B: y’ ias sent the following reply, on December 31

Dear Sir,

and dated November 1958

The on for this decision are as follows:

lnI am not

The Council was formed to loo 
ment and development of industries

.location, removal, 
Industries (Development and Regulation 1=^1951^^^ °f th® 
Council and uhe sub-committees formed under it.

\concretely into 
in the country. the establish-

Not only ques- 
location,

CT,.^TI?e ’Licensing Committee’, on which the AITUC was never 
the Five PYe-?’Plan failed in conforming to the policy of
grant 5 e^ort-tapoN muddle “ «»•

- So aISQ the question of location of industries is not 
influenced by the Advisory Council. The fact that no clear 
policy was evident in the location of the oil refineries that 
hundreds of engineering and other units are springing up’without 
the Plan,.congesting housing areas in town layouts, shows that on 
dJ? a^n question uhe Advisory Council and its Committees can LA <9 V d y J—L bL-l_C

The most glaring failure of the Council was when larve-scale 
closure of textile mills was taking place, many of them due to 
frauds and bad management, the Council did nothing to take over 
these concerns, despite requests from trade unions and consumer 
interests. Aany of tnese closed units were in good condition and not obsolete.

The Textile Inquiry' Committee Report (195S - page 3B) also 
suggested the.use of the Industries (Development and^Regulation) Act 
to take over some units but Government has rejected just that 
part of the recommendation, by saying that they do not want to 
have autonomous corporations to take over and run such textile units.

But Government has been very anxious to ins tai automatic 
looms and already licenses seem to have been issued 'without any 
consultation with the trade unions.

Another reason why
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Council anymore 5±2 that n ^h0 iS to be on the
advised by Government hls SxclidlFthl^TU^ ?S p 
all important committees of th- "i > deliberately from

No arc the Council where concrete decisions
al Conferee of the- annual attendance
-y- ton^erence , where nothing beyond some polite

are taken .
at the Gener
speeches is done.

We have 
the AITUC is 
industrialis

come to this decision 
-always ready to do it 
.'-'.■Dion of the country,

with great regrets, though 
s national duty to the proper 
in the interests of the people.

NOMINATION OF DELEGATES TO I.L.O.

letter to Labour Ministry

b bhis year too, the AITUC was formally approached
in the °f bndia, Ministry of Labour and Employment
in the mauer of composing the delegation from India to the 
mu as far as representation to the workers’ organisations are 
concerned. The letter from the Government ’’requested that an 
agreed panel of three persons whi< th four trade union organisa
tions, viz., the INTUC, the LITUC, the 1 S and the UTUC, wish to 
sponsor, may kindly be forwarded to this Ministry urgently....” 

qualified the request with the state-The Ministry
ment that ”If,

of cours 
however an agreed panel of names is not possible, 

will select from the names sent by the 
most representative organisation.'’' Since the Government’s 
opinions on this question are predetermined, the AITUC has sent 
the following reply:

the Government of India

No. 173 -A/ 5 9
Tq January 2, 1959

Shri R.C.Saksena,
Under Secretary to the Government of India, 
Ministry of Labour & Employment, 
New Delhi.

Sub: 43rd Session of the- ILO

Dear Sir,

Your letter No .LC-1(9)/59 dated 29th December, 195S.

As the Government of India, true to its traditions of 
the last so many years, is already determined to confer the 
representation on the iNTUC which in no way is the most represen
tative organisation of workers in India, in any branch of 
industry or trade, your request to us to send nominations 
has only a formal .meaning. We have challenged Government of 
India’s opinion on this matter and continue to do so.

In view of the Government’s attitude of discrimination 
against the AITUC and the. ir unwarranted patronage of the INTUC, 
we decline to send any nominations.

Yours faithfully, 
Sd.

(S.A.DANGE),M.P., 
General Secretary
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a confer™!!?^!  tel'M & Wteyrent, Government of India i«
labour orsaniBati^F^o «« GoveXls VST”* '
labour emp^ in
panies or corporations, but excluX? ?gS WhlCh are run as limited com- 
on January 21 19PQ mu '' ifu- hanks and insurance" in N n u,- 

o , The conferee ■> ,pn w ^-uidnce m New Delhi' Code of Discipline in lad a two-poirrt agenda, viz.
SinS???^ ^Industrial Re latten? in??01 P J? f°r ^o^ition of tride 

comP°siteon and obrectiv? ?£ubllc ^^or undertakings.
with the proposals for ■ ,-",te. + " of tbe Conference are at share variance
tee 16th Indian Labour EP°tesmen announced at
3^ the following letter to te^Un^X^^ ^TUC^ haS

xo- Labour Minister, on January 2, 1959.
Tte elroS !blic Conferenoo.
kept cut of the scope of the Con^reSe Vol r .?mplo^es Importance are 
public sector undertakinus, which are'run f F “yine employees of those

excluding banks and insurance." " " imreed companies or corporations 

T, teough we are not yet given th^ 1-w r ■ -j.
It means that the three factories in'^^ees, one cm see what it means, 
the steel plants and one or two oth^rR rZ’? ’ the Sindn Fertilisers in Bihar, 
yet built fully, these can hardly be di^cu- ?? + AS the steel Plants are not
construction labour. The same is the w pt f°r their contract and

„T 15 tee case with public sector coal, if any as yet.
Nainital Confers neef 0^1952 S ^^th^rr r?Eed VerM forcefully at the
Defence and sone others have the P&T, the
all along have pleaded for their reTre sent ation^W^ observers. They
was agreed that a separate Public Sector Tripartite Co^rSce wuld Slid" 
bypasses tS^i^^ ^li?^ aM r
Such a conference is totally unsatis factol? Th? MTPh ? employees,
ment keep its promise md chl a'conf 'of ?at G™3” 3
including those in limited companies ^d' corporations Jd w?th 
banks aid insurance. It should wMri/pc? p ?d ^hout excluding 
Government employees in other fi Gd- m ?’ o TelefraPhs^ Defence,

- — - ■ - I f are cov®^d by 4-A and 4-B rules, such ’
.-^come-tax, etc., transport other than railways and 
concerns run by tte States should also be included.

as GPWD, Civil Aviation
so on. The employees

"The present conn 
money. Hence this Con
Conference as suggested

"The agenda of the 
present agenda looks as 
the Code of Dis cipline .

a it ion 
erence 

. above
P^Pese and is pure waste of time and 

should be abandoned for the present and a fuller 
should be called in the month of March this year

Conference also should be more comprehensive. The 
tee employees are called for nothing else but observing 

even ? Wgestion of such vital questions
1 conditions, their wages and their rights within thoas their living and workin- cnrdi f I ■ ^u^«^ion 01 such vital questions

and really grapple cc.U the problem m a more serious and comprehensive manner."

nf P^n ? ^s^^r was Awarded to the INTUC, HIS, UTUC and Federations 
oi D&l, Defence, Railway, ear lines, Banks and other concerned trade unions with «>e re?ue3t that if they approve of the changes suggested us^ho^Sd 
write to the Government accordingly. J

On January 5, an official of the Labour' Ministry, informsd the AITUC in a 
telephonic_ conversation wi.th the Secretary that in addition to the conference 
with its limited participation proposed for January 21, Government intends to 
hold another conference separately for those State Sedtor employees not covered 
m present proposals.
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ICFTU’S attempts
for
INTUG-HMS UNITY

xhe Lnternatian ■’ 1 Conf^r’-'v>o■'-•• ~ 'h?.s been making stk^uou? °f Free Trade Unions (ICFTU)
get its twin a/' ' M n ■ Z to days in order to
work unitedly, . re c M ;n n TUiUC and the HMS, to
advance made by the''alT’UC^^ sulYert phenomenal
sections of workers in India opinS as lt does ever larger

. ■ ICFTU General 3
J ESq1 195$ and had confabulati 
and HmS with a view to bring abou 

national centres.the affiliate
ns cretary, visited India with leaders of INTUC 

rapproachment between

. Mr.Oldenbroek apparently failed 
in September 1958, a delegation from 
Nest German Trade Unions) was detailed“to 
same purpose.

in his 
the DGBmission and later (Federation of 

dia, with the

(Ort A® from the InCian Worker
I jc v .0 , _19> c-) on the DGB—INlUu meetinc 
"HMS JOINT FRONTS WITH COMMUNISTS ---- 
DISCUSSIONS WITH DGB DELEGATION"

in Delhi. Headlined
DECRIED - INTUC PRESIDENT'S 
the Indian Worker^ reported:

"The seven-member delegation of the German Federation of
> headed by Mr’.Bernhard Tacke, Vice President of 

™?iT?Gr’ arravSd dn New Delhi on September 29, 'and visited the 
ll\l LUC Central Office on September 30 and held discussions 
with Shri G.Ramanujan, INTUG President....

’’When questioned on the prospects of unity between the I 
and the HMo as suggested oy a member (of the DGB delegation) , 
Shri Ramanujam felt oRo.t such a unity had to start from the 
ranks since much bad blood had been created there. Tracing t 
history of the trade union movem ent and how the communists-’ 
played the anti-national role during the freedom movement of 
1942, he told the members that it was in 1947 when the INTUC 
was founded and at that time many who formed the HMS sometime 
later on participated at the inaugural conference of the INTI 
After a few months, however, they formed the Hind Mazdoor 
PanChayat and soon'after merged with the Indian Federation o: 
Labour, which was already a discredited body, and as a resulH 
the Hind Mazdoor Sabha came into being. Later, they started 
supporting, the communists by forming 'joint fronts’ with them 
here and there, while in the INTUC's view, the communists 
had to be altogether isolated and rendered ineffectual. The 
HMS instead tried to 'isolate the INTUC. One reason for this 
perhaps was the INTUC was the strongest trade union organisation 
and in order to fight it, the HMS and the AITUC joined hands 
from time to title. As a result, much bad blood had been created 
among the ranks lower down. Therefore, if at all there could 
be unity between the INTUC and the HMS, one had to start from 
the bottom. ' The communists had to be isolated and after such 
isolation, ccnsoli ation of non-communist forces was to be taken up. 
(emphasis original) The role.of the HMS,had so far been a 
negative one. A positive approach would be (1) to isolate the 
communists and (2) to consolidate non-communist forces."

An editorial commentator in the same issue 
Worker described the DGB-INTUC consultations in

of the Indian
the following words:

. "A significant chord of



significant 
struck with th 
delegation’s <
dent, and other 
in Delhi the del 
with the INTUC 1 
unionism in Indi

Ilsit of the DGB^eie^-relations was 
^abuiations with Shrike to7"ew Delhi and the 
leaders at the Central INTUC Pre3i-
egation members had h^rt^ ? Duri^g their stay 
eaders about the varion/ nt0 n®art discussions 
a..._ ^rious aspects of trade

On this

’’One important r>r>-‘ r +-
sions with tte IWUCPp7si™nNlly, Jh® dele8ation at its discus

X ?m°ng dem°crath t72e °f in™lcatioS
Merman delcgaj-.i on , - uni...n organisations The

uni, tv ^|siS
been very convincing.

The HMseS a^ng the raaks 
ine hme should give i 
with the JxllUC nma p * • outs. Oniv thon L ™lng .Jointfront

of ShH Rima^ujail, 
_ ,h J Vlew of SO much

up its'present oSlicv n? t'0.3^ from' bottom.
___  form™ ■ XP of ^ming hands

Only then the way for a closer o strikes or lock-
. 7 a C1°*er collaboration could be paved.

, n Ihe a n d ian Worksr (Ore A \
delegation present s“tn th/rmrl announced that the ”DGB 
three standard office and\hr2o ?ncSe two loudspeakers, 
cators and recorders .” ” poi tWlg typewriters, three dupli-

ATTITUDE Or1 ti.r.3.

the ICFTU^as\delc^^  ̂ Sabha to the moves of

Secretary to the 7th pin tn® RePort of the General
Nagpur in December. 1958;" ° ventlon of the HMS held in

necessaryUto ma^T with 0°^ th&t the ICFTU has felt
standing between the HMS and^the INWC^fh^ICFTn closer ^der- 
smcerely believe in the ° TU seems to
a delegation of distinguiX^?^ understanding and
ship of ICFTU’s General SeeEi-^v under the leader-
April, 1958, to explore the possibi “
discussions on this subject took nlace at ICFTU^ 1Sr ■

±n June-J^ 195a,/at wh^
future to be present. The Winking among some lexers of the 

direction of a ’no raid’ pact of 
oy me earlier.

ICFTU app irs t
the kind already

in the
mentioned

’’While I 
respect has }

sure that 
initiated

the effort of the ICFTU in this 
with.the sincere desire to assist

a-Fr^-fa -n-. • ~ ---- e Cr^de union movement in India I amand thecal °f lhe preCise

equate anti-communism with 
HMS constantly endeavoured

the growth the free

tendency to

position and the reason wy
apart. I must also record t 
ICFTU may not be convinced o 
has been no effort on the pa 
upon us to take one course o

he h 
a t w

ade unionism. anyhow, the 
ain to the ICFTU the correct 
7, and the INTUC are so far 
ele some officers within the
correctness of our stand’, there 
Cue 1 Ci i j to exert any pressure 
her in this respect.”
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MAZDOOR SABHA 
on

I. U. UNITY

in the Report of th^ GbnerarSeSre^ J discussed as follows 
Convention of the Hind EL. S L the Seventh Annual 
December 24-2B 195g. ^or Sabha held at Nagpur on

one thoughSitJhas oftEbe ^iOn continues to be a live
our stand oS it once and fo? we should Annulate
further. Actually/the question ^aJtop discussing it any 
such day-to-dav rMvr-J S SUch imPortance andhave to'keepM “ °r "Ot’ we

?? ’has formulateMits'^positMM RM annual convention, the HMS 
ourselves MhvXUf RMvXgMMMiM jMM" declared 

■ movement provided it was hn®oa 1Plcation of the trade union
of freedom from external infl uence fuEntEi °h th® PrinciPles 
and the workers' verdict in democracy
Unfor tuna tel v, these nrinohol a n R// • eXastlng rd valries .effort of nnifEF P^Hcipdes, and m fact the idea of an 
The position, the ref EEL EEhEiff uaiv6rsal support 
movement continue to exist and' ELikE EEEfES °f 
However from Mmr tn L-p/ " xiKeiy 00 do so tor some time,arise oA wMh R, U MM circumstances and issues
we Mould not hesitate to participate in Ltat action wiR 
hardly ever foE L” - "n Praccice it has been seen that the INTUC 
n rai; ever joins sucn joint action and in effect the effort- 
merely take on the appearance of HMS-aITUC alliance.

ZEE® °ther.hand> there is an opinion that the HMS 
as a free tr^de union organisation must not have any truck with 
the communists and their AITUC. It is armed that wi th -i i ra,,i4-„ tatttto • , ~ aitiea onau witn ail itsfaults the IiMUu iS at least not the instrument of the oolitical 
objectives of an anti-democratic party as the AITUC is Lnd 
arEtElEd laast some kind of understanding between’the HMS 
nd the THUG should be aimed at in order that a direct conflict a ^em, so harmful to both, may be minimised. It fe sX 
ed that some kgnd oi a "no raiding’ pact should be entered into between the HMS and the INTUC on thetasis of jXgcSonal ° 
distribution industry-cum-regionwise.

"This problem of our attitude to ’the INTUC and the AITUC 
has become so persistent and immediate during the past year that 
r $Conventl°n wuld do well to consider it fully. In the context 

of the proposed token strike, the question whether we should 
enter into joint action with the niiUC has been a very real one 
for the past year.

"My personal opinion is that such joint actions as a matter 
of policy should be avoided. Basically, this is because the HMS 
as a free trade union movement should recognise the undesirability 
of associating with the communist front organisations in any manner 
or shape. Whatever advantages such joint action appears to have 
on specific occasions are illusory and do not really contribute to 
the strength of independent trade unions. What is worse, those 
among us who favour such joint actions think of them as isolated 
steps limited to a specific issue only. The AITUC, however, look

. . . . upon it as a step
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upon it - s a step in the campaign to inveigle, undermine and 
eventually swallow up or.disrupt the free trade union movement, 
by ^be Known Communist tactics of united fronts., In fact,

3 ^11UC have actually complained that the
has been ungrateful in not supporting actions staged by

they- unions even when the xITUC willingly supported the * 
actions .staged. by the HMS unions. Thus the AlTUC’s participation 
in any joint action is to be secured only at a price: the price 
of accepting the whole principle of united front with them at 
all points. ihis was made clear beyond any doubt by the AITUC 
General Secretary’s letter referred to above. I believe that 
the acceptance of such a principle cuts at the very raison-d’ etre of the HMS . .

’’This question has become particularly serious in Bombay, 
where the influence and prestige of the Samyukta Maharashtra 
Samiti are sought to be exploited by the leaders of the Samiti 
for setting up trade union organisations ostensibly to defeat 
the INTUC. HMS unions in Bombay have firmly opposed this move 
all along because it is obviously political and secondly because 
such organisations set up with the sole purpose of weakening the 
INTUC do not by themselves contribute to the strength or effective
ness of the working class movement. However, the proposal has 
gone beyond the stage of mere discussion and it is clear that 
the Communists and the uITUC will do everything to use the Samiti 
and any other Similar multi-party platforms in order to push 
ahead its policy when it finds that the HMS cannot be beguiled 
into it. The hands of the HMS unions in Bombay will be greatly 
strengthened in resisting such insidious manoeuvres if they 
^et the firm backing of the HMS as a whole.

”0n the other hand, the idea of any kind of ®no raiding 
understanding with the INTUC is no less unrealistic. The lasb 
ten years’ experience of the policies and functioning of the it wo 
and of its relationship with the Congress Government and the 
Congress Party have made it abundantly clear that it is not and 
does not even intend to be independent in any real sense of the. 
term. Besides, it has a record of disrupting established organi 
sations with Government support and opposing legitimate struggles 
of working people which should make it very .difficult for any 
genuine trade union body to associate with i . juI of you are 
familiar with so many instances of this, that I feei it quite 
unnecessary to give any examples. Nor is there any sign of change 
in the attitude and policy of the INTUC and of the Government 
whtme Datr^nape it enjoys . Any move by the hMo to enter into aPpact with the INTUC without any indication of a basic change 
in the character of the INTUC, will make us partners in its record. W Sall have to share in its bad name. The HMS will.lose its 
appeal to the vast section of workers to whom domination by the 
Congress is totally unacceptable. Such people may be reluctantly 
drawn to the AITUC as a result of HMS entering into pacts with 
the INTUC. Those who are anxious that the influence, of the 
AITUC should be checks 
purpose if they try.to

’’The difficulties

will be actually defeating their own 
o it through an HMS-INTUC tie-up.
associating with the INTUC have been 

further" underlined by the failure of the prolonged efforts for 
thP unification of the organisations of railwaymen. Several 
prominent HMS comrades have been associated with these efforts 
£hich have dragged on for several years and it is a matter^of 
regret to us that their earnss
no/vtv ? , rhitTr’fnr acccotod bv both th^ parties

should leave no do0bt in anybody's mind that any understandingtor&coyoperatlon with the I«UC can be only at the 
price of accepting its domination.

of

t efforts should have been fruitless, 
of these efforts, which have been

I therefore, emphatically
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of thaVhile theof ?he A^5S____
the INTUC can nffAn move °f the HMS to enter into a pact with its mission a, f er ?° “ans for it ■ The ®S has to 
readv to fide vhl tadopendent 'and democratic organisation X . th-131,Government whenever necessary but also to 
na„t o-iven ormi ■ Q°m movement. We have, during the? • ?• .. ?n?of of our readiness to suffer and sacrifice
onH on.ci stand and I am sure that further sufferingand sacrifice in this cause will not be shirked by us."

objective
from falling 
may be a
carry on

INTUC STAND

The . line of thinking of the INTUC on the question of 
trade union unity was apparent in the editorial of the Indian 
'Worker (January 5, 1959) : ------

"Similar efforts have to be made to forge trade union 
unity.. As the AITUC and the INTUC differ in their purpose, 
direction and their methods, real unity among the two is out 
of question. It is however, necessary for organisations, like 
the HMS'and the UTUC, to merge with a major organisation of their 
choice . _ As the INTUC and the HMS are co-affiliates of the 
ICFTU, it should not be difficult for them to come closer to 
each other, but it has to be remembered that there is no use 
for a few leaders at the top to take a decision on the question. 
Unfortunately, the HMS is lacking in homogeneity and is not 
able to speak with one voice on the question."



Index Numbers.

Th© PP1CO8 of nOCSSSitn
difficulties in the life ths everY day which create new
in the prices which is showing in th^fefo J” 1958 ther® iS a further rise
average consumer price index numbers: f llc™^ table giving the all India

-•

—9.°d General.

100 ~ 1949 100 - 1944 poo -1949

595? 101 '38 101
.2L 102+ 144 105
9g 102 ui 103
953 199 145 106
954 101 138 101

'955 92 122 96
1956 105 145 105
1957 112 152 111

There was a further rise in the consumers price index numbers in 1 958 
which can be seen from the following table :

Year Food 
base 100 - 1949

General 
base 100-1 944 base 100-1949

1958.
January. 1 12 (153) 111
February 1 10 (153) 110
March 110 (152) 110
Apid 1 1 1 2 (153) 11 1
May 1 14 (156) 113
Jure 118 (160) 116
July 1 22 (164) 119
August 124 (166) 120
Septembe r 125 (167) 1 21



STATISTIC AL SUPPLRM/'NT

IN DUSTRI AT, PROFITS

( Base: 1939 - 100)

Year T All Jute Cotton
Industries Tea Sugar Paper Iron & Coal Cenent

Steel p

1950 246.4 456.9 356.6
271.2 262.4 479.0 134.2 209.2 333.4

1951 310.5 679.1 551.1 103.9 420.8 604.1 157.7 178.4 419.7

1952 190.6 183.3 262.8 -88.8* 409.8 566.8 162.6 220.4 293.4

1953 261.2 326.2 379.4 391.4 419.8 512.7 179.4 145.5 279.0

1954 320.8 354,7 398.9 743.8 336.1 666.1 224.3 161.0 341.4

1955 334.3 277.5 535.0 183.1 413.5 747.8 307.9 200.4 409-7

1956 326.5 -27.2* 568.4 346.6 454.5 749.2 293.3 148.6 430.2

* - indicates loss

Index .relates to net profits before deducting contributions for depreciation
and reserves

STRIKE AND LOCKOUTS

Year . .. . No, of No, of workers Now of man-davs
Ct opp age s involved lost

1950 814 719,883 ' - .12,806,704

19-51 .1071 691,321 3,818,928

19-52 .963 809,242 • 3,336,96.1

79-53 -772 ■ 466,607. » 3,382,608

1954 • 840 • 477,188. ■ 3,372,630

1955 1166 ■527,767- ■ ■ 6,697,848

1956 1263 734,168 ........................... 7,136,512

1957 1632 889,368 6,429,324

1958 1387 743,815 '■ '■ 5,905,387
' (9 months)

*•<
Contd.......



ST ATIS TIG AL SUPPLEMR1N

STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS - 1958

fenth —_ 9f Stoppages Mp,. of workors No. of man-days
involved lost

JAN 147 56,492 371,125
FEB i 52 99,482 • 447,586
mar 167 85,462 818,824
APR 170 61,489 530,162
MAY 1 60 57,657 716,012
JUN 163 161,71 1 1,529,248
JUL 164 98,592 464,165
AUG 132 63,571 613,682

SEP 132 59,359 415,083

1387 743,815 5,90 5,887



SOME MAJOR STRIKES >p LOCKOUTS II\J 1953

Some major strikes and lockouts during th 
and mandays lost in each case (given in brackets) year 1958 (upto September) 

were :

* a India security Press, Nasik. (80,478); West Bokaso Colliery,
S Textile Ltd., Nanjangud, (29,146)'; Stevedores

nna1D°Ck ^our Board, Calcutta (47,173); Howrah Cotton Mills, Howrah
(16,200); Dhakeswari Cotton Mills Ltd., Sunyanagar (16,000).

,^ruary: West Bokaro Colliery, Ghatoat-and (71,11 6) (Total 112,858), Howrah 
o on tills, Howrah (l9,200) (total 35,400), Dhakeshwari Cotton Mills Ltd.,

Sunyanagar (17,200; total 43,200) ; Kapila Textile Mills Limited, Nanjangud 
(26,904) workers employed under; Post Commissioners, Calcutta, (25,100);

9,S^ly fate—Mills, Garden Reach, Calcutta (64,800); Hindustan Aircraft Pvte., 
Limited, Bangalore (53,128). ------

Marchi Kapila Textile Mills, Nanjangud, (72,028 total 1,28,078); Hindustan 
Aircraft Private Limited, Bangalore, (56,128) total 1,09,256); Hooghly £ute Mills 
Garden Reach, Calcutta, (1 8,900, total 83,700): Indian Iron and Steel Company 
Limited, at Bumpur Kulti rd Standard Wagon Company Bumpur(2,88,000);
.Bengal Chemical aid Pharmaceutical, Works Limited, Calcutta 157,200); Khardah Jute 
Mill^ Khardah (39,200), Rajgarh Jute Mills, Raigarh, (40,800); Messrs. Cement- 
aticn Patel, Durgapur Steel Project (30,000); Marti quarry Rohtas of Messrs.
Parshva Properties Private Limited., DalimLanagar (24,000Q>

April : Bengal Chemicals and Pharmaceutical Works Limited,Calcutta (57,200); 
Premier Automobiles Limited, Bombay, (69,401); Tatanagar Foundry Company Limited, 
Jamshedpur (59,400); Chambal Dam Project, Chambal (52,000); Magnesite Syndicate 
Limited, Salem (21,000).

May. Premier Automobiles Limited, Bombay (1,20,292), Tatanagar Foundry Company 
Limited, Jamshedpur (72,900); Bengal Chemical aid Pharmaceutical Works Limited, 
Calcutta (59,400); Kolar Gold Mining Undertakings, (Nundydoorg Mine)(55,110).

June : Premier Automobiles Limited, Bombay, (1,09,844); Tatanagar Foundry Company 
Limited, Jamshedpur (67,500); Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceuticals Works Limited, 
Calcutta (26,400) (total 200,200); Buckingham and Carnatic Mills, Madras (263,165);
Bombay Municipality (1,69,566); Calcutta, Madras, Bombay and Vizagapatam (7,00,000)

July: Premier Automobiles Limited, Bombay (1 ,21 ,686 - Total 4,21,223), Cotton 
Textile Mills, Ahmedabad (54,414); Combodia Mills Limited, Coimbatore (47,250) 
Tatanagar, Foundry Company Limited, Jamshedpur (not known) .

August: Tatanagar Foundry Company Limited Jamshedpur (total - 3,26,700);
Combodia Mills Limited, Coimbatore (43,750); Bidi Factories of Aurangabad and 
Dhulia^ (2,20,000); Calcutta Tramways Company, Calcutta, (1,70,000).

September; Calcutta Tramways Company Calcutta, (l,9C,000) (total 3,60,000), 
Combodia Mills Limited, Coimbatore (42,240), Hutta Lid lines Company Limited, 
Rai chur (17, 620)



ST ATIS TIC AL SUPPLEMENT

INDEX OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION (Base : 1951 - 1QQ)

Year

.......—..  1_

General 
Index

Coal
i

... ——

food Cott on 
Textile

Jute
Textile

Paper & 
paper 
Product

Rubber
Products 

s

Basic
Metal 

Industri

General 
Electrical

Engineering
---- ee—

1952 103.6 105.6 112.4 102.3 107,6 104.2 100.5 100.1 92.8
1953 105.6 104.5 105.7 109.1 101 .1 105.9 108.8 94.5 108,9
1954 11 2.9 107.2 101 ,7 1 10.9 107.3 117.7 127.7 114.4 151.9
1955 122.1 111.4 1 21 ,9 11 1 .9 118.9 140.2 140.2 112.6 183.3
1956 132.6 114.9 131.0 117.5 127.3 146.6 1 51 .6’ 117.1 21 8.1

1957 137.3 126.8 141.3 1 15.5 120.5 169.3 165.5 119.5 240.1
1 95S
Jan’ 145.1 135.4 160.1 112.2 133.8 184.5 198.3 119.2 256.6 •

Feb 145.2 141.0 154.4 112.1 1 28.8 1 80.0 186.2 131.2 259.8

Mar 137.9 126.9' 1 61 .8 105.4 1 16.0 184.7 167.6 123.3 223.7
Apr 140.2 134.8 1 55.9 108.1 124.2 1 83.7 1 84.0 123.1 253.7

May. 141 .6 133.2 167.6 108.4 129.9 1 93,6 192.7 101 .8 253.2

Jun 129.2 126.0 167.4 102.4 116.5 176.8 178.3 115.0 . 234.6

Jul 148.2 1 28.6 214.8 109.6 1 23.1 193.2 195.9 122.7 272.0

Aug 145.0 1 21 .4 21 8.5 106.6 117.6 191 .4 17S.» 122.6 240.. 0

Sep 1 53.1 136.4 229.3 111 .7 124.5 202.6 191 .7 125.8 261 .6

(From: Monthly .Abstract of Statistics Vol. II No, 11, 
Pages 22 - 23)



EXTUT OF UN-EMPLOYMENT

The unemployment is constantly on tte increaee durine the 1Q '

No survey has so far been made to find out the extent of unemploynmt in India. 

The statistics published by Employment Exchangesdo not indicate the real extent 

of unemployment as only a. small section of the workers register their names’in 

the .employment ^.cnanges. However, the working of the employment exchanges show 

t hat the unemploynent is growing at an increasing rate, which can be clearly seen 

from the data published by the Director General of Resettlement and Employment, 

Goverhment of India, which is given below:

4
Year Monthly 

Registration
No. placed 
in employmeni

No. of vacancies 
b outstanding at the 

end of the year

Total No, 
of applns 
on Regr 
at the end 
of the 
year

—-

1948 Monthly average 72.4 21 .6 55.1 239.•

1949 1! H 88.9 21 .4 29.3 274.3

1950 I! 1! 100 .9 27.8 28.2 330.7

1951 H I! 1 14.6 34.7 21 .8 328.7

1952 If II 123.1 29.9 22.9 +37.6

1953 I! If 1 17.4 15.5 20.9 522.4

1954 It II 122.1 13.5 29.3 609.8

1955 tt II 132.2 14.1 42.2 691 .9

1956 n it 139.2 1 5.8 42.8 758.5

1 957 n if 147.9 16.1 45.2 922.1

1958 January 1 68.2 17.0' 44.9 939.7

Fe burary 134.5 16.5 43.9 944.9

March 147.7 17.5 48.4 931.7

April 158.7 19.7 56.1 936.3

May i 178.8 >0.5 61.9 963.3

June 194.9 1,8.9 62.0 1001.6

July 240.9 21 .7 60.2 1083.1

August 207.7 21 .0 61 .0 1128.7

September 
_ ____

199.0 20.2 62.2 1153.9

Ccntd,.
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The table clearly indicate that during the last ten years the average 

y registrations m the offices of the Employment Exchanges have more than 

doubled: while the applications on register at tte end of t he year have 

reased fourfold. When the extent of unemployment is increasing at a rapid 

rate the employment opportunities are decreasing r which is ' seen

by .the fact that the number of workers placed in enpioymnt is on the decline.

the year 19^8 the extent of unemployment has been further increased 

and in the month of -ugust 1958, the number of applications on register, at 

the end of the months was 1,128,700.



aITUC general council meeting 
Bangalore - Jan.15 - IS, 1959

Story of

BUDHa TaNAJI OF AMALNER

I

To
The Secretary to the 
Ministry of Labour’& 
New Delhi

Government 
Employment

No.RMNU/185/58 
September 1, 1958

of India, 
(Implementation Cell)

Dear Sir,

I wish to bring before you the case of one workerShri Budha Tanaji, employed in the Pratap Spinning and 
ills ext Amalner, East Khandesh, Bombay State.

by name 
Weaving

of 
of 
in

o EM was dismissed by an agreement between
!L“SAM Ra®h yS 14111 Mazdur Sangh, Amalner, an
tne iiuui, The agreement was
the spinning frames which wer

The a
the mill
affiliate

concerning the changes in the size
retrenchment of 32 posts. greed to by the Sangh resulting

is surprising is that out of the 32 posts declared 
eaundant, one worker was definitely named and though his post 

was not rant, he was to be dismissed forthwith, Tteclause in 
the agreement says:

„ j t^is extensi°n work makes progress, some posts
°f coolies will become redundant, depending
on the. reduction in the number of ring frames caused by the

i°n Pr°gr9nfne • The management may reduce one post
of doffer by retrenching Budha Tanaji, doffer T.N0.36S 
forthwith. As for the other redundant posts which are vacant 
today, . . . others will be reduced as and when vacancies arise.”

, The point is that.if the other posts are. reduced as and when
they iall vacant, why is this particular worker selected for 
instant retrenchment? He is neither a junior worker nor is 
his post vacant.

Then, why did the Sangh particularly choose this worker?

According to our information, given to us by the Rashtriya 
Mill workers Union, amalner, which is an independent organisation 
and not an affiliate of ours, Shri Budha Tanaji has been victi
mised because he is not a member of the Sangh''. Secondly, he 
opposed the Sangh’s nominee in the elections to the Co-operative 
Society in the Mill and defeated him by an overwhelming majority. 
Thirdly, Shri Budha Tanaji opposed the policy of the Sangh in 
accepting reduction of D .A. put forward by the INTUC in this Mill.

It may be pointed out to you that this policy was brought to 
the notice of the Labour Minister at Nainital and even the INTUC 
leaders present at Nainital namely, Shri S.P.Dave, disapproved 
of such a policy. *

Shri Budha Tanaji has been in employment since 1943 .

. . . From these facts, it is
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From these facts, it is clear that the INTUC union here 

wreaked its.vengeance on Budha Tanaji and got him dismissed in 
collusion with the employer. We, therefore, make the following 
three points for your attention.

Firstly, this is a case wherein the INTUC, contrary to all 
trade union practices got the worker retrenched in order to 
carry.out inter-union rivalry and to strengthen its hands against 
the rival union by taking the help of the employer. As such it 
is accompany union. Secondly. this dismissal secured by the 
INTUC union is in contravention of the conventions adopted at Delhi 
and Nainital. Thirdly, the acceptance of extension of ring frames 
leading to retrenchment of personnel is in contravention of the 
conventions. Retrenchment provided for in this agreement is not 
only of vacancies bat of employed persons also.

The -main point, however, which I wish to press for your 
attention, is the victimisation of Shri Budha Tanaji and the anti
union behaviour of the INTUC union in this respect.

Yours faithfully,
S .A.DANGE, M.P ., 
General Secretary, AITUC .

II
. No.E&I-4O(4)/53 
Government of India, 
Ministry of Labour & Employment .

From Shri R.L.Mehta, I.A.S.,
Joint Secretary to the Government of India
The Secretary,
All-India Trade Union Congress, 
New Delhi.

Dated New Delhi, the 5th Jan 1959
Dear Sir,

I am directed'to refer to your letter No .RMWU/I85/5S dated 
the 1st September 195$ regarding the retrenchment of Shri Budha 
Tanaji employed in Pra.tap Spinning and Weaving'Mills at Amalner, 
East Khandesh, Bombay State and to say that the Agreement of 
July 1 195$ is r; oorted to have been arrived at in the absence
of Shri H.R.Kolte, General Secretary of the Rashtriya Mill 
Mazdoor Sangh, Amalner. This position was, however, rectified . 
soon after his return. It is now understood that on taking up 
the matter by Shri Kolte, the management agreed to re-employ 
Shri Tanaji without any break in service and with full payment 
of his wages. The above agreement was suomitted to the Court 
in a modified form and thereupon Shri Tanaji also agreed to 
withdraw all cases he had filed in the Labour Courts. Shri Tanaji 
is reported to be satisfied with this arrangement. It is, therefore, 
hoped that there is no cause for any further grievance in this 
matter. .Yours faithfully,

Sd . (K,M.Tripathi)
for Joint Secretary

THE END
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